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Abstract
This dissertation presents the design, development and evaluation of the Social SetVisualizer, an innovative Visual Analytics software tool, that expands upon a novelset-based approach to Big Social Data Analytics for large-scale datasets from socialmedia platforms such as Facebook. Over the course of five peer-reviewed publica-tions, three different versions of the Visual Analytics software tool are iterativelydesigned and developed, and several contributions to the visualization of sets andset intersections are highlighted.
In seven case studies with the Social Set Visualizer software tool the genera-tion of meaningful facts and actionable insights from Big Social Data are empiricallydemonstrated, and a pre-existing research gap with regard to the Visual Analytics oflarge-scale Facebook datasets vs. other social media platforms is closed. Based onthese studies, the dissertation puts forward a generalized conceptual model for inter-actions within Big Social Data termed the Social Interaction Model, which providesa simplification and extension of previous theoretical and formal models.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Denne afhandling præsenterer design, udvikling og evaluering af Social SetVisualizer, et innovativt Visual Analytics softwareværktøj, der udvider sig på en nysetbaseret tilgang til Big Social Data Analytics til store datasæt fra sociale me-dieplatforme som Facebook. I løbet af fem peer-reviewed publikationer er tre forskel-lige versioner af Visual Analytics software værktøjet iterativt designet og udviklet,og flere bidrag til visualisering af sæt og sæt kryds er fremhævet. I syv cases-
tudier med softwareværktøjet Social Set Visualizer er genereringen af meningsfuldtfakta og brugbare indsigter fra Big Social Data demonstreret empirisk og et eksis-terende forskningsgab med hensyn til Visual Analytics af store Facebook-datasætversus andre sociale Medieplatforme er lukket. På baggrund af disse studier frem-lægges afhandlingen en generel konceptuel model for interaktioner inden for storesociale data, der betegnes social interaktionsmodellen, som giver en forenkling ogforlængelse af tidligere teoretiske og formelle modeller.
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Chapter 1Introduction
This PhD project contributes to the advancement of the state of the art in the do-main of Computational Social Sciences by providing two novel solutions to the keychallenges of “working with different data formats and structures” and “developingmethods for visualizing massive data” identified in the National Academy of Sciences’report on massive data analysis [National Research Council et al. 2013].First, this PhD project addresses the challenge of “working with different dataformats and structures” in the domain of Computational Social Science by proposingthe Social Interaction Model, a formal model of social interactions that is agnostic tothe technical aspects of social media data from sources such as Facebook, Twitter,Instagram, WeChat, or Sina Weibo.Second, this PhD project addresses the challenge of “developing methods forvisualizing massive data” from the domain of Visual Analytics by interactively visu-alizing large-scale sets and set intersections in the Social Set Visualizer (SoSeVi).The Social Set Visualizer provides a novel way of insight generation, using SocialSet Analysis, the set-theoretical approach to Big Social Data Analytics that was pio-neered by our research group at the Centre for Business Data Analytics. Specifically,this PhD project tackles the challenge that arises when large-scale sets calculatedfrom Big Social Data need to be accurately visualized and analyzed. It is resolvedthrough application of innovative set visualization techniques to Big Social DataAnalytics, which in turn enable users of the Social Set Visualizer software tool toutilize the Social Set Analysis approach to its full potential.In order to facilitate the understanding of the key challenges identified aboveand the PhD project’s contributions, this introductory chapter will first establish thefoundations of Big Social Data Analytics and then outline the research problem.
1.1 Background
In recent years, Big Data ermerged as a term describing the increasing volumes ofdata which are difficult to store, process, and analyze through traditional databasetechnologies and analytical means [Hashem et al. 2015]. For Big Data, a variety ofdefinitions exist. Most prominently, the 3V definition of Big Data, based on volume,velocity, and variety, originally devised by Gartner, and the 4V definition, based onvolume, velocity, variety, and veracity [Gantz & Reinsel 2011], are used.Due to the increasing availability of Big Data, the challenge of performing BigData Analytics with the ambition to discover meaningful facts and actionable insightshas risen to utmost importance both in industry and academia [Wamba et al. 2017].
2 Chapter 1. Introduction
For the purposes of this thesis, Big Data Analytics is defined as “a set of techniquesand technologies that require new forms of integration to uncover hidden values fromlarge datasets that are diverse, complex, and of a massive scale” [Hashem et al. 2015].Big Data created through the widespread use of social media has been termedBig Social Data [Bello-Orgaz et al. 2016,Vatrapu et al. 2016] and is defined as “high-volume, high-velocity, high-variety and highly semantic data that is generated fromtechnology-mediated social interactions and actions in the digital realm; which canbe collected and analyzed to model social interactions and behavior” [Olshannikovaet al. 2017].For the research presented in this PhD project, Facebook represents the mostimportant source of Big Social Data with Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, and Reddit asadditional data sources of relevance. Based on various research projects utilizing bothBig Data and Big Social Data, considerable differences between Big Data Analyticsand Big Social Data Analytics have been identified. This distinction is based onsignificant differences in sources and structure of data, as well as in social diversityand cultural relativity, the analytical focus on symbolic and textual components ofsocial interactions, and the strong emphasis on security, privacy, and ethics [Vatrapuet al. ]. Therefore, we argue that Big Social Data Analytics should be seen as adistinct subfield of its own within Big Data Analytics.Having outlined the distinction betwen Big Data Analytics and Big Social DataAnalytics, two important concepts are now introduced which build the basis for theoverarching Big Social Data Analytics research framework employed in this PhDproject.
Figure 1.1: Descriptive, Predictive, and Prescriptive Analytics by Gartner
1.1. Background 3
On the one hand, we will outline the distinct types of analytics in data science.For this purpose, Figure 1.1 depicts an infographic by Gartner illustrating Descriptive,Predictive, and Prescriptive Analytics along the two relevant dimensions, difficulty ofimplementation and potential for value creation. Furthermore, the infographic showsa directional arrow that emphasizes the overall goal of the analytics step, from purelydescribing information in hindsight up to optimization in foresight.Descriptive Analytics focuses on the past, and attempts to generate informationfrom existing data in order to explain what has happened. It is located at the bottomleft of the infographic, which showcases a low difficulty of implementation and limitedpotential for creation of future value.Predictive Analytics attempts to predict the future outcome based on the data athand. It is located at the center of the infographic, with medium difficulty but alsomedium potential to create value.Prescriptive Analytics aims to predict the future and also provides a detailed listof interventions that need to be followed in order to reach the optimal, most valuablefuture outcome out of all predicted possible futures. It is located at the top right ofthe infographic, with a high potential for value creation, but also a high difficulty ofimplementation.On the other hand, we introduce the concept of the Big Data Value Chain in orderto understand the process of value creation through Big Data Analytics. As illustratedin Figure 1.2, the Big Data Value Chain depicts a series of seven consecutive stepsthrough which value can be extracted from Big Data [Miller & Mork 2013].Each step entails one out of three major stages, namely data discovery, dataintegration, or data exploitation. The stage of data discovery contains three steps,collection and annotation, preparation, and organization of data. The stage of dataintegration only consists of a single step that brings the need for integration ofdatasets through a common representation of the data at hand into focus. Lastly, thestage of data exploitation contains the final three steps, which are data analytics,visualization, and decision making. In this final stage, after data has been collected,prepared, organized, and integrated, value can be created by utilizing the results ofBig Data Analytics in order to positively influence the decision making process.
Figure 1.2: Big Data Value Chain [Miller & Mork 2013]
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Based on the understanding of the three distinct types of data analytics and thevalue creation through the Big Data Value Chain, we introduce the Big Social DataAnalytics research framework that is used by our research group at the Centrefor Business Data Analytics. Similar to the three distinct types of data analyticsfrom Gartner, our research framework implements a three-tiered approach based onDescriptive, Predictive and Prescriptive Big Social Data Analytics. This includesthe creation of software tools such as Visual Analytics dashboards for DescriptiveAnalytics, forecasting models for Predictive Analytics, and recommender systems forPrescriptive Analytics. As illustrated in Figure 1.3, it covers all three stages of the BigData Value Chain, in particular the data collection pipeline powered by the SocialData Analytics Tool [Hussain & Vatrapu 2014b], the merging of Big Social Data andenterprise data, and several analytical steps which are performed in order to producerelevant research findings.The findings published by our research group based on this research frameworkcan be seen as the results of a complex Big Data Value Chain, which is implementedfrom start to finish. Data collection is performed using the Social Data Analytics Tool,data integration is performed on-demand, and data exploitation is performed usingthe novel Social Set Analysis approach [Vatrapu et al. 2016], which will be detailedin the following chapters.
Figure 1.3: Big Social Data Analytics research framework with focus on Social SetAnalysis [Vatrapu et al. 2016]
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1.2 Research Problems
This PhD project is situated within the research framework presented in Figure 1.3,as part of the data exploitation process known from the Big Data Value Chain. There,it depicts a central component of the Social Set Analysis approach. It carries aparticular thematical focus on Visual Analytics of Big Social Data, a subfield of De-scriptive Analytics, that draws from the fields of vision science [Ware 2004], computergraphics [Munzner 2014] and human computer interaction [Jeffrey et al. 2010, Fisheret al. 2012], while retaining the exploratory data analysis focus of information visu-alization [Keim et al. 2008].In order to outline the research problems addressed by this PhD project, firstwe examine the state of the art in Visual Analytics of Big Social Data through asystematic review of current academic literature. As part of a co-authored journalarticle on Big Social Data Analytics: Past, Present, and Future which is planned tobe published soon [Vatrapu et al. ], I have performed a systematic literature reviewof extant literature in Big Social Data Analytics with special focus on the state-of-the-art in Visual Analytics of Big Social Data. Articles were collected based onvariations of the search terms “social media data”, “visualization”, and “analytics” fromIEEE Xplore, ACM DL, Science Direct, and Scopus. They were further analyzed basedon inclusion and exclusion criteria, such as only empirical studies which essentiallyfocus on social media data and fit the 4V definition of Big Data. Furthermore, werejected duplicates, non-English, and non-peer-reviewed articles.For this review, 212 recent articles were selected from relevant scientific databases,and, after filtering based on the described criteria, 41 publications were reviewed indetail, as documented in Appendix A. The results of the literature review indicatea massive focus on Twitter-based datasets, with 27 (65.85%) of the analyzed arti-cles using Twitter as their primary data source. The second most frequently useddata source, Facebook, is only used in 10 (24.39%) of the surveyed articles. YouTube,the third largest data source, appears only in two articles (4.87%). Hence, Twitterand Facebook depict the two most commonly used sources of Big Social Data instate-of-the-art literature.Taking a closer look at these two data sources, Figure 1.4 displays the number
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Figure 1.4: Comparison of dataset sizes from Twitter and Facebook from the reviewedliterature on Visual Analytics of Big Social Data
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of data points of each dataset that is used in the reviewed publications. Thereby,it highlights a major imbalance between Twitter and Facebook datasets. In thereviewed literature, both mean (≈ 109) and median (≈ 106) sizes of the Twitterdatasets are significantly larger than the mean (≈ 106) and median (≈ 104) of theFacebook datasets.This imbalance can also be highlighed by comparing information density perunit of interaction between Big Social Data from Twitter and Facebook. The aver-age number of characters in each piece of user-generated content that is producedon both platforms can act as a simple proxy for information density per data point.Unfortunately, most publications don’t state the total number of characters in theirdatasets, therefore this information had to be gathered from alternative sources, asillustrated in Table 1.1. In 2012, the average length of Facebook posts was 65 char-acters (n=24,009) and the average length of Facebook comments was 56 characters(n=75,381) [Guyot 2012]. In 2016, this PhD project observed the average length ofFacebook posts as 173 characters (n=14,668) and the average length of Facebookcomments as 44 (n=613,434) in a study on the US election based on Hillary Clintonand Donald Trump Facebook pages. In 2018, this PhD project observed the aver-age length of Facebook posts as 213 characters (n=60,006) and the average lengthof Facebook comments as 101 characters (n=9,199,736) in a dataset consisting of233 different Facebook pages in the area of entertainment, sports, and politics. In2017, when Twitter had a maximum limit of 140 characters, the average length ofTweets was reported as 34 characters, while in 2018, when the Twitter limit wasdoubled to 280 characters, the average length of Tweets was slightly lower at 33characters [Perez 2018].The most recent data points emphasize that Facebook data on average has agreater number of characters per unit of interaction (≈ 213 per post and ≈ 101 percomment) than Twitter data (≈ 33 per Tweet). Thus, the discrepancy in terms ofinformation density that is measured by comparing character counts in Facebookand Twitter datasets can be quantified at a factor of ≈ 3 to ≈ 6. Therefore, the majorimbalance in dataset sizes between Twitter and Facebook studies that is shown inFigure 1.4 persists at several orders of magnitude, even when the factor of informationdensity is taken into account.Resulting from these two measurements, we can articulate a research gap with
Year Average # of characters per data point Sourcein FB posts in FB comments in Tweets2012 65 56 [Guyot 2012]2016 173 44 US Election2017 34 [Perez 2018]2018 213 101 SoSeVi III2018 33 [Perez 2018]
Table 1.1: Comparing average number of characters in Facebook and Twitter datasets
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respect to the number of data points utilized in the state-of-the-art literature onVisual Analytics of Big Social Data. It becomes clear that the Facebook datasets usedare several orders of magnitude smaller than the Twitter datasets. This observationimplies that significant, contemporary difficulties exist for researchers in the field ofVisual Analytics working with Facebook datasets.Based on our understanding of the Big Data Value Chain, these difficulties canbe caused by two potential problems that researchers face. On the one hand, it couldbe a problem of data collection from Facebook, and on the other hand, it could be aproblem of data exploitation, once the data has been acquired.First, we investigate the potential problem of data collection from Facebook.The question arises, whether large-scale Facebook datasets are significantly moredifficult to acquire than Twitter datasets. If we look at relevant publications, we seethat the particular challenge of Facebook data collection has already been overcomefor several years. Furthermore, various publications from our research group such ason the Social Data Analytics Tool [Hussain & Vatrapu 2014b] give detailed descriptionof large-scale data collection using the Facebook API. Therefore, data collectioncannot be considered to be the predominant reason for this research gap.Hence, the research gap is likely caused by an ongoing problem of data exploita-tion which negatively affects research on large-scale Facebook datasets. Accordingto the Big Data Value Chain, the problem of data exploitation stems from a lack ofanalytical approaches that can reliably produce research findings from large-scaleFacebook datasets. Moreover, it is also influenced by a lack of suitable visualizationsthat present analytic results. In the following, various arguments are presented tosubstantiate the nature of the problem.Based on a survey of visualization techniques utilized in state-of-the-art litera-ture, it can be observed that the application of set visualization techniques to BigSocial Data Analytics depicts a unique and novel approach. Results of this surveyare illustrated in Figure 1.5. On average, 3.07 different types of visualizations areused in each of the 41 reviewed publications. The most frequently utilized visual-ization techniques are maps (15x, 36.59%), line charts (13x, 31.71%), bar charts (12x,29.27%), and timelines (12x, 29.27%). Furthermore, network graphs (11x, 26.83%), scat-ter plots (11x, 26.83%), and tables (9x, 21.95%) appear in a significant subset of thereviewed publications. We observe only infrequent use of heatmaps (6x, 14.63%), piecharts (4x, 9.76%), word clouds (4x, 9.76%), and radial plots (3x, 7.32%). No set-basedvisualization techniques have been found within the reviewed publications. Therefore,this PhD project is the first to utilize set-based visualization techniques for VisualAnalytics of Big Social Data.Major limitations in existing research on Big Social Data Analytics further under-line the problem of data exploitation. We observe that computational methods, formalmodels, and software tools are largely limited to graph-theoretical approaches in-formed by relational sociology [Gross & Yellen 2005,Emirbayer 1997]. The most promi-nent graph-theoretical approach is Social Network Analysis [Borgatti et al. 2009,Boyd & Ellison 2007,Wasserman & Faust 1994,Tichy et al. 1979,Suthers 2017]. Previ-ous work has established a lack of other unified modeling approaches to social data
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Figure 1.5: Utilization of visualization techniques within reviewed literature
apart from Social Network Analysis, which integrate the conceptual, formal, techno-logical, analytical and empirical realms [Mukkamala et al. 2013]. Within the reviewedliterature, Social Network Analysis is found to depict the main application domainfor Visual Analytics of Big Social Data.Data exploitation is further challenged when analyzing Big Social Data fromplatforms like Facebook, as such data consists of not only dyadic relations but alsoindividual associations [Mukkamala et al. 2014]. On a high level, Social NetworkAnalysis has two fundamental assumptions: First, that social reality is constitutedby dyadic relations, and second, that interactions are determined by the structuralposition of individuals in social networks [Mizruchi 1994]. In order to generate insightsfrom Big Social Data, these two assumptions are neither necessary nor sufficient[Vatrapu et al. 2014].Subsequently, this PhD project aims to contribute to the advancement of thestate of the art by applying a novel, set-based approach called Social Set Analysisto the unsolved problem of data exploitation, with particular relevance for Face-book datasets. Social Set Analysis is a set-based research approach situated in thedomains of Data Science [Cleveland 2001, Loukides 2012,Ohsumi 2000] and Compu-tational Social Science [Lazer et al. 2009] with practical applications to Big SocialData Analytics in organizations [Vatrapu 2013,Sterne 2010,Sponder 2012]. In recentyears, it was devised and theoretically developed by our research group [Vatrapuet al. 2014,Vatrapu et al. 2016].Due to its unique set-based approach, Social Set Analysis addresses importanttheoretical and methodological limitations in the emerging paradigm of Big SocialData Analytics, as existing approaches are mostly limited to graph-theoretical models
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[Tufekci 2014]. In contrast to Social Network Analysis, which assumes homophily inits graph representation of the data, Social Set Analysis rather tries to capture theagentic mechanisms constituting homophily based on individuals within Big SocialData [Vatrapu et al. 2016].Social Set Analysis is closer to social reality and to social theory, particularly tothe concept of Intersectionality [Crenshaw 1990], a set-based formalization of socialinjustice which in recent years has become “the primary analytic tool that feministand anti-racist scholars deploy for theorizing identity and oppression” [Nash 2008].This concept is ideally modelled by Social Set Analysis and its set-based approachrather than with the graph-based approach of Social Network Analysis.Moreover, Social Set Analysis provides a fast and frugal community detectionmethod based on associations to entities, which can be ideas, identities, beliefs,causes, or other things. For many research questions, we are not interested into thestructural characteristics of a problem, on which Social Network Analysis focuses,but into the analysis of set formations by entities of the same kind.Furthermore, Social Network Analysis is overly affected by incomplete data, asfundamental network metrics can substantially change after the addition or removalof individual actors [Wei et al. 2016]. Meanwhile, results from a set-based approachare significantly less affected by this problem.Handling of networks in Social Network Analysis, most importantly the process-ing and clustering of large graphs, depicts a challenging computational problem. Itreturns a wide array of possible clustering results depending on the chosen parame-ters, with parameter values often requiring further interpretation. In contrast, SocialSet Analysis provides a simple-to-understand, straightforward-to-execute method-ology based on the mathematics of set theory. Social Set Analysis computations aremainly limited by available working memory due to large set cardinalities, and notlimited by CPU or GPU performance, as it is the case with computation and visu-alization of large-scale graphs in Social Network Analysis. They can be performedin a divide-and-conquer approach based on partitioned subsets of data, thereforelending themselves to a vast array of parallelization and caching strategies withoutnegatively affecting the overall validity of computation results.Consequently, this PhD project aims to significantly reduce the outlined researchgap. On the one hand, the mean (≈ 108) and median (≈ 108) number of data points inmy research publications is considerably larger than for the Facebook datasets in the
Datasets Number of Data PointsSource Type n Mean MedianTwitter State of the art 27 ≈ 109 ≈ 106Facebook State of the art 10 ≈ 106 ≈ 104Facebook This PhD project 6 ≈ 108 ≈ 108
Table 1.2: Comparing the number of data points in state-of-the-art research on VisualAnalytics of Big Social Data vs. this PhD project
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Figure 1.6: Comparison of dataset sizes from Twitter and Facebook from the reviewedliterature on Visual Analytics of Big Social Data vs. this PhD project
reviewed literature, as detailed in Table 1.2. This is possible in part due to previouscontributions by our research group to data collection, most importantly through theSocial Data Analytics Tool [Hussain et al. 2014]. Overall, the number of data points isgreatly increased by 100× in relation to the mean, and by 10, 000× in relation to themedian of the Facebook dataset sizes in state-of-the-art research. The contributionof my PhD project towards this research gap is illustrated in Figure 1.6. On theother hand, this PhD project supplements the established Social Network Analysisapproach with Social Set Analysis, which amplifies the generation of insights fromBig Social Data in particular from Facebook datasets. Thus, a practical Big SocialData Analytics approach inspired by Social Set Analysis needs to be researched anddemonstrated. The presentation and evaluation of the Social Set Visualizer (SoSeVi)software tool in this thesis significantly contributes to the resolution of this researchproblem.Through this, my PhD projects helps to advance the state of the art in researchon Visual Analytics of Big Social Data in terms of large-scale Facebook datasets.This advancement of the state of the art is only possible because it aims to solvetwo hard research problems:First, it solves the prevailing research problem of generating meaningful in-sights from Big Social Data through implementation and evaluation of the SocialSet Visualizer software tool. Resolution of this problem is possible through utiliza-tion of a novel set-based approach to Big Social Data Analytics called Social SetAnalysis that was devised by our research group. This resolves an important problemfor many researchers not only due to the sheer volumes of data involved, but also dueto the limitations of current methodologies, as emphasized by the literature review.Secondly, it solves the difficult technical challenge of interactively visualiz-ing large-scale sets and set intersections from the field of Visual Analytics. Thischallenge arose both during design and implementation of the Social Set Visualizersoftware tool, as large-scale sets calculated from Big Social Data need to be accu-rately analyzed and visualized. It is resolved through the application of innovative setvisualization techniques to Big Social Data Analytics, which in turn allows the Social
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Set Visualizer software tool to utilize the novel Social Set Analysis approach to itsfull potential. Interactivity of the software tool speeds up the important processes ofdata analysis and insight generation, which in turn facilitates an iterative approachto answering research questions.The outlined research gap displays both a research problem and a technicalproblem. On the one hand, it is a research problem because larger datasets areneeded to present more general findings, to limit the impact of biases, and to effec-tively compare different cohorts of data. On the other hand, the research gap is atechnical problem insofar that many researchers are unable to work with datasetsbeyond a certain size, as evidenced by the literature review, and that the creation ofsoftware tools, even moreso interactive software tools, remains a difficult challengethat requires significant experience in software engineering.Hence, significant difficulties with regard to computation and visualization needto be overcome during design and development of the Social Set Visualizer softwaretool that is presented in this thesis.
1.3 Research Questions
My PhD projects takes on the challenge of resolving the research problems elaboratedin the previous section. With this thesis, I aim to contribute to current research viadesign, development and evaluation of the Social Set Visualizer, which is based ona revised theoretical model of Big Social Data, namely the Social Interaction Model.The Social Set Visualizer is a cutting-edge Visual Analytics software tool for BigSocial Data that depicts a tailormade IT artifact for the novel Social Set Analysisapproach. It has been developed based on several years of research towards toolsand methodologies for Social Set Analysis as well as a variety of iterations followingthe Action Design Research methodology.Given this context and the previously derived research problems, this thesis hasthe objective to answer the following two research questions:
RQ1: How and in what way can the novel Social Set Analysis ap-proach to Big Social Data Analytics be modeled into an interactive VisualAnalytics software tool that can be utilized for generating meaningful in-sights from Big Social Data?
RQ2: What are software design requirements for a Visual Analytics soft-ware tool that interactively visualizes large-scale sets and set intersec-tions with multiple users and large amounts of data?
1.4 List of Publications
This dissertation consists of multiple research publications that have been peer-reviewed and presented to an international academic audience through journals and
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Figure 1.7: Overview of relevant peer-reviewed publications on the Social SetVisualizer with highlight on five publications chosen for this thesis
conferences. The presented work stems from more than three years of systematic, it-erative research which focused on the theories and applications of Social Set Analysisin Big Social Data Analytics. Throughout my PhD studies, I have co-authored a totalof 13 peer-reviewed publications in the field of Big Social Data Analytics. Out ofthese publications, seven are first-authored.
Five of these 13 publications have been chosen to be included in this thesisand to be given a special focus due to their relevance to the Social Set Visualizer.Each of these five chosen publications contributes to at least one aspect of the SocialSet Visualizer, either towards the design, development or evaluation. This includes asingle-authored publication which extends and refines the conceptual model of socialdata based on various learnings from the research presented in this thesis.
The five peer-reviewed focus publications that have been selected for this thesisare highlighted in the publication overview with regard to the 10 publications on theSocial Set Visualizer (see Figure 1.7). They are accompanied by further publicationsrelevant to the development of the Social Set Visualizer, which are not explicitlyincluded in this thesis. Three further student papers are also not illustrated in thisfigure. In the following, a short overview on each of the five included publicationswill be given.
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Publication 1: Journal article introducing Social Set Analysis approach
Ravi Vatrapu, Raghava Rao Mukkamala, Abid Hussain and Benjamin Flesch. SocialSet Analysis: A Set Theoretical Approach to Big Data Analytics. IEEE Access: Spe-cial Section on Theoretical Foundations for Big Data Applications: Challenges andOpportunities, vol. 4, pages 2542–2571, 2016This journal article introduces the novel Social Set Analysis approach to a largeracademic audience. It develops the theoretical foundation of a set-based approach toBig Data Analytics. Furthermore, it outlines future work with regard to the implemen-tation of software tools that incorporate the Social Set Analysis approach in order toimprove the generation of insights from Big Social Data. It was published in a spe-cial edition of IEEE Access, which is dedicated to the advancement of the theoreticalfoundations of Big Data, with particular focus on challenges and opportunities.
Publication 2: Presentation of the Social Set Visualizer
Benjamin Flesch, Abid Hussain and Ravi Vatrapu. Social Set Visualizer: Demon-stration of Methodology and Software. In 2015 IEEE 19th International EnterpriseDistributed Object Computing Workshop, pages 148–151, Sept 2015This conference paper presents the first version of the Social Set Visualizer soft-ware tool at IEEE EDOC. It showcases the set-based approach to Big Social DataAnalytics, and presents the web-based Visual Analytics dashboard. Furthermore, itgenerates insights on social media reactions to international clothing retailers in thewake of the 2013 Bangladesh factory disasters, utilizing a Facebook dataset of 180Mdata points.
Publication 3: Social Set Visualizer with UpSet-style Visualizations
Benjamin Flesch, Raghava Rao Mukkamala, Abid Hussain and Ravi Vatrapu. SocialSet Visualizer (SoSeVi) II: Interactive Social Set Analysis of Big Data. In SetVR@Diagrams, pages 19–28, 2016This conference paper presents the second version of the Social Set Visualizerat the Set Visualization and Reasoning (SetVR) workshop colocated with Diagramsconference in Philadelphia, PA. In this paper, the Social Set Visualizer software toolpresents novel, scalable visualizations of large-scale sets and set intersections in-spired by the UpSet approach [Lex et al. 2014] and applies this approach to Social SetAnalysis of Big Social Data. Furthermore, it showcases a set-based visualization ofmigration patterns in social media. The audience of this highly specialized workshopconsisted of set visualization experts, who were very curious about the utilization ofcutting-edge set-based visualization techniques and their application to the problemof Big Social Data Analytics.
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Publication 4: Final Iteration on the Social Set VisualizerBenjamin Flesch, Ravi Vatrapu and Raghava Rao Mukkamala. A Big Social MediaData Study of the 2017 German Federal Election Based on Social Set Analysis ofPolitical Party Facebook Pages with SoSeVi. In Big Data (Big Data), 2017 IEEEInternational Conference on, pages 2720–2729. IEEE, 2017This conference paper presents the third version of the Social Set Visualizer,which includes a built-in data collection process, and thereby represents a completeimplementation of the entire Big Data Value Chain. It contains a comprehensivecase study on the 2017 German parliamentary election. Deep insights are generatedthrough use of the Social Set Visualizer software tool on a large-scale Facebookdataset with more than 15M data points. Furthermore, it includes a custom querylanguage which can be interactively used in order to create visualizations of large-scale set intersections from Big Social Data.
Publication 5: Unified Social Interaction Model for Big Social DataBenjamin Flesch. Social Interaction Model. In Big Data (Big Data), 2018 IEEEInternational Conference on. IEEE, 2018This single-authored conference paper presents the Social Interaction Model, aunified model of Big Social Data, which extends and supplements the existing modelof social data [Mukkamala et al. 2013] that was previously developed by our researchgroup. Based on the experiences gathered by utilizing the Social Set Analysis ap-proach to Big Social Data Analytics over the course of my PhD project, it proposes aframework based on Actions and Reactions in social media. From these Interactions,various types of textual and non-textual Artifacts are created. Thereby, it radicallysimplifies the existing models and is in line with analytical approaches that utilize di-mensions of time and space for a set-based analysis, such as the Social Set Analysisapproach.
Further PublicationsFurthermore, eight peer-reviewed publications have not been included in this thesis.Even though these eight excluded publications provide further case studies of theSocial Set Visualizer, the five chosen focus publications provide a good picture onthe contributions of this PhD project.
• Benjamin Flesch, Ravi Vatrapu, Raghava Rao Mukkamala and Abid Hussain.Social Set Visualizer: A Set Theoretical Approach to Big Social Data Analyticsof Real-world Events. In Big Data (Big Data), 2015 IEEE International Confer-ence on, pages 2418–2427. IEEE, 2015• Ravi Vatrapu, Abid Hussain, Niels Buus Lassen, Raghava Rao Mukkamala, Ben-jamin Flesch and Rene Madsen. Social Set Analysis: Four Demonstrative CaseStudies. In Proceedings of the 2015 International Conference on Social Media& Society, page 3. ACM, 2015
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• Benjamin Flesch and Ravi Vatrapu. Social Set Visualizer (SoSeVi) II: InteractiveComputational Set Analysis of Big Social Data. In Enterprise Distributed ObjectComputing Workshop (EDOCW), 2016 IEEE 20th International, pages 1–4. IEEE,2016
• Linda Camilla Boldt, Vinothan Vinayagamoorthy, Florian Winder, Melanie Schnittger,Mats Ekran, Raghava Rao Mukkamala, Niels Buus Lassen, Benjamin Flesch,Abid Hussain and Ravi Vatrapu. Forecasting Nike’s sales using Facebook data.In Big Data (Big Data), 2016 IEEE International Conference on, pages 2447–2456. IEEE, 2016
• Anna Hennig, Anne-Sofie Åmodt, Henrik Hernes, Helene Nygårdsmoen, Pe-ter Arenfeldt Larsen, Raghava Rao Mukkamala, Benjamin Flesch, Abid Hus-sain and Ravi Vatrapu. Big Social Data Analytics of Changes in ConsumerBehaviour and Opinion of a TV Broadcaster. In Big Data (Big Data), 2016IEEE International Conference on, pages 3839–3848. IEEE, 2016
• Benjamin Flesch, Ravi Vatrapu, Raghava Rao Mukkamala and René Madsen.Real-time Geospatial Visualization of Crowd Trajectory at Roskilde Festival2018. In ICIS 2018 Special Interest Group on Geographic Information Systems(SIGGIS) Pre-Conference Workshop Proceedings. 1., SIGGIS ’18. ACM, 2018
• Tor-Morten Groenli, Benjamin Flesch, Raghava Rao Mukkamala and Ravi Va-trapu. Internet of Things Big Data Analytics: The Case of Noise Level Mea-surements at the Roskilde Music Festival. In Big Data (Big Data), 2018 IEEEInternational Conference on. IEEE, 2018
• Ravi Vatrapu, Hannu Kärkkäinen, Raghava Rao Mukkamala, Karan Menon,Jukka Huhtamäki, Jari Jussila, Benjamin Flesch and Niels Buus Lassen. BigSocial Data Analytics: Past, Present, and Future. Unpublished Manuscript(Work in progress)
1.5 Thesis Outline
This section briefly outlines the chapters of the dissertation, while highlighting thecontribution of individual publications to each chapter.
Chapter 2: Research MethodologyThe second chapter provides details on the research methodology of this dissertation.It introduces Action Design Research and the analytical techniques of Social SetAnalysis and Event Study Methodology. Furthermore, it presents the conceptualmodels of Big Social Data, namely the Social Data Model and the Social InteractionModel. Lastly, it specifies the data collection in this PhD project and lists the utilizeddatasets.
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Chapter 3: DesignThe third chapter of this dissertation details the design of the Social Set Visualizer. Itintroduces the target audience, design goals, and design objectives of the IT artifact.Subsequently, the three user interfaces of the software tool are presented, namelythe browser-based Visual Analytics dashboard, the visual query builder, and thetextual query language. Furthermore, the state of the art in the visualization of setsis highlighted, explaining Euler and Venn diagrams, the EulerAPE approach, andlinear diagrams. In addition, recent approaches to set visualization, namely lineardiagrams, UpSet and UpSetR, are introduced. The implemented visualizations in theSocial Set Visualizer are presented, in particular the UpSet- and UpSetR-styled setvisualizations and the approach of “exploded” Venn diagrams.
Chapter 4: DevelopmentThe fourth chapter concerns the development of the Social Set Visualizer. It outlinesdevelopment objectives and technological foundations in terms of data storage andvisualizations. Additionally, the software architecture for frontend and backend isdetailed. Then, it presents the three iterations on the Social Set Visualizer. Lastly,it describes the deployment of the software tool.
Chapter 5: EvaluationIn the fifth chapter, the Social Set Visualizer is evaluated through seven case studies.Four case studies utilize the software tool for descriptive analytics on the topicsof corporate social responsibility, sports broadcasting, music festivals, and emissionscandals. Furthermore, three case studies utilize it for predictive analytics in casestudies on sales forecasting, concert audience prediction, and election prediction.
Chapter 6: DiscussionIn the penultimate chapter, the work presented in this thesis is discussed, with aview on its implications and limitations. A particular reflection is made on researchmethodology, visualization of sets, the presented IT artifact, the theoretical datamodel, and the domain-specific query language.
Chapter 7: Conclusions and Future WorkThe final chapter summarizes the findings of this PhD projects and concludes thisthesis. It highlights the theoretical and practical contributions and outlines poten-tial future work with regard to Big Data Analytics and in particular the Social SetVisualizer.
Chapter 2Research Methodology
This chapter presents sets methodological foundations of this PhD project. The un-derlying methodologies used in the various publications of this PhD project are sum-marized in the following in order to provide an introduction to the reader. Startingfrom the overarching methodology of Action Design Research, the utility of its iter-ative, artifact-based approach for this PhD project is showcased. Consequently, thetwo analytical techniques which are utilized for insight generation in the Social SetVisualizer software tool are presented, namely the Social Set Analysis approach andthe Event Study Methodology. Moreover, the theoretical models of Big Social Dataare introduced, which have been developed by our research group and serve as abasis for the papers in this thesis, alongside with related work on the topic of mod-elling socio-technical interactions. Furthermore, this dissertation practically appliesand theoretically extends the existing Social Data Model. Hence, both the SocialData Model and its proposed enhancement, the Social Interaction Model, are speci-fied in this chapter. Subsequently, the collection of Big Social Data from Facebookis outlined and a list of datasets is given. Lastly, the analytical processes utilizedin this dissertation are detailed and examples for set-based approaches to commonanalytical questions are outlined. This depicts the foundation of all analytical workpresented in this dissertation.
2.1 Action Design Research
This thesis implements the Action Design Research methodology, developed by [Seinet al. 2011]. Action Design Research is an information systems research frame-work which is grounded in Design Science methodology [Vaishnavi & Kuechler 2004,Hevner 2007, Collins et al. 2004]. It extends the concept of Design Science withthe goal to improve organizational capability through development of technologicalinnovations that are fed back into the organizational information systems. Centralelement of Action Design Research is the creation and refinement of an IT artifact,in consideration of both the technological and the organizational context.The conceptual foundation of Action Design Research consists of four stages,namely problem formulation; building, intervention, and evaluation; reflection andlearning; and the formalization of learning. These four stages are illustrated inFigure 2.1, originally published in [Sein et al. 2011].
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Figure 2.1: Stages and Principles in Action Design Research [Sein et al. 2011]
Stage 1: Problem FormulationFirst, the initial problem is clearly formulated. At this stage the central focus ofthe researcher lays on principles of practice-inspired research and theory-ingrainedartifacts. On the one hand, real-world problems are used to identify research oppor-tunities where organizational value can be realized through design of an IT artifact.On the other hand, the creation of IT artifacts is built on a strong foundation ofstate-of-the-art theory.
Stage 2: Building, Intervention and EvaluationSecond, the building, intervention and evaluation (BIE) stage is performed in contextof the Action Design Research framework. The BIE stage consists of three coreprinciples, namely reciprocal shaping, mutually influential roles, and authentic andconcurrent evaluation. These principles intend to catalyze an iterative process at theintersection of the IT artifact and the organizational environment [Sein et al. 2011].The BIE comes in two specialized versions, one IT-dominant BIE and one organization-dominant BIE. For this thesis, the IT-dominant BIE is chosen, as this approach suits
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Figure 2.2: Generic Schema for IT-Dominant BIE [Sein et al. 2011]
Action Design Research efforts that emphasize creating an innovative technologicaldesign at the outset [Sein et al. 2011]. The IT-dominant BIE is illustrated in Figure 2.2.Its main stakeholders are researchers, practicioners and end-users.
Stage 3: Reflection and LearningThird stage of Action Design Research is designed to reflect on and to learn fromthe two previous stages. Intervention results are analyzed with the obective of plan-ning next steps and neccessary consequences. The principle of guided emergencecombines the previously introduced principles of creating a theory-ingrained artifact,reciprocal shaping, mutually influential roles, and authentic and concurrent evalua-tion.In this process, the initial design is presented by the researchers based on acertain working theory. It is then shaped by organizational use, and reflected on ina redesign [Henfridsson 2011].
Stage 4: Formalization of LearningWithin the last stage of Action Design Research, learnings from the previous stagesare formalized. These learnings enable the researchers to reach generalized out-comes which can be transferred and applied to other problem areas.
Suitability of Action Design Research for this PhD ProjectAction Design Research methodology has been selected for this PhD project dueto its particular suitability from numerous angles. First, similar to this dissertation,
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Action Design Research’s main objective is to substantially improve organizationalcapabilities in the context of Big Social Data Analytics.Second, the necessary timeline for integration of iterations and learnings withinAction Design Rearch methodology is met. The multi-year duration of this PhDproject lends itself to the formalization of the many iterations during creation of theIT artifact and resulting learnings within the Action Design Research framework. Inaccordance with this, the Social Set Visualizer software tool presented in this thesisdepicts an IT artifact that incorporates novel design principles for set-based VisualAnalytics. These novel principles have been iteratively designed, developed, andevaluated through various case studies during the course of this PhD project.Furthermore, the research presented in this thesis provides interfaces with severaloutside stakeholders. Consequently, utility is created through the use of Big SocialData Analytics for the generation of insights.The analysis of contemporary theory behind Social Set Analysis, the Social DataModel, and my extended and simplified theory, utimately resulting in the proposal ofthe Social Interaction Model, is in line with core principles of Action Design Research.Th chain of publications presented in this dissertation lends itself to the idea of aprogrammatic research stream [Nunamaker et al. 2017], a concept that has recentlyreceived momentum with design science scholars. Hence, my PhD project followsAction Design Research through development of new ideas and improvement of ex-isting theories across several publications, which makes it well-aligned with currentresearch in the academic design science community.
2.2 Analytical Techniques
In this section, the analytical foundations for generation of insights using the SocialSet Visualizer are provided. It consists of Social Set Analysis methodology along thetwo dimensions of space and time, and Event Study Methodology.
2.2.1 Social Set AnalysisSocial Set Analysis as employed in this PhD project is concerned with the mobilityof social media actors across the two dimensions of time and space. The concept ofSocial Set Analysis is detailed in Publication I [Vatrapu et al. 2016] of this dissertation.For mobility across time, we create a set of actors that interacted with a cer-tain Facebook wall before, during and after a real-world event of interest. Then, setintersections between the three sets depicting the before, during and after time pe-riods are calculated. Similarly, for mobility across space, set inclusion and exclusionis performed based on the different Facebook walls with which social media actorshave interacted.This set-based methodology enables us to uncover and quantify the interactionaldynamics in Big Social Data. If set comparisons across time and space are combinedwith other filters, results correspond to marketing segments such as brand loyalists,brand advocates, brand critics, and social activists.
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Mobility of Actors across TimeAs part of Social Set Analysis, we have considered three different time frames for anevent: before, during and after. This corresponds to pre-event, event and post-eventtimelines of the Event Study Methodology. For an event, sets containing unique actorswho performed interactions during, before and after are computed. Respectively, theduring actors set contains the actors who have either posted or commented or likedan artifact in the pre-event time period. With regard to before and after actors sets,the unique actor sets can be computed easily by adapting the reference timestampsto before and after the event period. Finally, intersections between actor sets arecomputed using standard set operations. As an example, it is possible to examine theset of unique actors who have performed actions only during the event period (neitherbefore nor after) in order to identify potential patterns and demographic attributesthat are unique to the event time period.
Mobility of Actors across SpaceIn Social Set Analysis, mobility across space corresponds to a notion of actors inter-acting with different Facebook walls. Given a set of Facebook walls, actors mobilityacross space can be computed through the set of actors who have interacted with allwalls. Mobility across space is useful for analytical purposes in domains ranging frombrand loyalty (actors who have visited only one wall) to social activism (actors whohave visited many walls and interacted respectively, e.g. to express their protest).
Mobility of Actors across Time and SpaceBy combining the analysis of mobility across time and space, we can compute setsof actors that have interacted within a specific time period, e.g. during an event,and that also have interacted with certain other Facebook walls. By calculatingthe intersection along both dimensions, it is possible to add value beyond individualinsight generation per dimension.
2.2.2 Event Study MethodologyEvent studies depict a finance methodology to assess an impact on corporate wealth(e.g. stock prices) caused by events such as restructuring, leadership change, mergers,and acquisitions [Bromiley et al. 1988,McWilliams & Siegel 1997,MacKinlay 1997]. Ithas been a powerful tool since the late 1960s and was used exclusively in the areaof finance, in particular to examine stock price performance and the dissemination ofnew information [Binder 1998]. However, concepts of Event Study Methodology areapplicable to other research problems. Thus, Event Study Methodology is used inthe context of Big Social Data Analytics.While there is no unique structure for Event Study Methodology, at a higher levelof abstraction, it includes identifying three main time periods of an event of interest.First, identifying the period over which the event is active (event window), second,
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identifying the estimation period for the event (pre-event or estimation window), andthird, identifying the post-event window [MacKinlay 1997]. When using the Social SetAnalysis approach to analyze a real-world event, we apply Event Study Methodologyto identify the three important time periods of user interactions on social mediaplatforms, namely the pre-event window (before), the event window (during), and thepost-event window (after ).
2.3 Theoretical Models of Big Social Data
In this section, the theoretical models of Big Social Data underlying the analyticalapproach of the Social Set Visualizer software tool are introduced. During the courseof this PhD project, the pre-existing theoretical data model for set-based Big SocialData Analytics, the Social Data Model, has been refined, simplified, and adaptedbased on the learnings from the development of the Social Set Visualizer.Therefore, this section first introduces the theoretical model of socio-technicalinteractions from 2010 [Suthers et al. 2010], the classical Social Data Model from2013 [Mukkamala et al. 2013] and its updated version from 2016 [Vatrapu et al. 2016].Along this PhD project, the Social Data model is further extended which led to thedevelopment of the Social Interaction Model. This novel conceptual model for BigSocial Data has been published in Publication V [Flesch 2018] of this thesis.
2.3.1 Theoretical Model of Socio-technical Interactions (2010)
Prior research on theoretical models of socio-technical interactions was introducedin [Suthers et al. 2010] and expanded in [Suthers & Rosen 2011], with special focus ondistributed learning and knowledge creation in context of socio-technical networks.In this research, socio-technical interactions are also observed as being “distributedacross actors, space and time” [Suthers et al. 2010], even though explicit traces ofinteractions are not always available for research purposes. Furthermore, the re-searchers introduce the concept of “uptake”, where actors take contents producedby someone else and utilize it in their own communications, all without explicitlyreferencing or even knowing about the original author of the content.
2.3.2 Social Data Model (2013)
In 2013, the Social Data Model was first proposed as a theoretical model for BigSocial Data [Mukkamala et al. 2013, Mukkamala et al. 2014]. Its concept of socialdata draws from the theory of socio-technical interactions [Vatrapu 2010], whichdescribes the interactions of actors in social media. As the theoretical model doesnot distinguish between users and actors, the term actor is utilized for the remainderof this thesis.According to the model, Social Data consists of two main categories, namelySocial Graph and Social Text, as illustrated in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Social Data Model [Mukkamala et al. 2013]
Social Graph maps on to the first aspect of socio-technical interactions that in-volve perception and appropriation of affordances, e.g. the question of which actorsutilize which technological features in order to interact with which other actors inthe social media systems. It focuses on identifying the Actors involved, the Actionsthey take, the Activities they undertake, and the Artifacts they create and interactwith. With respect to the terms Action and Activity, an Action, e.g. a post, comment,or like, is an atomic event done by an Actor on an Artifact, whereas an Activity, e.g. apromotion or campaign, can spread across many Actions, Artifacts and Actors. Hence,the Social Graph consists of the structure of the relationships emerging from theappropriation of social media affordances such as posting, linking, tagging, sharingand liking.Social Text maps on to the second aspect of socio-technical interactions thatconstitute the structures and functions and technological intersubjectivity, e.g. whichusers, or actors, are trying to communicate to each other and how they are trying toinfluence each other through language. The Social Text consists of communicativeand linguistic aspects of the social media interaction such as the Topics discussed,Keywords mentioned, Pronouns used and Sentiments expressed.According to the authors, the purpose of the Social Data Model is to prepare theapplication of computational tools and techniques to Big Social Data [Mukkamalaet al. 2014]. The Social Data Analytics Tool, which is introduced in section 2.4.2,depicts the first software implementation of the Social Data Model [Hussain & Va-trapu 2014a].
2.3.3 Updated Version of the Social Data Model (2016)
In 2016, the Social Data Model was revised based on several years of in-depthresearch on Big Social Data Analytics. This update to the model was included inPublication I [Vatrapu et al. 2016] in this dissertation which refined and formalized
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Figure 2.4: Updated version of the Social Data Model [Vatrapu et al. 2016]
the Social Set Analysis approach. The updated version of the Social Data Model isillustrated in Figure 2.4. Key changes entail the renaming of the concept of SocialGraph to Interactions, and the concept of Social Text to Conversations. Except fromthis change of names, no further modifications were applied to the model. Therefore,the theoretical foundations of the original Social Data Model persist.
2.3.4 Social Interaction Model (2018)
In 2018, I presented an addition to the existing theoretical model of Big Social Data,developing the Social Interaction Model. The Social Interaction Model extends theexisting Social Data Model through proposing of a radically simplified concept, whichis formally grounded in set theory and relational algebra. The Social InteractionModel is included as Publication V [Flesch 2018] of this dissertation and contributesto the state-of-the-art theory of Big Social Data.The conceptual foundation of the Social Interaction Model is illustrated in Fig-ure 2.5. The Social Interaction Model distinguishes between three major componentsof social data: Actors, Interactions and Artifacts. These core components of theSocial Interaction Model show strong commonalities with the Social Data Model.The Social Interaction Model incorporates several foundational concepts from theSocial Data Model, namely Social Data, Interactions, Actors, Actions, Artifacts, Con-versations, Topics, Keywords, Pronouns, and Sentiments. At the same time the SocialInteraction Model extends it with novel concepts of Reactions, Social Video, SocialImages, and Social Text, which are displayed with thick borders in Figure 2.5. Itreorganizes the two pillars of Interactions and Conversations proposed by the previ-ous Social Data Model into a streamlined top-down flow, where Social Text, whichis renamed from the former concept of Conversations, is extended by Social Videoand Social Images. The Social Interaction Model expresses that all three types ofArtifacts, namely Social Video, Social Images, and Social Text, can be analyzed for
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Figure 2.5: Social Interaction Model
aspects of Topics, Sentiments, Keywords, and Pronouns, which were previously in-troduced in the Social Data Model but limited to the concept of Conversations.Furthermore, in Figure 2.5 the use of boxes vs. ellipses displays the hierarchy ofconcepts used within the old two-tier Social Data Model. Boxes depict a higher rankin the hierarchy, whereas ellipses depict a lower rank. The top-down flow of theSocial Interaction Model emphasizes that a more fine-grained hierarchy is needed,e.g. more than two levels as in the old model. Hence, former hierarchies are onlyillustrated for the reader to better understand and compare the transformation of theSocial Data Model.In the Social Interaction Model, Actors depict any kind of user or entity that canbe interacted with in the realm of social media. Each Actor consists of a uniqueLocation in Space and a set of Artifacts which depict the actor’s attributes, i.e. name,date of birth, profile picture or self-descriptive bio text. Actors depict both origin anddestination of social-technical interactions.An Interaction consists of one initial Action and zero to many Reactions thatrespond to the initial Action or one of its Reactions. In this model, Actions alwaysoccur between two Actors, one originating Actor and one receiving Actor. As Ac-tions are always directed at other Actors, they follow the concept of other-directedor "transactive" actions [Berkowitz & Gibbs 1979]. Consequently, Reactions alwaysoriginate from one Actor and are targeted at another Action or Reaction.Moreover, every single Action or Reaction spawns a newly created set of Arti-facts. Artifacts can be any kind of user-generated content, such as text posts or com-
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ments, media uploads, profile pictures, et cetera. When Actors want to interact withan Artifact, they are limited to referencing the Actions or Reactions which spawnedthe Artifact in question from a newly-created Reaction. By definition, Artifacts de-pict only the result from an Action or Reaction. Each individual Artifact consists ofa certain content type and a user-generated payload. The conceptual model pro-posed in this thesis supports three content types, them being Social Videos, SocialImages and Conversations. Those sets can be aggregated on the specific Interaction,resulting in a set of all Artifacts created during a certain Interaction. Interactionswithin this proposed conceptual model depict interactions in line with the theory ofsocio-technical interaction [Vatrapu 2010].Through computational analysis of individual Artifacts, further information re-garding Topics, Keywords, Pronouns, and Sentiments can be extracted. This canbe achieved by means of machine learning, e.g. for sentiment analysis [Boiy &Moens 2009,Neethu & Rajasree 2013], or more specialized techniques for text analysis[Abbasi & Chen 2007,Abbasi & Chen 2008,Abbasi et al. 2013].The formal definition of the Social Interaction Model is illustrated in Figure 2.6.Temporal and spatial dimensions are included as a core component of the proposedmodel, therefore streamlining data analytics tasks in the realm of Social Set Analysis.These temporal and spatial dimensions have also been utilized in the prior theoreticalmodel of interaction in socio-technical networks by [Suthers et al. 2010, Suthers &Rosen 2011], but not in the two versions of the Social Data Model. Furthermore, theActions and Reactions in the Social Interaction Model are a specialized case of the“uptake” concept introduced by [Suthers et al. 2010] for the realm of Big Social Data.Within the Social Interaction Model, the context of each Interaction refers to its
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Figure 2.6: Formalization of the Social Interaction Model
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Location in Space and Time, thus allowing analytics along spatial and temporaldimensions. Location in Space is provided by Actors who are part of the initialAction. As by definition every Actor exhibits a certain Location in Space. Therefore,the Location in Space for the whole interaction is set by the location attributes of theinitial Action of each Interaction. Location in Time is attached to every single Actionand Reaction as a conventional time stamp.For comparison across the dimension of time, a set-based intersection of varioustime periods along the time axis is calculated. Similarly, for comparison across loca-tion in space, set inclusions and exclusions are calculated based on the dimension ofspace, for example a list of relevant Facebook walls. Based on this established pro-cedure, we can design a theoretical model that fits to analytical Social Set Analysismethodologies as they are employed in various case studies.The reasons for a conceptualization of the Social Interaction Model as a gener-alized theoretical model of interactional Big Social Data are manifold. First, it isto extend upon the core ideas put forward through the Social Data Model. Secondly,it is to apply learnings from a series of set-based Visual Analytics studies performedduring my PhD project using the Social Set Visualizer software tool. And lastly, itis to improve the existing theoretical data model in which the Social Set Analysisapproach to Big Social Data Analytics is grounded.Accordingly, the Social Interaction Model introduces a set-based definition ofInteractions and the resulting Artifacts within Big Social Data. It proposes a two-dimensional theoretical framework based on the two concepts of location in spaceand location in time. Such a framework provides additional theoretical coherencewith the empirical application of set-based analytics as presented throughout recentpublications by our research group [Vatrapu et al. 2014] and the multiple publicationson this topic included in this dissertation. Therefore, the concepts of the previouslyutilized Social Data Model are refined, formalized and simplified.Learnings from various computational implementations during the course of thisthesis are incorporated in the Social Interaction Model. Key differences between theexisting Social Data Model and the Social Interaction Model present the inclusionof non-textual artifact content types, the unification of a previously bipartite SocialData Model, the depreciation of an empirically vague notion of Activities, and theimproved interoperability between different sources of Big Social Data.In order to simplify the theoretical model for practical utilization in Big SocialData Analytics, Actions and Reactions are limited to one-on-one relationships. Thisis grounded in the nature of the most widely used social media platforms, which alsolimit the structured flow of discussions to one Action or Reaction at any single pointin time, therefore not natively supporting one-to-many Actions or Reactions.Due to this restriction, a tree-like data structure emerges from the formalizationof the Social Interaction Model as one initial Action exists for each Interaction, withone-on-one Reactions developing a tree structure from this initial Action. This struc-ture of the model reflects the structure of the Big Social Data that was analyzedin the course of the different projects und publications that were part of this thesis.Due to the filtering along the spatial and temporal dimensions of the data at hand,
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initial reference points for the analyzed interactions are established on which thetree structure crystallizes.
2.4 Data Collection
The collection of Big Social Data from Facebook has been refined and streamlinedin recent years. Previous work by members of our research group, most notablyAbid Hussain, pioneered this approach through the creation of software tools suchas the Social Graph Analytics Tool (SOGATO), released in 2011, and the Social DataAnalytics Tool (SODATO), released in 2014.While the initial version of the Social Set Visualizer relied on datasets fetchedthrough SOGATO and SODATO, the third and final release of the Social Set Visualizersoftware tool contained built-in data crawler which directly integrates this function-ality. Thereby, the time-consuming importing and exporting of file-based datasetsis streamlined. This radically simplifies usage of the Social Set Visualizer softwaretool for research purposes.
2.4.1 Social Graph Analytics Tool (2011)The Social Graph Analytics Tool (SOGATO) was presented in 2011, depicting the firstpublication of a Big Social Data IT artifact with special focus on social media datafrom public pages in the Facebook ecosystem [Hussain & Vatrapu 2011]. It supporteddata fetching of multiple Facebook pages and showed extensive statistics on thefetched data, as illustrated in Figure 2.7. The researchers showcased its utility by
Figure 2.7: Social Graph Analytics Tool [Hussain & Vatrapu 2011]
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means of a demonstrative case study on the 2011 parliamentary elections in Denmark.Several descriptive statistics such as counts of posts, likes and simple cross-wallcomparison between pages are provided in the software tool. Furthermore, users ofthe Social Graph Analytics Tool could download the Big Social Data for additionalanalysis through advanced methods.
2.4.2 Social Data Analytics Tool (2014)The Social Data Analytics Tool (SODATO) was first presented in 2014 to an in-ternational audience [Hussain & Vatrapu 2014a, Hussain & Vatrapu 2014b, Hussainet al. 2014]. The Social Data Analytics Tool represents an iteration of the SocialGraph Analytics Tool. It describes the building step towards the vision of a fully in-tegrated data fetching and analytics platform for Big Social Data from the Facebookplatform.
Figure 2.8: Social Data Analytics Tool [Hussain & Vatrapu 2014a]
The Social Data Analytics Tool provides a data fetching interface similar toSocial Graph Analytics Tool and further introduces a dashboard-style visualizationof relevant metrics regarding the fetched Big Social Data. It was implemented on aMicrosoft platform using the Microsoft SQL Server as a storage backend. Figure 2.8showcases the Social Data Analytics Tool. However, it does not provide means forperforming interactive Visual Analytics of the downloaded Big Social Data.
2.4.3 Built-in Data Crawler in SoSeVi 3 (2017)In 2017, a built-in Facebook data crawler was added to the third version of theSocial Set Visualizer, which is detailed in Publication IV [Flesch et al. 2017] of thisdissertation. The integration of a data crawler into the Social Set Visualizer providesthe overarching benefit that data conversion and cleanup tasks are massively simpli-fied, and removed as source of potential errors. Data is fetched through the Facebook
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graph API and stored in a custom database schema according to the theoretical datamodel described earlier.Before this integration was made, the data for versions one and two of the SocialSet Visualizer software tool was fetched using the Social Data Analytics Tool [Hussain& Vatrapu 2014b]. Data collected through the Social Data Analytics Tool is saved asindependent files and needs to be imported into the Social Set Visualizer before itcan be displayed. In order to remove this complexity from the Big Data Value Chain,a built-in Facebook data crawler was designed and implemented directly within theSocial Set Visualizer.
2.4.4 List of DatasetsLastly, a list of datasets is provided including all Facebook datasets that have beencollected and analyzed over the course of this PhD project. Table 2.1 depicts six indi-vidual Facebook datasets and the peer-reviewed research publications which arosefrom these datasets. The Facebook datasets from before 2017 have been downloadedusing the Social Data Analytics Tool. The datasets from 2017 and 2018 have beenfetched using the built-in Facebook crawler of the Social Set Visualizer software tool.
Publication Total Facebook Data Points[Vatrapu et al. 2015] 180,000,000[Flesch et al. 2018] 138,989,847[Flesch et al. 2015b] 89,654,347[Flesch et al. 2017] 15,000,000[Boldt et al. 2016] 10,000,000[Hennig et al. 2016] 7,532,000
Table 2.1: Overview of Facebook datasets collected in this PhD project
2.5 Analytical Processes
The analytical processes of the work presented in this dissertation revolve around theinteractive definition of sets based on criteria of time, location in space, and otherattributes such as Actors, Actions or Artifacts that stem from the Social InteractionModel. Based on these set definitions, the Social Set Visualizer software tool isutilized to compute and visualize all relevant set intersections from the large-scaledatasets which are stored in its database. Thereby, the researcher is able to observeand identify interesting phenomena in the Big Social Data at hand. Over the course ofmultiple iterations, the set definitions can be refined in order to capture the essenceof the researched phenomenon.Advanced analytical processes such as identifying important actors, quantifyingwho associates with whom, who produces what kind of content, and identifying co-hesive clusters of actors can also be performed using this set-based approach.
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In order to identify important actors in social media, we can use the SocialInteraction Model to quantify the number of reactions of to actions that are initiatedby each actor. By filtering the types of actions and reactions, the analysis can befocused on a specific facet of the actor’s behavior. An example of this would beour still unpublished study on the topic of fake news in the 2016 US elections, inwhich text-only artifacts containing hyperlinks were identified, then the hyperlinkswere extracted, and finally they were compared to a known-bad list of fake newswebsites. Thereby, the automatic posting of fake news links by social media botscan be quantified.In order to quantify, not just visualize, who associates with whom, the analyticalprocess is as follows. First, set-based definitions are created based on the metricsthat should be explored. For example if we want to assess the political leaning ofsports teams, we fetch data for a sports team and data for all political parties. Then, apairwise set intersections between sports teams and political parties are calculated.These set intersections are quantified by the software tool, and allow researchers toidentify what percentage of each sports team is associating with each political party.In order to identify who produces what kinds of content, a simple approach issufficient. It could be based on filtering and aggregating different types of artifactcontent that is created by authors. Depending on the research question, an interactivesoftware tool is not really needed due to the limited scope of the research problem.In order to identify cohesive clusters of actors, for example in a study on electionsand social media, actors can be grouped in month-based sets in order to quantifyparty loyalists. Once the set (or cluster) of loyalists is identified, we can both compareartifacts produced of loyalists vs. non-loyalists, and also what kind of artifacts areproduced by loyalists on the other parties’ pages. Furthermore, due to the set-basedunits of analysis, it is straightforward to perform studies akin to churn analysis inbusinesses, in which the movements of groups of actors within social media arequantified. Thereby, the effects of marketing and election campaigns can be measuredand analyzed.
2.6 Summary
This chapter introduced the research methodology of my PhD project. First, it de-scribed Action Design Research and its IT-dominant version of the building, inter-vention and evaluation loop which was chosen for this dissertation. Second, the twoanalytical techniques of Social Set Analysis and Event Study Methodology were pre-sented. They depict the foundational components of the set-based approach to BigSocial Data Analytics utilized in this thesis. Third, the existing theoretical model ofBig Social Data, the Social Data Model, was introduced. Moreover, its advancement,the Social Interaction Model, was described and reasons for its creation were out-lined. Fourth, the data collection pipeline of this PhD project was described and theFacebook data crawler which is incorporated into the Social Set Visualizer softwaretool was presented. Lastly, a list of six large-scale Facebook datasets utilized in this
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PhD project was given, providing the baseline for the evaluative case studies, andthe different analytical processes were highlighted.
Chapter 3Design
This chapter details the design of the Social Set Visualizer software tool. For this,first, the target audience of the Social Set Visualizer is defined, in line with thestakeholders of the conducted case studies. Second, the design goals and objectives ofthe Visual Anayltics tool are outlined, providing the means of reaching a high level ofusability for the software tool. Third, the three major user interfaces of the Social SetVisualizer are introduced, namely a browser-based dashboard, a visual query builder,and a textual query language. Furthermore, the state of the art in set-theoreticalvisualizations is outlined. This chapter is thus concluded by the presentation of area-proportional visualizations of large-scale sets and set intersections, that have beendesigned over three versions of the Social Set Visualizer.
3.1 Target Audience
The target audience for the Social Set Visualizer software tool are end-users bothfrom academia and industry. As showcased in the introductory chapter, researchersfrom the field of data science utilize the Social Set Visualizer in order to generatenovel insights from Big Social Data that depict a publishable contribution to thestate of the art. Furthermore, industry practitioners such as social media analystsutilize the software tool for the generation of actionable insights that assist theirdecision making process.These two target audiences are in accordance with the various stakeholders ofthe descriptive and predictive case studies which are presented in section 5.1 andsection 5.2 of this dissertation.
3.2 Design Goals & Objectives
In line with the first research question, the overall design goal for the Social SetVisualizer is to devise an interactive Visual Analytics software tool that incorporatesthe Social Set Analysis approach to Big Data Analytics and effectively visualizes setsand set relations. Thereby, the work presented in this PhD project should enable theanswering of research questions and the discovery of novel patterns in Big SocialData. Furthermore, the second research question outlines the goal of identifyingsoftware design requirements for the visualization of large-scale sets.Based on these two underlying design goals derived from the research questionsand also on the presented target audience from industry and academia, a sensible
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set of design objectives needs to be selected in order to guide the subsequentdevelopment of the user interface for the Visual Analytics software tool.In this context, design objectives depict “the functional and non-functional quali-ties of a design, [..] that guide the design process and measure results” [Spacey 2018].In the field of human-computer interaction, design objectives are utilized in order toguide the design of high quality user interfaces [Issa & Isaias 2015].Therefore, usability depicts the core design objective for the Social Set Visualizersoftware tool which is designed and developed over the course of this PhD project.Usability consists of five design objectives, namely efficiency, learnability, memorabil-ity, user satisfaction, and error handling [Scholtz 2004]. These five design objectivesguide the development of the user interface for the Social Set Visualizer.Efficiency depicts an essential design objective, as the user interface needs toimmediately convey important information and offer an optional deep dive using ad-ditional details on demand. The user interface of the Social Set Visualizer displaysBig Social Data, predominantly from Facebook. Therefore, it consists of a combi-nation of multiple visualizations. Each visualization needs to efficiently highlightspecific features of the underlying data. This allows the dashboard as a whole to bekept clean and organized, preventing it from becoming too complex for the user. Thedetail on demand principle improves efficiency insofar that it first presents an easilyunderstandable overview to the user, which can then be enhanced with additionaldetails if the user chooses to do so. Therefore, the initial visualization can be quicklyprocessed on a visual and intellectual level. Subsequently, once the user explicitlydemands it, the level of detail shown in the visual analytics tool is increased. Usingthis approach, large-scale datasets can be easily processed by the user. Hence, itleads to greater productivity when using a Visual Analytics software tool.Furthermore, the design objective of learnability can be formalized in the learningcurve of the software tool. Are users able to complete the tasks they set out to achieveand how many errors happen along the way? Is the tool comprehensible, quick tounderstand, and intuitive? For end users, learnability depicts an important non-functional requirement. The Visual Analytics software tool should be thus designedin a way that enables users to work with the dashboard without any prior briefingor formal training on how to use it, while minimizing the frequency of errors.Additionally, the user interface needs to be memorable for the user, as researchhas shown that improvements in memorability of a user interface also positivelyinfluences its learnability [Van Welie & Trætteberg 2000,Hartmann et al. 2008]. Thiscan be achieved by following design conventions and guidelines which are alreadyfamiliar to the target audience, thereby helping to reduce the cognitive load on theuser. Hence, memorability depicts an influential design objective in order to reachgood usability for the Social Set Visualizer software tool.Moreover, user satisfaction depicts another important design objective in order toreach a high level of usability. Once basic user needs such as functions and featuresare met by the IT artifact, user satisfaction can be influenced by a persistently positiveuser experience within the application. A great user experience can be createdthrough user-centric design. The approach of user-centric design emphasizes that
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“the role of the designer is to facilitate the task for the user and to make sure thatthe user is able to make use of the product as intended and with a minimum effort tolearn how to use it” [Abras et al. 2004]. Therefore, when designing the user interface,a focus is put on optimization of the user experience. Furthermore, the design ofthe software tool should follow the principle of least astonishment, which was firstformulated by [James 1987], and later applied to modern usability testing [Isaksen &Bertacco 2006]. It states that good user interfaces should never surprise the user,and that the user should know how to use the tool based on intuition. The principleof least astonishment goes also hand in hand with the previously outlined designobjective of learnability, which further outlines the interdependence of the presenteddesign objectives.Lastly, the essential design objective of error handling in user interfaces con-cludes the concept of usability. In order to both prevent and capture human errors,but also communicate application errors, a suitable approach to error handling needsto be utilized by the IT artifact. Part of this approach is the concept of graceful degra-dation, where the occurence of errors is limited to certain parts of the user interface,without negatively affecting or even shutting down the application as a whole.Together, the five presented design objectives of efficiency, learnability, memora-bility, user satisfaction, and error handling depict the means of reaching a high levelof usability for the developed Social Set Visualizer software tool.
3.3 User Interfaces of the Social Set Visualizer
In this section, the central user interfaces of the Social Set Visualizer will be intro-duced and detailed from a design and usability perspective. These user interfaceshave been designed based on the previously presented theoretical foundations of us-ability. The presented iterations allow the users to efficiently conduct analyses basedon Social Set Analysis methodology, overcoming different data formats and structuresas well as the challenge of visualization large-scale sets and set intersections.
3.3.1 Browser-based Visual Analytics Dashboard (2016)
The central user interface of the Social Set Visualizer is a browser-based VisualAnalytics dashboard, through which the user can interact with the datasets. The de-sign of the user interface has evolved over several versions of the Social Set Visualizer.The first version of the user interface, presented in Publication II [Flesch et al. 2015a]of this dissertation, is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The dashboard interface depicts sev-eral areas, most prominently a large line chart with overall activity visualization and,directly below, a timeframe selection brush. At the bottom of the interface, a wordcloud for the selected time frame is visualized to interpret content. On the right handside, the set-based visualization according to the Social Set Analysis methodologyis shown. In the bottom right corner, results are shown from a language detectionheuristic that is applied to the conversion content of the selected timeframe.
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Figure 3.1: Browser-based Visual Analytics Dashboard in SoSeVi 1 (Publication II[Flesch et al. 2015a])
In this first version of the dashboard, the user is able to interact with the SocialSet Visualizer through various means. The Social Set Visualizer allows the user toselect different Facebook walls by using a text input field at the very top of the userinterface. It supports both textual input and drop-down selection of Facebook wallsfor analysis purposes. Furthermore, the time period of interest can be selected eitherby text input in the top right input field, by selection using the calendar widget whichis attached to the input field, or through use of the visual time slider underneath themain visualization.
Figure 3.2: Browser-based Visual Analytics Dashboard in SoSeVi 2 (Publication III[Flesch et al. 2016])
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The second version of the user interface, presented in Publication III [Fleschet al. 2016] of this dissertation, is illustrated in Figure 3.2. In this version, the timeselection interface has been placed at the top of the dashboard. Furthermore, theset-theoretical visualization was moved to the left hand side, while the main activityvisualization and the word cloud were reduced in size and placed at the right.
3.3.2 Visual Query Builder (2017)In the third version of the Social Set Visualizer, the user interface was signifi-cantly streamlined and simplified in order to allow a more efficient implementation ofresearch studies using the novel, set-based approach to Big Social Data Analytics.This is detailed in Publication IV [Flesch et al. 2017] of this dissertation.Due to incorporation of the Facebook data crawler, the third version of the SocialSet Visualizer interface was transformed into a wizard-like dialog consisting of threesteps, which is illustrated in Figure 3.3.The first step of this dialog is to select the Facebook walls of interest. In thisstep, both a checkbox-style selection of relevant Facebook walls and a textual inputfield for type-in search are offered to the user. After the user has selected relevantFacebook walls for the set-based analysis, a dynamic selection of the time periodsappears in the second step. For each of the selected Facebook walls, a sparkline-style timeline of the available, previously fetched data is displayed. The user canthen use a time selection tool for each of the selected Facebook walls in order tochoose either the full Facebook wall for analysis or only a certain time period. Thisstep depicts the defition of sets along the dimensions of space and time. Furthermore,two buttons offer additional functionality. The Duplicate button copies the currently
Figure 3.3: Visual Query Builder in SoSeVi 3 (Publication IV [Flesch et al. 2017])
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selected set and appends it to the end of the selection. The Delete button removesthe selected set. Once the selection of time- and space-based sets from the BigSocial Data is concluded, the user can press the Show Visualization button, afterwhich the set visualization is generated and displayed to the user.
3.3.3 Textual Query Language (2018)
In 2018, the third version of the Social Set Visualizer was extended by a textualquery language. This textual query language provides a textual user interface whichenables the user to perform structured studies using the Social Set Visualizer soft-ware tool, without having to rely on the visual user interface for the selection anddefinitions of sets.The textual user interface is illustrated in Figure 3.4. It utilizes a specific querylanguage, the Social Set Query Language. The Social Set Query Language is adomain-specific textual query language that implements the theoretical model of BigSocial Data, the Social Interaction Model, which was presented in section 2.3.4 ofthis thesis. It provides an additional user interface for the Social Set Visualizersoftware tool to perform set-based analytics through querying and retrieving datafrom a corpus of Big Social Data. As a textual query language, it depicts the API forinteracting with the database backend of the Social Set Visualizer. The Social SetQuery Language was first presented as part of the third version of the Social SetVisualizer in Publication IV [Flesch et al. 2017] of this dissertation.Design and development of the Social Set Query Language is motivated by theoverarching objective of this dissertation to provide means of simplifying Social SetAnalysis tasks for researchers and practitioners alike. During iterations on thisPhD project and the IT Artifacts involved, it became apparent that an expressivequery language is needed to effectively formulate set queries. This query languageshould be abstracted from the actual data storage backend and be based on a suitabletheoretical model of Big Social Data. In Computational Social Science, SQL is utilizedby researchers for analytical workflows of Big Social Data. When using a relationaldatabase, it is universally queried using SQL, a textual query language. Therefore,
Figure 3.4: Textual query interface based on the Social Set Query Language inSoSeVi 3 (Publication IV [Flesch et al. 2017])
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utilization of a normalized database designed on a theoretical model of social datais the sensible choice for such an undertaking.
The highly structured and condensed data stored according to the Social In-teraction Model provides normalized data with a relatively small storage footprint.Queries against the database need to utilize expressive SQL and thus, can becomevery verbose. This in turn creates a significant amount of friction, which can bereduced through introduction of a domain-specific textual query language.
For the purpose of Social Set Analysis, row-based data needs to be first convertedinto a set-based representation in order to perform set operations on the previouslyqueried sets. Thus, a simplification of syntax is required to streamline the queryingof data within the Social Set Analysis methodology.
Recent studies underline that domain-specific query languages have been cre-ated for various research fields in order to simplify access to data and to streamlinethe conversion of user input into specific outputs [Van Deursen et al. 2000, Atkinset al. 1999]. The transformation of SQL into domain-specific query languages oreven into query languages for other non-relational databases such as Apache Sparkand NoSQL databases has been demonstrated in various research projects [Armbrustet al. 2015, Liu et al. 2016]. Furthermore, other examples for the successful applica-tion of domain-specific query languages to research problems in data mining andBig Data Analytics exist [Goebel & Gruenwald 1999].
Domain-specific query languages have been proposed for the field of Social Net-work Analysis in order to simplify analytical tasks based on the network structurewhich is stored as a graph in a database [Seo et al. 2013]. An equivalent domain-specific query language for purposes of Social Set Analysis does not exist at thistime, therefore its creation as part of this PhD project is important for further dis-semination of the set-based approach.
Therefore, the Social Set Query Language presented in this thesis depicts thefirst domain-specific query language for the field of Social Set Analysis. TheSocial Set Query Language converts a simple JSON-style set definition into SQLthat queries data from the database. Therefore, the formulation of queries within theSocial Set Analysis framework is decoupled and abstracted from the requirement ofexpert knowledge in SQL.
Listing 3.1 provides an example query of the Social Set Query Language whichfetches all actors that interact with a certain Facebook page over three distinctintervals. The first set refers to a time interval from 1st of April 2017 to 30th ofApril 2017, the second set to a time interval from 1st of May 2017 to 31st of May2017, and the third set to a time interval from 1st of June 2017 to 30th of June 2017.Subsequently, the query engine fetches all three sets and performs a set intersectionof the interval data. Finally, the cardinality of the set intersection is calculated andreturned.
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Listing 3.1: Example of a set-based query in the Social Set Query Language1 [2 {3 "INTERACTION":{4 "WITH":{5 "ACTOR":{6 "FB_PAGE_ID":2017 }8 },9 "TIME":{10 "FROM":"01-04-2017",11 "TO":"30-04-2017"12 }13 }14 },15 {16 "INTERACTION":{17 "WITH":{18 "ACTOR":{19 "FB_PAGE_ID":20120 }21 },22 "TIME":{23 "FROM":"01-05-2017",24 "TO":"31-05-2017"25 }26 }27 },28 {29 "INTERACTION":{30 "WITH":{31 "ACTOR":{32 "FB_PAGE_ID":20133 }34 },35 "TIME":{36 "FROM":"01-06-2017",37 "TO":"30-06-2017"38 }39 }40 }41 ]
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The formal definition of textual queries in the Social Set Query Language can beexpressed in the JSON schema format. Listing 3.2 showcases this definition.
Listing 3.2: Formal JSON schema definition for Social Set Query Language1 {2 "$schema":"http://json -schema.org/draft -07/schema #",3 "type":"array",4 "items":{5 "title":"The Social Sets are defined in this Array",6 "properties":{7 "INTERACTION":{8 "title":"The Interaction Schema",9 "properties":{10 "WITH":{11 "title":"The definition of a Location in Space",12 "properties":{13 "ACTOR":{14 "title":"The Actor from Social Interaction Model",15 "properties":{16 "FB_PAGE_ID":{17 "type":"integer",18 "title":"The Facebook Page ID"19 }20 }21 }22 },23 "TIME":{24 "title":"The definition of a Location in Time",25 "properties":{26 "FROM":{27 "type":"date",28 "title":"Start date of the time interval",29 "pattern":"^([0-9]{2}-[0-9]{2}-[0-9]{4})$"30 },31 "TO":{32 "type":"date",33 "title":"End date of the time interval",34 "pattern":"^([0-9]{2}-[0-9]{2}-[0-9]{4})$"35 }36 }37 }38 }39 }40 }41 }42 }43 }
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The Social Set Query Language is executed through an API which is situated on topof the server-side database that stores the actual data. This way, the user-controlled,client-side component of the Social Set Visualizer software tool is able to send user-formulated queries to the server-side database which are in line with the Social SetAnalysis methodology. Therefore, the client requires no deeper knowledge about theunderlying data structures of the server-side database or the intricacies of optimizingthe SQL queries that are involved. Thus, the client only needs to pose queries usingthe Social Set Query Language, and all resulting complexity is handled by theserver-side part of the Social Set Visualizer.The query language is implemented through database functions and storedprocedures, which have been streamlined and optimized for the database setup athand. All queries are performed on top of a database schema that implements theSocial Interaction Model. Based on this, a reference implementation of the SocialSet Query Language for Big Social Data from Facebook as used in the Social SetVisualizer has been created.
3.4 Visualization of Sets
The visualization of sets poses two significant challenges to the design of the SocialSet Visualizer software tool that is presented in this thesis.First, the visual comparability between different sets is an essential requirementfor the Social Set Visualizer, as otherwise it would fail its very purpose as an inter-active Visual Analytics tool. Therefore, some sort of area-proportional visualizationis required, in order to achieve visual comparability.Second, the visualization of a large number of sets poses a serious problem, asthe set-based approach to Big Social Data Analytics usually results in many differentsets that need to be displayed. In this context, a reduction of the number of totalsets, and thereby the complexity of the set visualization, is oftentimes not possiblewithout potentially losing valuable analytical insights.This section will provide an overview about the state of the art in set visualizationand how these two significant challenges are overcome during the design of the SocialSet Visualizer.
3.4.1 Euler and Venn DiagramsBoth Euler and Venn diagrams depict the most prominent set-theoretical visualiza-tions. They are frequently utilized in order to visualize two or more different setsand to visually highlight their set intersections through the use of multiple closedshapes.Euler diagrams are widely attributed to Leonard Euler (1707-1783), who firstpresented a set-based visualization using intersecting circles to the academic audi-ence [MacQueen 1967]. Euler diagrams visualize all naturally occuring set intersec-tions within the provided sets. Figure 3.5 displays an Euler diagram which illustratesseven different sets and the intersections between some of those sets.
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Figure 3.5: Euler Diagram [Rodgers et al. 2015]
In 1880, John Venn (1834-1923) introduced the Venn diagram, a special caseof the Euler diagram, that displays all possible set-theoretical intersections, in-cluding empty intersections which might not naturally occur between different sets[Venn 1880,Ruskey & Weston 1997], as illustrated in Figure 3.6.The two diagram types utilize an area-based visualization of the cardinality ofsets. However, an area-proportional approach to set visualization is needed in orderfor the viewer to visually discern between sets of different sizes. Previous work hasemphasized that the drawing of area-proportional Euler and Venn diagrams posessignificant difficulties [Chow & Ruskey 2003,Chen & Boutros 2011].Even though Euler and Venn diagrams can be area-proportional under somecircumstances, they exhibit substantial practical limitations when visualizing as fewas three different intersecting sets.
Figure 3.6: Three-set non-proportional Venn Diagram [Vatrapu et al. 2015]
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Figure 3.6 showcases the problem of creating a static representation of an area-proportional Venn diagram using circles, taken from an earlier publication of ourresearch group [Vatrapu et al. 2015]. During close examination of the displayedintersection areas, it becomes apparent that the area of |(Helle∩Pia) \ Lars| = 242is significantly larger than twice the area of the three-way intersection at the centerof the Venn diagram, which is expressed as |Helle ∩ Pia ∩ Lars| = 123.Moreover, the visualization of a large number of sets using an Euler or Venndiagram remains challenging. A Venn diagram with six different sets is visualizedin Figure 3.7, an illustration that depicts the intersections between genomes of thebanana and five other species [D’hont et al. 2012]. While it highlights the creativepossiblities with regard to the use of shapes during creation of a Venn diagram,both utility and contained information are severely limited from a Visual Analyticsperspective. Due to the lack of area-proportionality, a visual comparison of the cardi-nality of different sets is nearly impossible. These practical difficulties in visualizingarea-proportional Venn diagrams became apparent during development of the firstversion of the Social Set Visualizer. As a Visual Analytics software tool, the area-proportionality of set-theoretical visualizations is an essential requirement for theutility and usability of the application.Therefore, the classical Venn and Euler diagrams are neither a good fit for thisuse case nor for set-based visualization in the Social Set Visualizer where an evenlarger number of sets needs to be displayed.
Figure 3.7: Six-way Venn Diagram of Banana Genome [D’hont et al. 2012]
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3.4.2 EulerAPE (2012)
In 2012, an evolution in the area-proportional visualization of Euler and Venn dia-grams was presented with the EulerAPE project [Micallef & Rodgers 2012]. EulerAPEresolves the complicated problem of area-proportional visualization of three-setVenn diagrams through the use of ellipses instead of circles. Figure 3.8 showcasestwo examples of these ellipsis-based area-proportional set visualizations.
Figure 3.8: Area-proportional EulerAPE Diagrams [Micallef & Rodgers 2012]
Even though EulerAPE is an important contribution to three-way area-proportionalVenn diagrams, the visualization of area-proportional Venn diagrams that consist ofmore than three sets remains a significant problem.
3.4.3 “Exploded” Venn Diagrams in SoSeVi 1 (2015)
In 2015, during design of the first version of the Social Set Visualizer, the limitations ofEuler and Venn diagrams for interactive Visual Analytics of Big Social Data becameincreasingly apparent.In this early version of the Social Set Visualizer, the set-theoretical visualizationwas concerned with displaying sets consisting of social media Actors from the Before,During, and After periods in the analyzed Big Social Data. This initial three-setvisualization approach is based on the one-dimensional application of a set-basedEvent Study Methodology which was outlined in section 2.2.2.However, as the three-set visualization is embedded in an interaction VisualAnalytics dashboard, a high level of usability is required. This includes the visualcomparability of sets with sizes that potentially differ by several orders of magnitude,and furthermore, the visual consistency of the displayed labels and shapes of the setintersections.Prompted by these requirements, an innovative approach to area-proportionalVenn diagrams was devised during the creation of the first version of the Social SetVisualizer, which is presented in Publication II [Flesch et al. 2015a] of this disser-tation. Therefore, this set visualization formally depicts an Euler diagram variant
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Figure 3.9: “Exploded” Venn Diagram in first version of Social Set Visualizer
that consists of a crossover between affiliation networks and circle-based Venn di-agrams [Alsallakh et al. 2016]. The set intersections within the Venn diagram weremoved into a rhombus-shaped grid with connections displayed as graph-style edges,and area-proportional circles were utilized for displaying the exact, non-distortedarea of each set and set intersection. In the “exploded” Venn diagram, value labelsalways remain at the same position, which increases memorability of the interfaceand speeds up the reading of values from the set visualization. Furthermore, thecenter points of each circle are also fixed and remain in the same spot, thereby in-creasing usability when values and set sizes change. Due to the interactive nature ofthe software tool, the visual consistency makes it easier for the user to take a quickglance at the visualization in order to read the information that is needed.This modification to the traditional Venn diagram provided significant utility forusers of the Social Set Visualizer software tool, as users appreciated the visualcomparability of set cardinalities, and visual consistency of both labels and shapesin the visualization. Figure 3.9 showcases this “exploded” Venn diagram. It signifiesthe challenge of visualizing sets and set intersections with largely varying cardinal-ities, as it is often the case when using the set-based approach to Big Social DataAnalytics.
3.4.4 Linear Diagrams (2014)
In 2014, the visualization of sets using linear diagrams was generalized by [Chap-man et al. 2014]. Linear diagrams depict set-based visualizations which are cre-ated “using straight line segments, with line overlaps corresponding to set intersec-tions” [Rodgers et al. 2015].Comparative studies conclude that set-theoretic tasks can be performed signif-icantly better using linear diagrams instead of Euler and Venn diagrams [Got-tfried 2015,Rodgers et al. 2015].Figure 3.10 shows a linear diagram displaying seven different sets and theirintersections. From the diagram, it is easy to recognize which sets are intersecting,
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Figure 3.10: Linear Diagram [Rodgers et al. 2015]
but it is difficult to quantify the cardinality of sets or set intersections.Linear diagrams are easily scalable to more than three sets, but lose their utilityfor Visual Analytics once a large number of sets are displayed. The difficult task forthe viewer to visually process increasingly complex diagrams hinders efficient useof the visualization. Therefore, linear diagrams are not a suitable approach for thedesign of a set-based Visual Analytics software tool such as the Social Set Visualizer.
3.4.5 UpSet (2014)
Also in 2014, a significant contribution to set-theoretical visualizations was madethrough publication of the UpSet project [Lex et al. 2014].UpSet is inspired by linear diagrams, and introduces an intuitive, matrix-basedrepresentation of set intersections that has been developed during earlier studies inthe field of bioinformatics [Gratzl et al. 2013].
Figure 3.11: UpSet Combination Matrix-based Visualization [Lex et al. 2014]
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Figure 3.11 illustrates the UpSet approach which is based on a combination matrixthat encodes the different set intersections. The grid-based interface provides goodoversight for the viewer and highlights the future potential of UpSet for general-purpose Visual Analytics of a large number of sets and set intersections. The userinterface presented in the original publication is tailormade for statistical analysis inthe field of bioinformatics and needs to be further simplified for general applicability.
3.4.6 UpSet-style Set Visualization in SoSeVi 2 (2016)
For the second version of the Social Set Visualizer, detailed in Publication III [Fleschet al. 2016] of this dissertation, an UpSet-style visualization of sets and set inter-sections was utilized.Figure 3.12 illustrates the set-theoretical visualization in the second version ofthe Social Set Visualizer software tool. On the left hand side, all set intersectionsare encoded in a combination matrix. In the center of the visualization a bar chartdepicts the cardinalities of the Before, During, and After time periods for each ofthe set intersections. On the right hand side, the migration patterns of social mediaactors between sets from subsequent periods, e.g. Before to During and During toAfter, are visualized. The UpSet approach was modified insofar that logarithmicscales are utilized in order to present both very large and very small sets and setintersections.Through use of the UpSet-style approach, the visualization of sets in the secondversion of the Social Set Visualizer software tool is significantly improved, as morethan three sets can be visualized while visual comparability is retained. This is animprovement of the first version of the Visual Analytics tool, in which only three setscould be visualized using the presented “exploding” Venn diagram technique.
Figure 3.12: UpSet-style Set Visualization in SoSeVi 2 (Publication III [Fleschet al. 2016])
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3.4.7 UpSetR (2017)
In 2017, with publication of the UpsetR visualization package, a generalization ofUpSet-style set visualizations was presented to the research community [Conwayet al. 2017]. UpSetR can be utilized to create static, non-interactive set visualizations.Figure 3.13 displays an UpSetR-style visualization of six different sets. Whencompared to the original UpSet [Lex et al. 2014], it is noticeable that the combinationmatrix in the UpSetR visualization has been rotated by ninety degrees. Furthermore,the visualization has been significantly simplified and thereby streamlined.It is immediately apparent that the UpSetR approach conveys a large potentialfor Visual Analytics, as the visualization of both set intersections and set cardinal-ities is very clear. Furthermore, the visualization is easily extendable and able toaccommodate a large number of sets and set intersections.The bar chart on top of the combination matrix is sorted in descending order,therefore allowing the most significant sets and set intersections to be shown at thetop left of the visualization. On top of that, it provides straightforward learnabil-ity for novice users due to prior knowledge of how bar charts work. Once userscomprehend the intuitive, matrix-based visualization of set intersections, the UpSetapproach creates immediate utility.Hence, overall usability is significantly improved for visualizing a large numberof sets in comparsion to the other presented set-theoretical visualizations.
Figure 3.13: UpSetR Set Visualization [Conway et al. 2017]
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3.4.8 UpSetR-style Set Visualization in SoSeVi 3 (2017)In the third and final version of the Social Set Visualizer, UpSetR-style set visual-izations are incorporated for the purpose of Visual Analytics of Big Social Data, asdetailed in Publication IV [Flesch et al. 2017] of this thesis.The UpSetR-style set visualizations in the Social Set Visualizer are utilized forinteractive set-based Visual Analytics of Big Social Data along the two dimensionsof time and space, as illustrated in Figure 3.14. Unlike the static visualizationsin UpSetR [Conway et al. 2017], the Social Set Visualizer provides an interactivetool where the user can adapt the data that is displayed. Furthermore, it utilizeslogarithmic scales and a color-coded bar chart in order to achieve a high level ofinteractive usability.In contrast to the original UpSet [Lex et al. 2014], the Social Set Visualizer makesuse of server-side calculations on its underlying Big Social Data corpus, and there-fore is able to handle much larger volumes of data, with 100,000s to millions of actorsincluded in the underlying sets. The Social Set Visualizer takes the original ideaof UpSet much further than the client-side datasets which were presented in theoriginal UpSet paper, and utilizes the novel set visualization technique to work withsets with large-scale cardinalities. As these large-scale set calculations are compu-tationally intensive and require a lot of working memory, the analytical processingis oﬄoaded to a specifically prepared backend system. This abstraction enables asmooth Visual Analytics user experience for users of the Social Set Visualizer. More-over, the holistic approach of the Social Set Visualizer incorporates the majority ofthe Big Data Value Chain [Miller & Mork 2013] which was introduced earlier.Most importantly, the visualization is adapted to handling and displaying largedifferences in set cardinalities by using logarithmic scales on both axes. There-fore, both small and large sets and set intersections are clearly identifiable anddiscernible. Even though the visualization is technically not area-proportional, theoverall usability of the Visual Analytics software tool for a research context benefits
Figure 3.14: UpSetR-style Set Visualization in SoSeVi 3 (Publication IV [Fleschet al. 2017])
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from this decision.Furthermore, the UpSetR-style set visualization in the third version of the SocialSet Visualizer makes extensive use of color coding. The horizontal bar chart iscolor-coded in different shades of gray according to the number of sets that areintersected with each other. This provides visual discernibility and comparability ofset intersections, and allows the user to easily detect outliers in the dataset. Thevertical bar chart is color-coded based on a categorical color scale, where each baseset is represented by one particular color throughout the entire visualization. Thesecolors are utilized throughout the intersection matrix, which increases usability of theoverall visualization.Both of these changes depict a novel addition compared to both UpSet andUpsetR, which only used one color for all sets in both the vertical and horizontalbar charts, and which provided no visual help through colors within the combinationmatrix.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter, an overview of the different approaches on set-theoretical visualiza-tions were presented, as illustrated in Table 3.1. Based on the theoretical foundations,three essential design requirements for set-based visualizations in a Visual Analyticssoftware tool such as the Social Set Visualizer have been elaborated, namelyy in-teractivity, area-proportionality, and the number of sets that can be displayed.Therefore, approaches performing strongly in relevant design requirements have beenselected for implementation in the Social Set Visualizer.
Type Year Interac
tive
Area-p
roporti
onal
Large n
umber
of sets
Application DomainEuler diagram 1750 General PurposeVenn diagram 1880 General PurposeEulerAPE 2014 General PurposeLinear Diagrams 2014 General PurposeUpSet 2014 Bioinformatics“Exploded” Venn 2015 Big Social Data AnalyticsUpSet-style SoSeVi 2016 Big Social Data AnalyticsUpSetR 2017 General PurposeUpSetR-style SoSeVi 2017 Big Social Data Analytics
Table 3.1: Comparative evaluation of set-theoretical visualizations
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Thus, it was shown that the three versions of the Social Set Visualizer contributedto the state of the art in set visualization through design and presentation of the“Exploded” Venn Diagram (section 3.4.3), the UpSet-style (section 3.4.6), and theUpSetR-style set visualizations (section 3.4.8) in Publication II [Flesch et al. 2015a],Publication III [Flesch et al. 2016] and Publication IV [Flesch et al. 2017] respectively.Furthermore, the presented set-based visualizations improve both utility and usabilityof the set-based approach approach to Big Social Data Analytics that is presentedin this thesis.
Chapter 4Development
This chapter gives insight into the development of the Social Set Visualizer, which wascreated as an interactive Visual Analytics software tool based on Social Set Analysismethodology. First, the main objectives of the Social Set Visualizer software toolare highlighted. Henceforth, the underlying technological foundations of the SocialSet Visualizer are presented, with particular focus on its approach to data storageand visualization. Furthermore, an overview is given on the software architecture offront- and backend. And, the different iterations on the IT artifact are introduced.Throughout this PhD project, three versions of the Social Set Visualizer softwaretool were implemented, which are detailed in Publication II [Flesch et al. 2015a],Publication III [Flesch et al. 2016], and Publication IV [Flesch et al. 2017] of thisdissertation. Lastly, the deployment process will be outlined.
4.1 Development Objectives
Application performance, fault tolerance, and maintainability have been identifiedas the core objectives for software development [Spacey 2018] and are applied to thedevelopment of the Social Set Visualizer software tool to ensure a flawless develop-ment process.
Application PerformanceWith regard to the first key objective for the development of the Social Set Visualizer,application performance has been shown to increase the usability for users of a soft-ware tool [Etezadi-Amoli & Farhoomand 1996,Albert & Tullis 2013]. Good interactiveperformance can positively influence the pace of insight generation in Big SocialData Analytics. Even though this effect on the pace of insight generation is difficultto measure quantitatively, it becomes apparent through qualitative user feedback.This is why a holistic approach to application performance is adapted during devel-opment of the Social Set Visualizer, which focuses on both client- and server-sideperformance of the software tool.In a web-based Visual Analytics dashboard such as the Social Set Visualizer,client-side performance is immediately apparent to the end user. However, client-side performance is difficult to measure and improve, as it mainly depends on thecomputational qualities of the utilized devices and general network connectivity [Vi-avant et al. 2002]. Consequently, the optimization of client-side performance is anessential theme during development of the Social Set Visualizer.
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Moreover, server-side performance is important to process large volumes ofBig Data. This creates computational difficulties when performing Big Social DataAnalytics in an interactive, user-guided manner. From a software engineering per-spective, server-side performance of web-based analytical applications can be im-proved through implementation of caching, parallelization, and pre-computation [Tilkov& Vinoski 2010,Subramanian et al. 1999]. However, the impact of these measures forthe increase of server-side performance might be limited by the computational per-formance of the underlying hardware. The possibility of upgrading to more powerfulhardware largely depends on the available budget.Hence, a general decision problem concerning the optimal distribution of compu-tational tasks between client and server emerges during development of the SocialSet Visualizer. The UpSet software tool from the domain of bioinformatics, whichwas introduced in section 3.4.5, performs all computations in the client-side webbrowser. This client-side computation is feasible only as long as users of UpSetprocess small- to medium-size datasets that do not conflict with client-side limita-tions of a browser-based application, which include the maximum size of input filesand the available working memory. Due to the multi-million datasets involved inBig Social Data Analytics, this approach is not feasible for the Social Set Visualizer.Therefore, most of the calculations are performed on the server side. By performingall computations involving raw social media data on the server-side, only aggregatedresults are transmitted to the client-side. Thereby, aspects of compliance and dataprivacy are strengthened in the Social Set Visualizer software tool.
Fault Tolerance
Fault tolerance depicts the second key objective for development of the Social SetVisualizer. It is based on the principles of availability, reliability, correctness, anderror handling.In this context, the term availability refers to the system’s online status andwhether it responds to the end user. Unavailability of the Social Set Visualizersoftware tool negatively affects the ability of researchers to utilize the tool and togenerate insights through Big Social Data Analytics.Reliability is directly linked to the concept of availability. It measures the meantime between failures of the application. Availability of the Social Set Visualizersoftware tool means researchers can navigate to the website and utilize the tool. Itwill be deemed unreliable in case the interaction with the user interface of the VisualAnalytics tool fails with an error message. This example underlines the importanceof reliability as an objective during development.Correctness is a further component of fault tolerance. It aims for the Social SetVisualizer to provide the proper computational results to the user and to correctlyimplement the set-theoretical operations which are performed on the theoretical datamodel of Big Social Data. Due to the negative impact of software errors on the va-lidity of scientific studies, the correctness of computational results remains an crucialobjective, which can be mitigated through software testing or formal verification.
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In addition, error handling as the final component of fault tolerance focuses onfail-safe behavior and graceful degradation.Fail-safe behavior includes the preparation of continuity management in face ofpotentially catastrophic errors in the future. These errors can be mitigated throughimplementation of fail-safe measures such as database failovers and regular backups.Henceforth, the concept of graceful degradation signifies that the software toolshould gracefully reduce the quality of the user experience once an unforeseen eventoccurs, and thereby retain utility. This includes a responsive behavior to different er-rors, device types and screen sizes. Based on this definition, the Social Set Visualizershould be able to display both on a high-resolution 4K display used in a conferenceroom and on a normal tablet. This responsiveness is needed to gracefully degradethe user experience depending on end-user device specifications, which in turn leadsto a high level of fault tolerance in the resulting IT artifact.
Maintainability
Lastly, the objective of maintainability is set during development of the Social SetVisualizer software tool. It consists of two themes, namely extensibility and inter-operability.Extensibility concerns the question regarding the potential future development ofthe application. It addresses whether the underlying code base is sufficiently modular,meaning it allows future changes with only moderate effort and without unnecessarytechnical obstructions. Extensibility of an application is significantly influenced bythe amount of technical debt. The concept of technical debt emphasizes that a badlyengineered code base particularly slows future extensibility of an application, bothin terms of feature development and removal of existing errors.Furthermore, interoperability allows interfaces with other applications. As alldata and computations within the Social Set Visualizer follow the theoretical modelof Big Social Data, other tools such as the Social Data Analytics Tool are able toutilize datasets collected using the Social Set Visualizer and vice versa.
4.2 Technological Foundations
In this section, the technological foundations of the Social Set Visualizer in terms ofthe chosen data storage and visualization framework are presented. For both pillars,the underlying decision making process is detailed and relevant alternative optionsare discussed.
4.2.1 Choice of Data Storage
The evaluation of suitable data storage backends is vital for achieving good interac-tive performance for users of the Social Set Query Language with Big Social Data ofvarious types and volumes. Implementation of the domain-specific Social Set Query
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Language and its subsequent use within the Social Set Visualizer poses several chal-lenges to the utilized database system. Therefore, a thorough technical evaluation ofvarious options for data storage is required in order to identify a suitable databasefor the unique analytical workload of Social Set Analysis with large datasets. Dur-ing the course of this PhD project, six different types of data storage systems whichare well-suited for an implementation of the Social Set Query Language have beenidentified and evaluated:
• NoSQL database systems (NoSQL) such as MongoDB, a performant, cutting-edge approach to databases with a dynamic data schema based on the no-tion of documents with a flexible number of attributes, less strict compliancewith atomicity, consistency, isolation und durability (ACID) than RDBMSs andmostly custom query languages.
• Relational database management systems (RDBMS) such as PostgreSQL,a solid, well-established type of database which provides strict compliancewith ACID requirements on top of features such as a fixed data schema, storedprocedures, transactions, and support of the Structured Query Language (SQL).
• Distributed database systems such as Apache Spark, a highly scalable, cutting-edge, distributed database with immense storage capacity, support of parallelanalytical data processing, and cluster-based scaling approach.
• Key-value database systems such as Redis, a stable, in-memory databasewith native support for set intersections and a high level of performance.
• Graph databases such as Neo4J, a modern, enterprise-ready graph databaseimplemented in Java with a custom SQL-style textual query language for graphscalled Cypher paired with strict ACID compliance.
• Implementation of a custom database system using the Go programming lan-guage which is tailormade for the unique data schema of the Social InteractionModel and optimized for the OLAP-style workload of the Social Set QueryLanguage.
The creation of an interactive Visual Analytics software tool has unique require-ments on runtime optimization and cancellation of long-running queries. Therefore, aprototype data storage system supporting the Social Set Query Language has beenimplemented and evaluated for each of the six presented approaches.
NoSQL Database: MongoDBMongoDB has been evaluated as storage solution for the Social Set Query Languagebased on its popularity as a NoSQL database. Due to its loose data schema defini-tions, Big Social Data can be stored in the same format as received from remote APIs.While the flexible data schema of MongoDB massively simplifies the import process
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of historic Big Social Data from software tools such as SOGATO and SODATO, aNoSQL storage is not suitable for strict implementation of a data schema accordingto the the Social Interaction Model. In case social media data from different sourcesand collection timeframes is merged, a common data structure is vital. In a NoSQLdatabase, it is hard to follow a strict schema definition, as any kind of input can bestored in any table. The evaluation of NoSQL data storage for the initial versionsof the Social Set Visualizer as published in Publication II [Flesch et al. 2015a] hasunderlined this issue. On top of that, the tooling for MongoDB does not provideenough means for runtime optimization of database queries. Therefore, the initialversion of the Social Set Visualizer was subsequently implemented based on a rela-tional data schema which supports SQL. SQL lends itself to a highly dynamic wayof building database queries, and provides many tools for performance improvementssuch as query optimization, table indexes, and stored procedures. MongoDB onlyprovides custom querying functions which can be used through function calls in theirNodeJS API. Paired with the difficulty of keeping Big Social Data in a certain struc-ture and not-too-strict ACID compliance, NoSQL databases in general and MongoDBin particular do not depict a suitable option for data storage.
Relational Database: PostgreSQL
A relational database implementation of the Social Set Query Language was evalu-ated using the PostgreSQL database. PostgreSQL provides a strict database schema,which is defined in line with the theoretical model of Big Social Data, the Social Inter-action Model. Furthermore, it gives mature tooling for query optimization purposes,including table indexes, query plan optimization and various configuration optionsfor the PostgreSQL database service. During Publication II [Flesch et al. 2015a],it became apparent that the data import pipeline is more complex in a PostgreSQLscenario. Once the Big Social Data is loaded into the database system though, alot of flexibility is gained through the availability of SQL and optimization features.Therefore, PostgreSQL was chosen as primary database backend for the Social SetQuery language and it remains as such until the latest version 3 of the Social SetVisualizer presented in this dissertation.
Distributed Database: Apache Spark
After the implementation of the Social Set Query Language in Publication II [Fleschet al. 2015a] based on a PostgreSQL system, a thorough evaluation of potential per-formance improvements was performed. Hereby, special regard was set to scalable,distributed storage solutions such as Apache Spark for potential parallelization ofanalytical workloads. As PostgreSQL for data storage on its own has good, but notgreat performance, it was further attempted to empirically measure improvements interms of execution time with our test data from other storage types.The evaluation of the Social Set Query Language in Apache Spark resulted inmixed findings. On the one hand, the file-first approach of working with individual
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files in a distributed storage system promises great potential when working withmulti-gigabyte sized exports of Big Social Data such as social media data fromFacebook. On the other hand, the parallelization of analytical queries showcased asignificant performance lag between execution of the queries and the return of theresults. Due to the strong performance requirements towards an interactive VisualAnalytics dashboard such as the Social Set Visualizer, the database system on whichthe Social Set Query Language is implemented needs to return results very quickly.Concluding from the evaluation, Apache Spark is not able to achieve better per-formance in terms of execution time due to long preparation time for parallel queries.Although the challenge of distributed storage of Big Social Data is well resolvedby Apache Spark, low performance in terms of query execution time cannot be out-weighted by the mentioned benefits. Therefore, the utilization of PostgreSQL RDBMSfor our purpose should not be discontinued in favor of Apache Spark.
Key-Value Database: Redis
In Social Set Visualizer 2, the Social Set Query Language was implemented in Redis,a key-value database, and evaluated as the main database for set computations.This evaluation was described in Publication III [Flesch et al. 2016]. Redis providesnative set data types which can be utilized with set-theoretical operations such asunion and intersection. All set intersection calculations have been outsourced fromPostgreSQL to Redis. A dedicated Redis instance now performs memory intensiveset intersection calculations with a significantly better execution speed and pipesthe calculation results back to the user-facing dashboard in real time.Even though the computational performance of set calculations within Redisis outstanding, the severe limitations in terms of working memory and - by proxy -available research funds for extra-high-memory systems prevents a full focus on Redisas data storage solution. Any implementation of the Social Set Query Language withRedis as the sole data storage backend will be severely constrained by availableworking memory. Therefore, it is not financially feasible to implement all of theSocial Set Query Language within Redis. Hence, in practice the use of Redis isalways paired with a relational database such as PostgreSQL which depicts a back-up system to prevent loss of data.
Graph Database: Neo4J
Neo4J presents a modern graph-based database system. It was evaluated for storageof Big Social Data according to the Social Interaction Model and for its feasibilityduring evaluation of the third version of the Social Set Visualizer. It became ap-parent that the transformation of Big Social Data into a graph representation is achallenging undertaking. Even though Big Social Data structured according to theSocial Interaction Model depicts several graph-like characteristics, the hierarchicaloverall structure could not be successfully stored in the graph-based database. Thefull potential of a graph-based database such as Neo4J could not be unleashed, as
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Big Social Data does not depict a “true” graph with n-to-n connections, but rathermany distinct trees which represent the individual interactions.Furthermore, Neo4J provides a special graph-based query language that exhibitsa very special optimization behavior. Thereby, dynamic formulation of databasequeries requires several optimization steps along the graph edges that are queried.Therefore, rapid iterations on the formulation of database queries as feasible in SQL isnot possible in Neo4J. While the performance benefits of Neo4J with a proper graph-based dataset might provide more reassuring results, it did not hold for implementa-tion of the Social Set Query Language. Hence, the decision against a graph-baseddatabase was made.
Custom Database ImplementationLastly, an implementation of a custom Social Set Analysis database system in the Goprogramming language has been evaluated. Go provides excellent support for datastructures. Thus, a conversion tool for Big Social Data to Go data structures in linewith the Social Interaction Model was implemented for evaluation purposes.Due to the size of the datasets involved in Social Set Analysis, various limitationsin Go programming language were uncovered during implementation of a Social SetQuery Language prototype. The respective bugs were reported to the project main-tainers of Go1 and resolved through a custom compilation of the Go programminglanguage. Even though the implementation of a data storage backend was possibleafter these steps, the implementation of the actual query language posed as verycumbersome and time-consuming. Therefore, a decision was made against continua-tion of a custom database implementation in Go, as the extent of this task is beyondthe scope of this PhD project.
4.2.2 Visualization FrameworkThe technology choice for realizing the dashboard visualizations is the D3.js [Bo-stock 2012] Javascript-based visualization framework which uses dynamic SVG im-ages for data visualization. D3.js constitutes a lightweight and very extendableJavascript visualization framework. It uses cutting-edge web technology in orderto facilitate the creation of complex visualizations. The flexibility provided by D3.jsenables the creation of new kinds of interactive visualizations which are able to runon any device with decent processing resources. This includes Windows, MacOS andLinux based systems with screen dimensions up to 4K.
4.3 Software Architecture
The Social Set Visualizer dashboard consists of a client-side and a server-side com-ponent. Both are described in this section on software architecture.
1Issue #27635: "encoding/gob: tooBig is too small", full bug report available at https://github.
com/golang/go/issues/27635
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4.3.1 Frontend
All client-side components of the SoSeVi dashboard are implemented in the Javascriptprogramming language which runs within the web browser of the user. The VisualAnalytics dashboard is built on the React programming framework, which managesclient-side state, user interface components, and routing within the single-page webapplication. Furthermore, several convenience frameworks for cross-browser utilityfunctions and handling of dates are used. User-facing visualizations shown withinthe client-side dashboard are implemented using dynamic SVG graphics which arebuilt upon the powerful D3.js visualization framework [Bostock 2012].
4.3.2 Backend
The backend of the Social Set Visualizer is split into two applications, namely thedata crawler and the API. The data crawler handles data collection from Facebookin a dedicated process, which runs independently from the rest of the Social SetVisualizer. It queries the Facebook graph API and stores the results in a database.The API receives incoming queries which are formulated in the Social Set QueryLanguage. The textual query is then interpreted and a list of sets which answerthe query is created. For each set in this list, the API checks whether a cachedversion is available. If a cached version is available, the cached set is fetched andutilized for calculating the result of the query. If no cached version is available, theset definition is transformed into an SQL query which is sent to the database. Thedatabase returns all members of the queried set, which are in turn both stored in thecache and utilized to calculate the results that will be sent to the client-side user. Inturn, the frontend utilizes this data to dynamically display the set visualizations.
4.4 Iterations on the IT Artifact
The development of the Social Set Visualizer follows an iterative process to enhanceits performance and usability over time. In total, three distinct iterations of the SocialSet Visualizer have been peer-reviewed and published during the course of this PhDproject. In this section, all three iterations are presented and the contribution of eachindividual iteration is highlighted. Furthermore, the learnings from each iterativedevelopment stage are detailed.
4.4.1 First Version of SoSeVi (2015)
The first version of the Social Set Visualizer is presented in Publication II [Fleschet al. 2015a] of this dissertation. The software tool consists of five visualizationswhich are controlled by a central time selection brush. It provides a proof-of-conceptinteractive Visual Analytics dashboard for Big Social Data from Facebook, includingseveral components inspired by Social Set Analysis methodology. Main feature of theSocial Set Visualizer is the interactive selection of the Event Window and the Before
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Figure 4.1: First iteration on the Social Set Visualizer dashboard
and After periods for analysis purposes. Figure 4.1 showcases the first version of theSocial Set Visualizer.In this first version of the Social Set Visualizer, an “Exploded” Venn diagramis chosen as set-theoretical visualization for the intersections of social media Actorsfrom the Before, During, and After periods. This unique implementation of an Euler-based diagram was created to remedy shortcomings of classical Venn diagrams interms of usability for the purpose of Visual Analytics. The novel “Exploded” Venndiagram is area-proportional and visually consistent in shapes and labels. It depictsa significant improvement that is detailed in section 3.4.3.
4.4.2 Second Version of SoSeVi (2016)
The second version of the Social Set Visualizer has been presented in Publica-tion III [Flesch et al. 2016] of this dissertation. Moving towards the second version,the split of Before, During, and After periods is made more apparent in the userinterface. Furthermore, the design settles on an UpSet-inspired visualization of sets,which is very suitable for the visualization of large-scale set intersections. The UpSet-inspired set visualization in the second version of the Social Set Visualizer is detailedin section 3.4.6. Application performance is significantly improved by optimizing thedatabase layout and storage backend, as well as the utilization of advanced cachingtechniques based on a Redis in-memory database.Figure 4.2 shows the second version of the Social Set Visualizer as an inter-active tool for large-scale set intersection calculations. This version of the SocialSet Visualizer depicts the first visual analytics tool to visualize migration flows inBig Social Data through means of clever set intersections along the two Social SetAnalysis dimensions of time and space. Version 2 of the Social Set Visualizer project
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as presented in this figure provides a significantly better interface for Social SetAnalysis tasks of Big Social Data originating from Facebook. It depicts the firstVisual Analytics tool to visualize migration flows between set intersections in BigSocial Data. Furthermore, it allows an interactive selection of a relevant time periodfor analysis and calculation of intersections for Before, During and After periods overa big data-style dataset fetched from Facebook. Set intersections are dynamicallyencoded through a combination matrix. The migration of actors between time pe-riods and set intersections is showcased through cardinality changes on the righthand side. User-provided event markers signify important real-world events withrelevance for the underlying research domain of the investigating analyst.The DashboardView (Figure 4.2) depicts the main view of the web application.It contains the main visualizations and is initially shown to the user. It consists ofan overall activity visualization [F]. The researcher moves the time period selectiontool [S] to navigate the data, and toggle data sets from different Facebook wallsdepending on the analysis tasks at hand. Based on the user-selected time period,which is labeled as the During period, Before and After time periods can be deducted
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Figure 4.2: Version 2 of the Social Set Visualizer (SoSeVi) dashboard as of May 2016,showcasing 8M Facebook interactions from the Volkswagen pages adapted to theSocial Set Analysis approach: [F] main activity chart zoomed in on the user-selectedtime period using the [S] selection tool. Underneath alphabetical word clouds for thetime periods [B] before, [D] during, and [A] after are shown. On the right side, all set[In] intersections encoded as combination matrix, where [C] displays the cardinalityof each intersection. On the very right, a visualization of period-over-period actor [M]migration between set intersections is displayed.
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by looking at the beginning (earliest event) and the end (most recent event) of theunderlying data. Three alphabetical word clouds underneath the main activity chart[F] illustrate the most important conversation topics in the [B]efore, [D]uring and [A]fterperiods. This showcases the pluggable architecture of the Social Set Visualizer, whichfacilitates set-based content analysis tasks on the underlying dataset through use ofthe user-selected time frame.To the right of the main activity visualization, the set intersection visualizations[In] are dynamically generated based on the user selection of the time period. Setintersections are encoded in a combination matrix. Each data source uses a distinctcolor. For each set intersection, up to three bar graphs are displayed in [C]. In casethe set has a cardinality greater than zero, bar graphs for the Before, During andAfter periods are created. The bars are horizontally stacked, with the topmost barsignifying the Before period, the center bar During, and the lowest After. Right nextto [C], a visualization of actor migration between periods and set intersections isdisplayed [M]. The Social Set Visualizer calculates all possible set intersections foreach set with all sets of the following period based on the user-selected time periodfrom the selection tool [S]. Therefore, the set intersections of all Before and Duringperiods, but also of all During and After periods are calculated and shown. Migrationflows can be individually analyzed by the user through interactive controls.More information on [C] and [M] is detailed in Figure 4.3. Colored lines originat-ing from the bar graphs in [C] are displayed in case the Social Set Visualizer hasfound set intersections with subsequent time periods. Thereby, the scale in [M] givesinformation on the cardinality of the migration between sets, and the curved linepoints to the destination set. Figure 4.4 illustrates how the researcher can zoom inon a single migration path and gather detailed information about sources and des-tinations of migrations. The cardinality numbers in [M] depict the actual migrationvolume, whereas the pointed arrows indicate the destination set of the migration.
Figure 4.3: Visualization of actor migration over time and between set intersections
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Figure 4.4: Visualization of actor migration originating from the Calvin Klein Face-book wall Before time period, showcasing strength and destinations of migration toset intersections in the During time period
This functionality implements the detail on demand principle which was introducedearlier.RawdataView presents a detailed search interface for the underlying Facebookactivity data. It is accessible to the user through various means by interacting withthe visualizations of the DashboardView. It is a handy set of tools for analysisof actor mobility and cross-postings between different time periods and Facebookwalls. ActorsView presents a dedicated interface for analysis tasks related to ActorMobility across time and space of companies’ facebook walls. The visualizations ofactor mobility in DashboardView refer to ActorsView in order to provide the userwith further details when requested.In line with Action Design Research methodology, the main learnings from cre-ation of version 2 of the Social Set Visualizer consist of the novel visualization ofsocial media migration patterns and utilization of selection-matrix inspired set vi-sualizations, an imitation of the Upset approach. Database and APIs have matured,but during development of the migration visualization and the optional on-mouseoverdetail-on-demand features, it became apparent that a domain-specific query lan-guage which allows for on-the-fly set definitions is very much needed. Hence, SocialSet Query Language was introduced in the next version of the Social Set Visualizerfor streamlining both development of the set-based visualizations and actual use inreproducible Social Set Analysis case studies.
4.4.3 Third Version of SoSeVi (2017)
The third version of the Social Set Visualizer shifted its full focus towards imple-menting Social Set Analysis methodology and combining it with an UpSet-inspired
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Figure 4.5: Aggregate statistics on Facebook walls in SoSeVi 3
visualization of large-scale set intersections. Paired with the first implementation ofthe domain-specific Social Set Query Language, the third version of the IT artifactenables the user to dynamically prepare queries against the Big Social Data and tovisualize the resulting set intersections. Social Set Visualizer 3 was first presentedin Publication IV [Flesch et al. 2017] of this dissertation.Figure 4.5 showcases the visual improvements in the listing of available datasources in Social Set Visualizer version 3. Each Facebook wall is aggregated sothat emotions and conversation content is easily comprehensible. The improved userinterface provides a much quicker way for identification of relevant data sourcesbased on the displayed word clouds and reactions.Figure 4.6 presents the UpSetR-style set visualization that has been implementedin the third version of the Social Set Visualizer. Visualizations are created based ontextual queries in the Social Set Query Language, which can be either typed in bythe user or is automatically generated using the data source and timeframe selectioninterface. The novel visualization allows for improved spatiotemporal analysis of BigSocial Data, as the examination timeframes can be procedurally generated usingthe Social Set Query Language. Furthermore, extensive migration studies can beperformed based on the newly introduced Social Set Query Language. This will be
Figure 4.6: UpSetR-style set visualization of actor overlaps between political partiesduring the 2017 German federal election as shown in SoSeVi 3
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further emphasized by the case studies in chapter 5.Following Action Design Research methodology, the main learnings from cre-ation of Social Set Visualizer 3 consist of the demonstration of feasibility for thenewly created Social Set Query Language and various workflow improvements thatresult from the exclusive focus on the Upset-inspired visualization of large-scale setintersections. The built-in social media crawler has reached a good operational sta-bility and presents a further learning on the value of vertical integration in a BigSocial Data Analytics software tool. Thus, the Social Set Visualizer is able to coveras much of the Big Data Value Chain as possible. It has no further reliance onFacebook data gathered through external tools such as the Social Data AnalyticsTool.
4.5 Deployment
All three versions of the Social Set Visualizer presented in this chapter have beendeployed to single machine with several CPUs and significant working memory.Furthermore, no virtualization through tools such as VirtualBox, VMWare, or Dockerhas been used. The underlying PostgreSQL database runs on the same host as theSocial Set Visualizer software tool with its two backend components, the data crawlerand the API. Due to budgetary restrictions, no cloud-based deployment was made.Moreover, data privacy concerns are alleviated by the fact that the database thatruns on the single machine is not exposed on the Internet. The Social Set Visualizerweb application is protected by a username and password, which is shared with allresearchers that utilize the tool.
4.6 Summary
In this chapter, the development of the Social Set Visualizer was detailed. It in-troduced the development objectives of application performance, fault tolerance, andmaintainability that guide the development of the software tool. Furthermore, it de-scribed the technological foundations, and detailed the visualization framework. Forthe problem of data storage, a thorough evaluation of NoSQL, relational, distributed,key-value, graph-based, and custom databases was made, which resulted in the se-lection of PostgreSQL, a relational database, for the Social Set Visualizer. Then,software architecture on frontend and backend was outlined giving insight into theclient-side and server-side components. After this, the three iterations on the ITartifact of this PhD project were introduced. Set-up and features of the first, sec-ond, and third version of the Social Set Visualizer are described in detail. Lastly,the deployment on a single machine without use of networking or virtualization wasoutlined.
Chapter 5Evaluation
This chapter presents an extensive evaluation of the Social Set Visualizer. Multiplecase studies have been performed on a wide variety of topics using large-scale Face-bok datasets. In these, the Social Set Visualizer software tool has been utilized byother researchers and practitioners, and as a result contributed to more than sevenpeer-reviewed publications on the theme of descriptive and predictive analytics.
5.1 Descriptive Case Studies
The Social Set Visualizer software tool was evaluated through four case studies indescriptive analytics of Big Social Data. These case studies concern the Bangladeshfactory disasters in the field of corporate social responsiblity, sports broadcastingfor the two television stations TV2 Sport and NRK Sporten, Facebook activity acrossthree music festivals Roskilde, Glastonbury, and Burningman, and lastly the emissionscandal of Volkswagen.
5.1.1 Bangladesh Factory Disasters (2015)The Social Set Visualizer case study on the topic of visualizing social media reactionsupon specific events in the garment industry factory disasters in Bangladesh hasbeen published in [Flesch et al. 2015b]. The study follows the Social Set Analysisapproach and combines set-theoretical analysis of actors in Big Social Data with anEvent Study Methodology in order to provide insights into large-scale events andtheir various facets.In this case study, several research questions regarding the social media reactionsto the Bangladesh factory disasters expressed on the Facebook walls of internationalclothing retailers were investigated.The first version of the Social Set Visualizer was used for this case study. Theuser interface is illustrated in Figure 5.1. It allows selection of a time period eitherby using the date range fields in the top left, or by using the timeline selectiontool which is marked as [2] in the graphic. Furthermore, selection of Facebook wallsfor analysis is possible through the color-coded input field at the very top of thescreenshot.Overall, the user interface contains six different visualizations which are annotatedwith their respective numbers:
(1) Facebook activity chart. It gives a detailed overview about the Facebook activityand real-world events in the selected timeframe. Based on the detail on demand
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Figure 5.1: SoSeVi 1 used in case study on the Bangladesh factory disasters [Fleschet al. 2015b]
principle, different zoom levels show additional pieces of information. First, theaggregate number of data points for each Facebook wall is shown, then, eachFacebook post is shown with the number of comments, and lastly, every individualpost and comment is visualized.
(2) Timeline selection tool. It visualizes the timeline of real-world events on top ofa line chart which displays the aggregate volume of Facebook activity. Its twobrushes on the left and right side allow the user to select a timeframe by usingdrag and drop. Scrolling with the mouse wheel while hovering this visualizationzooms in and out respectively.
(3) Word Cloud. An alphabetically sorted word cloud visualizes the top 200 mostfrequently occuring words from Facebook posts and comments. It is dynamicallyrecalculated as the user interacts with the timeline selection tool (2) or changesthe selection of Facebook walls.
(4) Set intersections between Facebook walls. This set-based visualization illus-trates the mobility of social media actors between different Facebook walls. Aset of all actors on each Facebook wall is calculated, then set intersections arevisualized.
(5) Set intersections between before, during, and after periods. This set-basedvisualization illustrates the mobility of social media actors across the time di-mensions. Sets and intersections for before, during, and after time periods arevisualized via an “exploded” Venn diagram.
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(6) Language Distribution. Based on natural language processing, a language clas-sification of each post and comment within the selected time period is visualized.
For this case study, the Facebook walls of Bennetton, Calvin Klein, Carrefour, ElCorte Ingles, H&M, JC Penny, Mango, Primark, PvH, Walmart, and Zara have beenanalyzed. Selected findings of this case study are:
(a) Global supply chain concerns with regard to Bangladesh garment factories havebeen expressed by Facebook users from as far back as 2009.
(b) There are many instances of authentic displays of support and expressions ofempathy from Facebook users as well as robotic incidents of ‘slacktivism’.
(c) Many of the uses of the word “please” were in relation to opening requests fornew stores in the case of H&M.
(d) Protestors and activists employed different social media strategies on the differentFacebook walls of companies but with little evidence for social influence (in termsof the number of likes and comments on their posts).
(e) Similarly, companies followed not only different corporate social responsibilitystrategies but also different social media strategies before, during and after theBangladesh garment factory accidents.
(f ) For almost all of the accidents, a majority of the users posting during the news-cycle do not return to the Facebook walls again. That is, social media engagementduring factory accidents is detected as episodic and ‘bursty’ with little overlapto the “business-as-usual” period before or after the accident.
In this case study, the full archive of the social data from the Facebook walls of the11 clothing retail companies was extracted using the Social Data Analytics Tool [Hus-sain & Vatrapu 2014b]. Given this data basis, I designed, developed and evaluatedthe Social Set Visualizer dashboard on this corpus of Big Social Data consisting ofapproximately 90 million data points. This case study analyzed social media dataand presentated significant findings on the topic of corporate social responsibility.The set-based approach of the Social Set Visualizer software tool enabled a com-parative, holistic study based on social media data from relevant companies in theclothing retail industry. Furthermore, set-based visualizations were utilized for visualanalytics of various real-world events and social media reactions of an internationalaudience.
5.1.2 Sports Broadcasting by TV2 and NRK (2016)A comparative case study between two major Scandinavian sports broadcasters wascarried out using the Social Set Visualizer. In this case study the Facebook pagesof TV2 Sporten, a Danish TV station, and NRK Sport, a Norwegian TV station, wereanalyzed to give insight into differences in terms of audience reactions to important
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Figure 5.2: Temporal distribution of total Facebook activities for NRK Sport and TV2Sporten (SoSeVi 1) [Hennig et al. 2016]
sports events. The case study has been published as a student project in the BigData Analytics course, to which the Social Set Visualizer tool was provided [Henniget al. 2016].Figure 5.2 showcases the temporal distribution of Facebook activity for both TVstations in the Social Set Visualizer dashboard. The visualization enables researchersto identify event-related spikes, seasonal variations, and demographic patterns inthe data at hand. Furthermore, it provides proof for large-scale temporal patterns, asdata volume is steadily increasing over the two-year observation window of the study.Subsequently, the comparison of activity numbers during live broadcasting and re-runprograms showed significantly more Facebook activity during live broadcasting.Figure 5.3 showcases the utilization of Social Set Visualizer to illustrate overlapsbetween the Facebook pages of TV2 Sporten and NRK Sport. Additional findings ofthis case study include the quantification of sentiment distribution between “good”and “bad” sports events. Furthermore, the researchers were able to discover that thedistribution of emotional patterns expressed through Facebook reactions changedover time. The development of positive, negative and neutral sentiment activity onthe Facebook pages during the olympic games was analyzed using the Social SetVisualizer. It was found that TV ratings are significantly affected by sports andgender, as “single events showing male biathlon athletes have more viewers, butfemale biathlon drew more viewers than male biathlon in total”.In this case study, the first version of the Social Set Visualizer software toolwas used for Visual Analytics of Big Social Data on a dataset of 7,532,000 pieces ofFacebook activity. Its set-based approach to Visual Analytics enabled the student
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Figure 5.3: Unique Facebook actors during complete event window on TV2 Sporten(SoSeVi 1) [Hennig et al. 2016]
researchers to quantify overlaps in social media activity. This was done by calculatingand visualizing set intersections of the before, during and after time periods of real-world, TV-broadcasted sports events.With regard to the research question of this thesis, this case study shows that theutilization of a set-based approach to Big Social Data Analytics generates uniqueand relevant insights. Furthermore, student researchers were quickly able to use theSocial Set Visualizer software tool to produce research findings that were presentedto an international audience at the 2016 IEEE Conference on Big Data.
5.1.3 Roskilde, Glastonbury & Burningman Festivals (2016)
A comparative case study using the Social Set Visualizer was conducted on the topicof festival analytics. In this study, the Facebook activity of three world-famous musicfestivals, namely Roskilde Festival (Denmark), Glastonbury (UK), and Burningman(USA) is analyzed using our set-based approach to Big Social Data Analytics.This case study is attached as Publication III [Flesch et al. 2016] to this disser-tation. It was created using the second version of the Social Set Visualizer softwaretool. Methodology and findings were presented to an international audience of setvisualization experts at the Set Visualization and Reasoning workshop (SetVR) atDiagrams conference 2016.The case study showcases that all three festivals have interactions with severalhundreds of thousands actors on Facebook. Figure 5.4 illustrates the set intersectionsthat were performed with the Social Set Visualizer on this dataset. The visualizationshows cardinalities of various large-scale sets with between 200 and 500,000 actorseach. For each festival, sets for the user-selected before, during and after periods arecalculated. Then, pairwise intersections between all sets are performed, and theircardinality is visualized. The set intersections between the three festivals Roskilde,Glastonbury and Burningman emphasize the fact that Glastonbury and Roskilde, butalso Glastonbury and Burningman share a significant amount of users. However,
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Figure 5.4: Visualization of set intersections and set intersection cardinality before,during, and after the user-selected time period, illustrating the distribution of socialmedia actors over time and space. Publication III [Flesch et al. 2016]
the intersection between Burningman and Roskilde is very small. Furthermore, thenumber of users who are active on all three festival pages during the examinationperiod is very low, only around one thousand users.In this evaluational case study, the Social Set Visualizer software tool has useddata collected from three different Facebook walls with massive user bases, totalingmore than 10M data points. Therefore, this case study demonstrates the feasibilityof large-scale set intersections in the interactive visual analytics dashboard basedon dynamic user-driven selection of investigation timeframes, and thus presenting anexample case for answering the first research question.
5.1.4 Volkswagen Emission Scandal (2016)
The Social Set Visualizer was applied to the Facebook walls of Volkswagen in anunpublished case study on the Volkswagen emission scandal. Figure 5.5 depicts ascreenshot of the set-based visualizations in this case study.The capabilities of Social Set Analysis are showcased through a visualizationof set intersections between the different Volkswagen entities and a visualization ofmigration patterns between each set intersection. The Social Set Analysis method-ology was demonstrated by comparisons of actor movements across dimensions oftime and space in order to visualize social media migration patterns.The findings of this study emphasize the fact that dominant discussion topics canquickly change when a scandal emerges from news reports. Once reports on theemission scandal were published, the user activity on the Facebook walls of four
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corporate entities of Volkswagen displayed very similar patterns.In this case study, it was shown that the Social Set Visualizer software tool isable to perform large-scale set-based Big Social Data Analytics in order to comparedifferent country pages of the Volkswagen AG. The dataset consisting of 8M Facebookinteractions from four corporate entities in three countries, namely UK, USA andGermany, outlines the utility of the Social Set Visualizer in comparative event studiesof Big Social Data.With regard to the first research question of this thesis, the second version ofthe Social Set Visualizer as utilized in this case study implements a novel approachto set-based visualizations inspired by UpSet [Lex et al. 2014]. Through this, thevisualization quantifies social media migration patterns which happen before, duringand after the user-selected time periods in relation to important real-world events.This unique approach to Big Social Data Analytics allows an efficient comparisonof four different social media presences of Volkswagen AG in light of the emissionscandal.
Figure 5.5: SoSeVi 2 displaying 8M interactions from the Volkswagen AG Facebookpages in a study on the emission scandal. [Flesch et al. 2016]
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5.2 Predictive Case Studies
Furthermore, the Social Set Visualizer was utilized in three predictive case studiesconcerning audience prediction for Roskilde music festival, Facebook-based salesforecasting for Nike, and voting prediction of the German federal election.
5.2.1 Sales Forecasting for Nike (2016)A case study on the topic of sales forecasting using social media data by exampleof the Nike corporation was co-authored with several students from the Big DataAnalytics course [Boldt et al. 2016]. Like the previous case study, this case study waspresented at the 2016 IEEE Conference on Big Data in Santa Clara, USA. The datawas fetched using the Social Data Analytics Tool [Hussain & Vatrapu 2014a]. Withthis data, the Social Set Visualizer software tool was initially used to conduct anevent study based on data from the Nike Facebook wall, in which the time windowsof different events were compared and events of interest were surveyed.The findings of this study suggest that Facebook data contains informational valueand that simple regression models provide a high forecasting accuracy for predictionof future sales for Nike. In this paper, we describe the exact utilization of the SocialSet Visualizer as follows:
“In order to understand whether the events actually drive the ab-normal activity, we used the Social Set Visualiser (SoSeVi) tool and anetnographic study on the relevant Facebook pages. By applying theSoSeVi tool we are able to conduct simple text analytics that gives abetter understanding of the content that drives the actual spike(s).”
Therefore, through interactive definition of sets in the Social Set Visualizer, theauthors were able to select and compare Facebook activity from the before, during,and after time periods of the events of interest. Further findings of the event studyperformed with the Social Set Visualizer are described as follows:
“From the aggregated event study, we identified that some types ofevents had more traction than others. Campaigns with hashtags attainedto it had more traction on Facebook on average, compared to events suchas product launch or negative media. This is in line with recommendationsfrom a social media-consulting firm, which explain the positive impact ofhashtags in engagement in social media platforms.”
In this evaluational case study, the Social Set Visualizer was utilized for aninvestigation of the Nike Facebook page. Several findings were documented, and bothlong- and short-term developments in the Big Social Data at hand were identified.The student co-authors of this paper highlight the ease of use of the Social SetVisualizer software tool. Furthermore, they were able to quantitatively compareevents with positive and negative overall sentiment based on a set-based approach.
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5.2.2 Roskilde Festival Artist Audience Overlaps (2017)
The predictive case study on the Roskilde festival stems from an unpublished researchproject in which our research group volunteered to perform data analytics at the 2017Roskilde Festival. For this case study, the Facebook walls of several hundred artiststhat were scheduled to play at Roskilde Festival 2017 were both fetched and analyzedthrough use of the Social Set Visualizer.The Roskilde Festival case study has two major goals. First, it is to investigate ifthere is a way to optimize the scheduling of artists on different stages with a specialfocus on crowd safety. This is needed, because critical crowd safety situations canpotentially arise as large crowds move from one artist to the next one which plays ata different stage. The goal is to investigate if these critical crowd safety situationscan be predicted by crowd movements based on social media data from Facebook.The second goal is to predict the largest concert at the festival. For this, theSocial Set Visualizer software tool is used to quantify audience overlaps betweenthe Facebook audience of Roskilde Festival itself and each of the scheduled artists.The cardinality of each set intersection is quantified, and a prediction of the TOP 10artists is presented.
Prediction of Crowd Movement
With regard to the first objective, the Social Set Visualizer enables prediction of crowdmovement. Thus, actionable findings with special relevance for crowd safety effortsat Roskilde Festival have been generated through use of the Social Set Visualizersoftware tool.The methodology is based on information of artists who are scheduled in sequenceto each other on separate stages. They are seen as potential source of massivecrowd movement between concert stages and therefore as a potential threat andhazard to crowd safety. For this, we apply the Social Set Analysis methodology tothe Facebook data fetched through the built-in crawler of the Social Set Visualizer.Hence, we can quantify shared audiences between scheduled artists and highlightpotential crowd movement safety risks well in advance. For this purpose, the artistFacebook audiences were intersected first with the Roskilde Festival Facebook wall,in order to identify fans of each artist who are likely to go to Roskilde Festival2017. Subsequently, these artist and Roskilde Festival set intersections were againintersected with each other with a special focus on artists with neighboring timeslots.The cardinalities of these inter-artist set intersections are calculated and visu-alized with the Social Set Visualizer software tool. Afterwards, the calculated car-dinality information can be overlayed on top of the festival programme. Figure 5.6showcases the scheduled concerts and the cardinality of each pairwise intersectionfor the festival on Friday, 30 June 2017. This case study depicts the first time crowdmovements in a music festival are predicted through the use of Big Social DataAnalytics.
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Figure 5.6: Overlaps between Facebook audiences of different artists at RoskildeFestival 2017
The detailed predictions for potentially safety-critical large-scale crowd move-ments during the 2017 Roskilde Festival were as follows:
(1) For Thursday, 29 June 2017, the concert of Elza Soares at Avalon stage withSolange immediately following at Arena stage was identified as highest risk formassive crowd movement of 2,485 festivalgoers between stages based on BigSocial Data.(2) For Friday, 30 June 2017, the concert of Kano at Apollo stage with Foo Fighersat the same time at Orange stage was identified as highest risk for massive crowdmovement of 1,554 festivalgoers.(3) For Saturday, 1 July 2017, the concert of Anthrax at Arena stage with Arcade Fireimmediately following at Orange stage was identified as highest risk for massivecrowd movement of 5,111 festivalgoers. Further movements from one stage to theother are expected in case festivalgoers decide that the Arcade Fire concert willbe more entertaining.
Due to a lack of data from the festival organizer, an exhaustive validation of thestated predictions is not possible. Official audience measurements are required inorder to perform a thorough comparison of the prediction with actual numbers. Thispredictive case study focuses on the utility of the Social Set Visualizer in a festivalanalytics scenario. It highlights that the set-based approach to Big Data Analyticsis applicable to a variety of real-world data science research questions.
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Prediction of Concert Attendance
The second goal of this case study is to predict concert attendance based on socialmedia data from Facebook. This prediction uses the simple heuristic of pairwiseintersections between the Roskilde Festival Facebook page and each artist. Thecardinality of these set interactions is calculated in order to identify the artists whichare most popular with the Facebook audience of Roskilde Festival.The underlying assumption of this approach to predicting concert attendance isthat the social media audience on the Roskilde Festival Facebook page is represen-tative of the actual on-site audience of festivalgoers. If this assumption holds, thesocial media interactions with both the Facebook pages of the artists and of RoskildeFestival carry some sort of signal that lets us predict a relative ranking of how manypeople will show up at the actual concert during the festival.Figure 5.7 showcases the prediction of concert attendance at Roskilde Festival2017 based on set-based artist overlaps with the official Roskilde Festival Facebook
RF 2017 Concert Attendance Prediction via  
Social Set Analysis of Facebook Audience 
27 Jun 2017 by Benjamin 
 
# Artist # FB overlap w/ Roskilde  
1 Foo Fighters 3,269 
2 Arcade Fire 2,053 
3 Phlake 2,046  
4 Karl William 1,738  
5 Emil Stabil 1,734  
6 The Hellacopters 1,719  
7 Sort Sol 1,574  
8 The Weeknd 1,349  
9 Royal Bood 1,226  
10 Anthrax 1,103  
11 Justice             1,076 
12 Father John Misty             1,050 
13 Trentemöller                956  
14 The XX                946  
15 Carl Emil Petersen                919  
 Figure 5.7: Prediction of concert attendance at Roskilde Festival 2017 through set-based artist overlaps with Roskilde Festival Facebook page
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page. The most popular artist according to its Roskilde Facebook audience overlapis Foo Fighters with 3,269 users. Arcade Fire and Phlake are second and third mostpopular artists.Several hundred artist Facebook walls have been fetched and compared for thiscase study. In line with Gartner’s three types of descriptive, predictive, and prescrip-tive data analytics which were presented in the introductory chapter, this case studynot only performs descriptive analytics but also shows predictive character.Actionable insights into crowd safety operations were presented to the festivalmanagement and preparations were made for larger-than-expected crowd movementbetween stages. Furthermore, concert attendance was predicted and it was fore-casted that Foo Fighters and Arcade Fire will draw the largest audiences at thefestival. This prediction turned out not the be correct, as The Weeknd, an artist thatI ranked 8th in my prediction, drew the largest audience of the festival. A furthervalidation of these findings is only tangentially related to the core of this thesis, andhas therefore been postponed as future work.This case study contributes to the first research question of this thesis by provid-ing an example use case for predictive analytics using the Social Set Visualizer. Thesoftware tool and its set-based approach have been utilized to generate meaning-ful insights in the festival analytics case, hence their predictive utility in real-worldscenarios is showcased.
5.2.3 German Federal Election (2017)A further extensive predictive case study on the 2017 German federal election hasbeen performed using the Social Set Visualizer. It is attached as Publication IV[Flesch et al. 2017] to this dissertation.This case study concerns all major German political parties, namely SPD (social-ists), CDU (conservative), CSU (Bavarian party), FDP (liberal), AfD (far right), Bündnis’90 Die Grünen (green party), and Die Linke (far left) parties. Using the Social SetVisualizer, the Facebook walls of each political party have been fetched for the timefrom January until September 2017, the month of the federal election. The datasetused in this case study contains more than 15M data points with a total of 1M uniqueactors.Figure 5.8 depicts the Social Set Visualizer selection interface in which the usercan select Facebook walls and timeframes for analysis. It showcases a selection of allseven political parties for the time from January to September 2017. The sparkline-style activity visualization included in the figure hints at the fact that overall activityof all parties peaks in September 2017, the month of the federal election.The Social Set Visualizer enables analysis of audience overlaps between Germanpolitical parties during the 2017 election, which is showcased in Figure 5.9. The visu-alization follows the UpSet approach on visualization of large-scale set intersections.From the dataset at hand, it becomes apparent that far-right AfD party has thehighest number of Facebook members across all parties, a total of 295,000 individuals.SPD depicts the second-largest party, with a total of 221,000 individuals.
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Figure 5.8: SoSeVi 3 Facebook wall selection interface (Publication IV [Fleschet al. 2017])
Furthermore, pairwise overlaps between political parties follow the parties’ close-ness and positions on the political spectrum:
1. We observe that more than 27,000 individuals were active both on the BavarianCSU and the far-right AfD Facebook pages, displaying the biggest audienceoverlap between two political parties.2. The second major audience overlap is between far-right AfD and far-left partyDie LINKE with 9,600 individuals.3. The third largest overlap is between Bavarian CSU party and liberal FDPparty with more than 9,500 individuals active on both parties’ Facebook pages.4. Fourth largest overlap is between social democrats SPD and far-left Die Linkewith 9,500 individuals, followed by fifth largest overlap between SPD and thegreen party Bündnis ’90 Die Grünen with 9,100 individuals active on bothFacebook pages.5. Angela Merkel’s conservative CDU and her Bavarian sister party CSU depictthe sixth largest overlap with 8,700 individuals.
Further overlaps between political party Facebook audiences are visualized inthe figure. The major overlaps identified seem to follow the parties’ closeness onthe political spectrum, even though at the moment, we cannot explain the detailedreason for the relative differences in cardinality between overlaps such as CSU/AFDand SPD/Die Linke.
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Figure 5.9: Audience overlaps between political parties during the 2017 Germanfederal election visualized in SoSeVi 3 (Publication IV [Flesch et al. 2017])
Figure 5.10 quantifies the growth patterns of each party over the period leadingup to the election. From this, we can observe the following:1. For all parties, the final month of campaigning, September, was the best monthin terms of total number of individuals they interacted with.
2. No party showcases a steady, consistent growth story. All of them have atleast one month where they actually decreased their audience compared tothe previous month.
3. Comparing the compound monthly growth rate (CMGR), both leftist LINKE(+35.9%) and Angela Merkel’s party CDU (+31.7%) depict the biggest growthover the whole period of investigation. Both are also the only two partiesthat show their weakest overall activity in April and their strongest activity inSeptember.
4. With only a 10.6% growth rate over the whole election campaign, the BavarianCSU party had the lowest growth in audience of all seven parties.
5. All other parties SPD, FDP, Bündnis ’90 Die Grünen, and AfD express a growthrate of roughly 20% per month.
Figure 5.10: Political party growth rates during 2017 German federal election (Pub-lication IV [Flesch et al. 2017])
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6. In August, penultimate month of the 2017 election campaign, current chancel-lor Angela Merkel’s parties CDU and CSU both decreased in the number ofindividuals that interacted with their Facebook pages by a total of 69.3k peo-ple (-11% and -22% respectively). This is particularly interesting because onewould expect that during August, at the peak of campaigning, both sister par-ties would continue to push very hard. This decrease could be explained withsummer holidays for the shared campaigning team.
7. Also in August, socialist SPD, as biggest rival of CDU/CSU, grew their audienceat 54%. With a total of 72.5k individuals, SPD reached a larger audience onFacebook than both CDU (22.8k) and CSU (46.5k) combined.
The original publication attached to this dissertation contains many more findingson this topic. In this evaluational case study, I have shown that the set-based ap-proach of the Social Set Visualizer can be applied to a multitude of research questionsin election analytics. In this large-scale election case study, nearly 1 million socialmedia actors and their interactions with German political parties were aggregatedand quantified, thus providing a unique perspective on an election with internationalsignificance.Both descriptive and predictive analytics have been presented in this case study.Even though the final election outcome was not correctly predicted by the relativeshares of unique Facebook audience members, it is still a significant finding that theGerman federal election can not be predicted based on Facebook data. This mightbe caused by methodological limitations of this case study, which only analyzed thenational party Facebook pages, and no regional or communal Facebook pages. How-ever, as many parties such as election winner CDU do not have significant activity ontheir Facebook page, it is an open question whether Facebook has a significant sig-nal for prediction of parliamentary elections due to special circumstances in Germandemographics.This case study has contributed to the first research question of my thesis bygenerating a multitude of findings in an election analytics scenario. It showcasedthe utility and flexibility of the final version of the Social Set Visualizer software tooland its contribution to state-of-the-art research on important societal topics. Thesoftware tool downloaded a large-scale Facebook dataset, performed large-scaleset intersections, and visualized the results for analysis. Therefore, the Social SetVisualizer implemented the entire Big Data Value Chain in this case study.
5.3 Summary
In this chapter, the Social Set Visualizer software tool was thoroughly evaluated overthe course of seven case studies. In four of these case studies, the tool was utilizedfor purpose of descriptive analytics, while in the three remaining case studies theVisual Analytics tool was applied for predictive analytics.
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In descriptive analytics of the Bangladesh factory disasters case study, it wasshown that the first version of the Social Set Visualizer can generate novel researchfindings regarding a global phenomenon that impacts eleven large-scale retail com-panies on social media. In the comparative study between two sports broadcasters,the software tool was used to calculate overlaps and visualize actors before, during,and after windows. A three-way intersection between concertgoers and a quantifi-cation of festival churn rates was performed in the analysis of Roskilde, Glastonbury,and Burningman music festivals. The case study on the Volkswagen emission scandalentailed the analysis of the Facebook pages of four corporate entities, the unfoldingof the scandal was investigated using the Social Set Visualizer.In the predictive case studies, it was shown that the software tool can be utilizedto not only focus on the past an generate existing information, but alos predict thefuture outcomes on the data at hand. Thus, the Social Set Visualizer can be used forvarious purposes in academia and industry. For a sports brand such as Nike, the toolwas applied in the context of sales forecasting. Then, the Social Set Visualizer wasapplied to predict concert attendance at Roskilde festival by identifying shared socialmedia audiences through set intersections as well as to predict crowd movements foractionable insights into optimization of crowd safety operations. Lastly, a compre-hensive study of the 2017 German federal election was performed using the SocialSet Visualizer, which discovered that the results of this election have not directlybeen influenced by the level of Facebook activity for each party.
Chapter 6Discussion
This chapter presents reflections on the utilized research methodology, the visual-ization of large-scale sets, the developed IT artifact, the theoretical data model, andthe domain-specific query language. Furthermore, it contains a detailed discussionof implications and limitations of the research presented in this thesis.
6.1 Reflections on the Research Methodology
This section discusses the use of Action Design Research methodology in particu-lar. Furthermore, it reflects on the lack of comparative studies between Social SetAnalysis and Social Network Analysis, the data collection pipeline of the Social SetVisualizer, and the application of Social Set Analysis to non-Facebook datasets.
6.1.1 Use of Action Design Research MethodologyThe work in this PhD project is grounded in Action Design Research methodologywhich relies on an iterative research process. Thus, this thesis used the initial for-mulation of the research problems as a starting point. Thereby, a particular focuswas set on the current challenges in Big Data Analytics which were identified by theNational Academy of Sciences [National Research Council et al. 2013]. This step wasaccompanied by the identification stage of the research questions concerning VisualAnalytics of Big Social Data and the application of the Social Set Analysis approachto Big Social Data Analytics. Subsequently, during the building, intervention, andevaluation (BIE) stage of Action Design Research, three versions of the Social SetVisualizer IT artifact have been designed and implemented. These versions have beenpresented in Publication I [Vatrapu et al. 2016], Publication II [Flesch et al. 2015a],and Publication III [Flesch et al. 2016] of this dissertation. Furthermore, the novelsoftware tools’ capabilities to generate insights were evaluated through various de-scriptive and predictive case studies.The IT-dominant BIE stage of Action Design Research relies on the researchersto distribute alpha and beta versions of the IT artifact to practitioners and end-users. In this PhD project, the alpha version was provided to fellow academics whowere not part of the development of the software tool. Furthermore, the beta versionwas given to university students to generate insights from Big Social Data in theircourse projects. It has to be stated that this obsersation does not reflect the softwareindustry, in which “end-user” demographics rarely consist of a majority of highly-educated students. Hence, a slight bias might have been introduced during the case
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study evaluation of the Social Set Visualizer, as Action Design Research methodologywas utilized with academic staff and students instead of industry practitioners andreal-world end users.
6.1.2 Social Set Analysis vs. Social Network Analysis StudiesIn this thesis, a brief qualitative comparison between Social Set Analysis and SocialNetwork Analysis is presented. However, it can be argued that no exhaustive com-parative study between Social Set Analysis and the historically dominant approachof Social Network Analysis has been conducted using the Social Set Visualizer soft-ware tool. There are several underlying reasons for the presentation of a qualitativecomparative evaluation. First, a comprehensive reasoning why Social Set Analysiscomplements Social Network Analysis and why it is a worthwile undertaking to investvaluable research time into Social Set Analysis is given. This line of reasoning hasbeen argued over various publications to great extent, including Publication I [Vatrapuet al. 2016] at the beginning of this dissertation. Second, the case studies based onthe Social Set Analysis methodology, which were performed during this PhD project,resulted in a variety of novel research findings that needed to be documented andpublished. Due to this observation, publishing of novel research findings was pri-oritized over implementing replication studies of Social Network Analysis findings.Still, a backlog of ready-to-publish research findings that were gathered by meansof Social Set Analysis has been steadily building up over the past three years.
6.1.3 Integrated Data CollectionThe methodology of data collection utilized in this PhD project is deeply integratedinto the Social Set Visualizer. This integration has been introduced in the third ver-sion of the tool, which is presented in Publication IV [Flesch et al. 2017], whereasprevious versions relied on an external source of data such as SODATO, as presentedin section 2.4.2. In combination with the Visual Analytics functionality, a large, con-tinuous stretch of the Big Data Value Chain was directly implemented in the latestversion of the Social Set Visualizer software tool. This results in a very streamlinedacquisition and analysis of Facebook data with tangible benefits for the insight gen-eration from Big Social Data. At the same time, this specialization on the integratedcollection of Facebook data depicts a limitation. A data collection functionality fornon-Facebook data has not been implemented in the Social Set Visualizer due tolack of API access to other leading social networks such as Instagram.
6.1.4 Social Set Analysis of non-Facebook DatasetsAt the beginning of this dissertation, it was shown that this PhD project contributesa significant amount of research on large-scale Facebook datasets to the state of theart in Visual Analytics of Big Social Data. In my presented publications, the novelset-based approach to Big Social Data Analytics, Social Set Analysis, was utilized.This shows a methodological limitation of the work presented in this thesis, as all
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Social Set Analysis studies have been performed on Facebook datasets. Social SetAnalysis of non-Facebook datasets is not explicitly investigated in this PhD project,even though claims about methodological applicability to other types of Big SocialData are made.
6.2 Reflections on the Visualization of Large-scale Sets
This section reflects on the visualization of large-scale sets. First, limitations of setvisualizations such as Euler and Venn diagrams are discussed. Then, the contributionof a novel type of Venn diagram used in SoSeVi 1, the “exploded” Venn diagram, andits comparison with the EulerAPE approach is examined. Furthermore, the evaluationof the three different visualizations used in the different versions of the Social SetVisualizer is discussed.
6.2.1 Limitations of Set VisualizationsThe various limitations of classical set-theoretical visualizations such as Euler andVenn diagrams with regard to area-proportionality and the ability to display large-scale sets were thoroughly investigated. Furthermore, the potential of the matrix-based UpSet approach to set visualization is outlined through its implementation inversions two and three of the Social Set Visualizer, which were presented in Publica-tion III [Flesch et al. 2016] and Publication IV [Flesch et al. 2017] of this dissertation.As the challenge of an area-proportional visualization of more than three sets hasbeen resolved, its application to the set-based approach to Big Social Data Analyticsenables more complex analytical studies.
6.2.2 “Exploded” Venn Diagrams and EulerAPEThe “exploded” Venn diagrams presented in Publication II [Flesch et al. 2015a] depicta novel solution to the problem of visualizing three sets in an area-proportionalway. Compared to the EulerAPE approach [Micallef & Rodgers 2012], the novelVenn diagram type improves the visual clarity of set intersections and digestabilityof the displayed data labels. For the purpose of Visual Analytics, the “exploded”Venn diagram was shown to be a suitable replacement for EulerAPE and also thetraditional Venn diagram.
6.2.3 Quantitative Ranking of Set VisualizationsNo quantitative selection of the “best” set visualization is made from the three pre-sented versions of the IT artifact, which can be seen as another limitation. Hence,the “best” version of the Social Set Visualizer is not experimentally determined.Even though the empirical case studies demonstrate utility of all three versions ofthe Social Set Visualizer for research purposes, such as the generation of researchfindings from Big Social Data, this thesis does not provide an exhaustive comparative
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study between these versions. This lack of experimental verification is justifiable,given the already large scope of this PhD project.
6.3 Reflections on the IT Artifact
This section reflects on the IT artifact, in particular on the insight generation fromBig Social Data, the feasibility of implementing an IT artifact for Big Social DataAnalytics, and the impact of open-source software on development of the IT artifact.Furthermore, it discusses the utilization of Social Set Analysis by other institutions,the choice of the underlying database, and the level of interactivity in the visualiza-tions presented for the three versions of the Social Set Visualizer software tool.
6.3.1 Generation of Insights from Big Social DataComputational Social Science research has reached a point where social media ac-tivity is ubiquitous, yet hard to collect and to analyze in domain-specific ways. Inconjunction with complex event timelines, the data at hand presents numerous op-portunities for attaining deep insights, but many of those insights are very difficultto uncover. In this context, Visual Analytics presents the means of generating thoseinsights through easily usable software tools such as the Social Set Visualizer forusers with different backgrounds, both experts and novices alike.Current state of the art approaches to Big Social Data Analytics still only scratchat the proverbial surface of potential research findings. Social Set Analysis andSocial Network Analysis mostly work with metadata analysis, and are limited in thatregard. Until now, research has not found a way to perform deep analysis of actualsocial media content such as political discussions, apart from vague methods likesentiment analysis. Therefore, the Social Set Visualizer and its implementation ofthe set-based methodology depicts an important stepping stone along this journeyof generating more insights from Big Social Data.
6.3.2 Feasibility of Implementing an IT ArtifactThe implementation of the presented Social Set Visualizer dashboard showcases thatthe creation of a Visual Analytics software tool, which meets the high technical, an-alytical and user experience requirements of present-day computing, is viable andcan be achieved by an academic researcher with limited resources by following aniterative development approach that is grounded in Action Design Research method-ology.
6.3.3 Productivity Increases through Use of Open-Source ComponentsFurthermore, the presented software tool leverages open-source components. This isonly possible due to the high quality of the open source software projects involved,such as Linux, Ubuntu, PostgreSQL, Redis, Node.js, D3.js, React, Nginx, and many
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more. The gained productivity is fueled by two factors. First, most open-sourcecomponents are free for non-commercial use, reducing the costs incurred during de-velopment of the IT artifact. Second, due to availability of the underlying source codeof open-source tools, potential software errors can easily be fixed by the researcherswithout need for third-party support.
6.3.4 Utilization of Social Set Visualizer by Other Researchers
Even though the Social Set Visualizer was evaluated in seven case studies withvarious researchers, these evaluations are mainly limited to academics and studentsfrom Copenhagen Business School. The utility of the Social Set Visualizer shouldbe further evaluated through research projects with additional outside institutions.During the Several institutions have already expressed their interest in researchcollaborations based on the Social Set Visualizer software tool. However, such acollaboration was not implemented yet.
6.3.5 Choice of Databases
Additionally, it can be argued that the choice of PostgreSQL as storage backend ofthe Social Set Visualizer is not a real “Big Data” solution, as it does not representa distributed, parallelizable database such as Apache Spark or Hadoop. To counterthis argument, it has to be pointed out that PostgreSQL is a very mature databasewith many means of evaluating and fine-tuning the database performance. On topof that, the PostgreSQL maintainers are highly agile and frequently publish newfeatures, such as JSON/BSON support, replication and performance optimizations.Furthermore, due to the decline in prices for RAM, disk space and computing, Post-greSQL can easily be configured to accomodate all datasets that are involved in thisthesis. Hence, no practical reason exists that requires the Social Set Visualizer toswitch away from PostgreSQL and use a distributed database.
6.3.6 Interactivity of Visualizations
The third version of the Social Set Visualizer, which is presented in Publication IV[Flesch et al. 2017] of this dissertation, contains less interactive user interface com-ponents as the previous versions. Due to the substantial changes of the userinterface during implementation of the UpSetR-inspired set visualization, less inter-active elements were included in the third version. The visualization of large-scalesets in a visually comparable, area-proportional way is the largest contribution ofthe third version of the Social Set Visualizer. Therefore, and due to time constraints,no additional interactivity was created for visualizations and user interface elements.
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6.4 Reflections on the Conceptual Data Model
This section reflects on the theoretical model of Big Social Data which was developedduring the PhD project, namely the Social Interaction Model. Hence, it discusses thedifferences to the existing Social Data Model, the potential overfitting of the SocialInteraction Model to the Social Set Visualizer, and the influence of Facebook datasetson model development.
6.4.1 Differences to Existing Social Data ModelThe Social Interaction Model is compared with the existing Social Data Model. Keydifferences between both models are presented and discussed.
Introduction of InteractionsIn applied Social Set Analysis, a notion of interactions is needed. This consistsof a data structure comparable to a linked, timestamped list of one initial Actionperformed by a social media Actor onto a target social media Actor, and zero ormany Reactions to that initial action. Therefore, the Social Interaction Model strivesto provide a simple, unified data structure for Social Set Analysis, inspired by BigSocial Data research in real-world scenarios.
Focus on Social InteractionsThe proposed model focuses on the core of socio-technical interactions between hu-man beings over the internet. The previously established Social Data Model puts thetheme of Conversations on the same level as Interactions, whereas the Social Inter-action Model argues that Conversations are resulting from Interactions. Therefore,emphasis of the theoretical model should be placed on the concept of Interactions.Due to the depriorization of Social Text and Conversations, it needs to be dis-cussed whether the Social Interaction Model is going too far. By elevating the notionof Interactions to a core principle of the model without proving much rationale for thisstep, apart from a healthy intuition that it simplifies the Social Set Analysis researchapproach and makes it easier to implement in an IT artifact. Future research mightunderline that the Social Interaction Model depicts a sub-model of the Social DataModel, with no means to replace the existing model as a whole.
Definition of Spatial and Temporal DimensionsTo formalize Social Set Analysis methodology, two dimensions are needed, one di-mension for time and one dimension for space. The formal definition of the existingSocial Data Model can be extended in order to support these two dimensions ofLocation in Space and Location in Time. This set-enabled dimensionality has beenincluded in the formal definition of the Social Interaction Model.The introduction of temporal and spatial dimensions as foundational componentsstreamlines analytical tasks of Big Social Data under the Social Set Analysis method-ology. Furthermore, it makes the model more opinionated towards the utilization of
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a certain methodology, namely Social Set Analysis. With such a bias built into themodel itself, it can be argued that it loses its applicability to other methodologicalapproaches of Computational Social Science such as Social Network Analysis. Acounterargument to this observation could be that the original Social Data Modelnever presented an addition or contribution to Social Network Analysis methodology.Due to the same publication time as the Social Set Analysis approach, it was alwaysintended to act as catalyst for the application of Social Set Analysis in Big SocialData Analytics.
Addition of Non-Textual “Artifact” Content TypesThe existing Social Data Model lacks support for non-textual Artifact content typesapart from Conversations, such as images and videos within social data. This is recti-fied by the proposed model through addition of Social Images and Social Videos, fromwhich meaningful information can be extracted by utilizing state-of-the-art machinelearning approaches such as deep learning.Therefore, it is not required to conceptually attach information on Topics, Key-words, Pronouns and Sentiments to the Conversation domain as seen in the SocialData Model, but this information may be attached to Artifacts of any content type asproposed by the Social Interaction Model.
Unification of Bipartite Social Data ModelThe proposed Social Interaction Model unifies the bipartite Social Data Model intoone sequential concept which is based on a set-based definition of the social data andinteractions. A slight refinement in the definition of Artifacts essentially enables theproposed model to express that meaning with respect to Topics, Keywords, Pronouns,and Sentiments can be extracted from the Artifact data. With Conversations, nowcalled Social Text, depicting one specific type of Artifact data, we observe that thereis no inherent conflict between both models, but rather that the Social InteractionModel depicts a logical extension and generalization of the Social Data Model.
Depreciation of ActivitiesActivities as defined in the Social Data Model are a vague concept that providesno clear mapping to the real-world datasets used for Social Set Analaysis purposes.The formal definition of Activities in the original publication of the Social Data Model[Mukkamala et al. 2013] concerns a mapping function from Artifacts to Activities, andfrom the presented example, an Activity is a “promotion” of products by a clothingretailer on Facebook, that may span over many Actors, Actions, and Artifacts. Thus,the notion of Activity in the Social Data Model aims to capture the goal or intentionof a social media Actor that is behind their Action to broadcast a certain Artifact tothe social network. It is difficult to capture the underlying goals and intentions of anActor in data for research purposes.Alternatively, when we take into account the activity theoretic notion of Activities,in which Activities depict unconscious motivations and fundamental needs rather
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than conscious goals [Kaptelinin & Nardi 2006], it also becomes apparent that in-formation on the unconscious intention of the Actor is very difficult to obtain forempirical studies.Due to the empirical difficulties in acquiring data which exist for both presentedinterpretations of the term Activities, the concept has not been included in the SocialInteraction Model.
Improved Interoperability between Data SourcesBased on the dimension of Location in Space which is proposed in the Social In-teraction Model, it is conceptually possible to interoperate between Artifacts fromdifferent social media data sources. For example, after a dimensionality reduction tothe temporal dimension Location in Time, Artifacts from multiple data sources such asTwitter and Facebook can be grouped and compared for Social Set Analysis purposes.
6.4.2 Overfitting of Social Interaction Model to Social Set Visualizer
The Social Interaction Model presents an incremental contribution to Social SetAnalysis, as it extends upon the preexisting Social Data Model. It builds on thelearnings gathered throughout this PhD project, and its specifications are adaptedto the special use cases of the Social Set Visualizer and the Social Set QueryLanguage. Therefore, one could argue that the proposed Social Interaction Model isoverfitted to the Social Set Visualizer IT artifact. This argument needs to be inves-tigated in future studies, which will show the utility of the Social Interaction Modeland whether it can persist on its own without the Social Set Visualizer. However,the parallel, iterative development of both the theoretical model and the IT artifactduring this PhD project is well-grounded in the state of the art. Additionally, allscientific contributions have been reviewed by academic peers.
6.4.3 Model Developed with Facebook Datasets
The formalization of the Social Interaction Model presented in this dissertation arisesfrom exclusive work with Big Social Data from Facebook. Hence, it is possible thatthe model is too focused on this data source, and has not enough influence fromother sources such as Twitter or even upcoming decentralized social networks suchas Mastodon to reflect the full theoretical spectrum of Big Social Data. Even thoughthe author is highly confident that the Social Interaction Model is applicable to otherdatasets, this needs to be further investigated through future research.
6.4.4 Using the Model to Express Other Forms of Online Communication and
Collaboration
An application of the Social Data Model to other forms online communication andcollaboration is theoretically possible, even though it stretches the definition of BigSocial Data as it was utilized in this thesis.
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The presented model fits to document-based online collaboration environmentssuch as Wikipedia and Google Docs, in which the initial Action of creating a newdocument or article by one individual Actor is the reference point that spawns antextual Artifact. After the Artifact exists, other users, e.g. Actors, in the online systemcan react to the creation of the textual Artifact through means of a Reaction, which inturn spawns a modified textual Artifact that depicts the current state of the document.Furthermore, communication within real-time chat rooms and online discussionforums can also be expressed using the Social Interaction Model. In an online chatroom such as IRC or a discussion forum such as Twitter, many Actors meet. A con-versation is initiated by one Actor interacting either with the chat room itself (e.g. asan Actor of type entity) or directing a conversation at another user (e.g. an Actor oftype user). The message that is exchanged depicts a textual Artifact, and other Ac-tors within the chat room or discussion forum are able to react to the Action throughmeans of a Reaction.These examples outline the theoretical applicability of the Social InteractionModel to many forms of online communication and collaboration.
6.4.5 Geospatial Set AnalysisIn my most recent publication [Flesch et al. 2018], the concept of Social Set Analysiswas applied to a large-scale GPS dataset from a multi-day music festival in Denmark.The paper surveyed a use of set-based intersection techniques to track the aggregatemovement of concergoers between different stages of the festival and the campingareas. Sets are defined by geofencing a certain area and adding a time dimension, e.g.the set of all GPS devices that were at the camping site between 9pm and 10pm, andcan be compared with other sets. Based on unique device IDs a set intersection canbe calculated from which migration patterns in the festival area emerge. Overlaps inaudience between different bands can be identified and highlighted, which enablesus to answer a new set of research questions. This showcases the potential ofapplying the Social Set Analysis methodology to Big Data Analytics concerningdifferent formats and structures apart from Big Social Data from platforms such asFacebook.
6.5 Reflections on the Domain-specific Query Language
Reflections on the Social Set Query Language, a domain-specific query language forthe Social Set Visualizer which was introduced in Publication IV [Flesch et al. 2017],are outlined in this section.
6.5.1 Features of Social Set Query LanguageThe Social Set Query Language presented in this thesis exhibits a variety of features,thus potential shortcomings should be discussed. One could argue that the textualquery language, as it is proposed in this dissertation, is not powerful enough to
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cover the whole application domain of Social Set Analysis. It should be implementedas a fully-fledged query language such as SQL that is based on relational algebra,and is not limited to mapping a JSON-style query object towards certain databasequeries and set operations. Therefore, future work is needed to expand upon theideas set forth with the presented query language.
6.5.2 Improvement of Structure and UsabilityThe Social Set Query Language enables a decoupling between client- and server-side query languages. The client side can then utilize a simplified syntax to definesets for the purpose of performing set-based Big Social Data Analytics according tothe Social Set Analysis methodology. This massive simplification of the analyticalprocess has usability benefits for the end user of the software tool. Even thoughsuch an improvement of usability has measurable overhead, the implementation of setoperations in plain SQL is very verbose and requires many repeating formulationsin order to achieve performance and scalability of query results. Therefore, theintroduction of Social Set Query Language is a net benefit for the user.
6.5.3 Quality of Insights from Big Social DataThe Social Set Query Language improves the quality of insights from Big Social Databy quantifying findings from set-based calculations. Due to this, the contribution ofthe Social Set Query Language towards the creation of a focused Social Set Analysisdashboard can not be understated. It streamlines developmental tasks on the vi-sualization interface, because data processing is decoupled from data visualization.Furthermore, it provides a textual formalization of the utilized research methodol-ogy which increases the repeatability of studies that have been performed with theSocial Set Visualizer.
6.5.4 Evaluation of Social Set Query LanguageThe current implementation of the Social Set Query Language does not cover all usecases that are theoretically possible based on the presented Social Interaction Model.This is due to the fact that during the iterative Action Design Research approach ofthis PhD project, the Social Set Query Language was thoroughly evaluated on atechnical level with regard to the data storages used. Due to the relatively recentpresentation of the query language in the third version of the Social Set Visualizer,a more thorough evaluation of the Social Set Query Language should be pursued infuture research.
6.5.5 Choice of PostgreSQL as Data StorageLastly, the Social Set Query Language requires data according to a predefineddatabase schema that is based on the Social Interaction Model. As evaluated earlier,the choice of storage backend massively influences this requirement. With other
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databases as storage backend such as Apache Spark, it would have been possibleto be more flexible in terms of data validation and pre-processing requirements. Inorder to focus on the core of this PhD project, which is the Social Set Visualizer,a decision was made to operate in a strictly defined environment with a strongdatabase schema based on the relational database PostgreSQL. Thereby, data con-version overhead is mitigated by implementation of a built-in social media crawlerin the Social Set Visualizer, so that in many cases no external data files need to beloaded and converted into the internal database schema.
6.6 Summary
This chapter discussed the findings and respective outputs presented in this dis-sertation. First, reflections on research methodology were presented, with specialfocus on the suitability of Action Design Research methodology. This methodologyparticularly fits to this PhD project due to its iterative approach involving alpha andbeta versions used by academic stakeholders. Furthermore, the theoretical and prac-tical comparison between Social Set Analysis and Social Network Analysis resultedin various research findings from use of the novel Social Set Analysis methodologyduring the course of this thesis, although no exhaustive comparative study betweenboth has been presented. Moreover, the integration of a data collection pipeline inSoSeVi 3 depicts a step towards implementation of the Big Data Value Chain, butalso limits the tool to datasets collected from Facebook. Thus, conducting of SocialSet Analysis studies with non-Facebook datasets is not explicitly investigated in thisPhD project. Reflections on the visualization of sets are provided with special regardto the challenge of area-proportional set visualization using traditional Euler andVenn diagrams. The introduction of “exploded” Venn diagrams in SoSeVi 1 presents anovel alternative to EulerAPE, which has limitations in terms of readability and visualconsistency. Further, various limitations of explicitly ranking the presented visualiza-tion types, due to lack of agreed-on objective criteria, were discussed. Additionally,the IT artifact was discussed in detail, with particular focus on insight generation,implementation feasibility, database choice, and the interactivity of user interfaces.Lastly, extensive reflections were made on the presented Social Interaction Modeland the domain-specific textual query language for Social Set Analysis.

Chapter 7Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter summarizes the findings of this PhD project and concludes the disser-tation in view of the presented research questions. First, practical and theoreticalcontributions of this PhD project are highlighted. Then, a conclusion on the mainresearch questions is drawn and put forward. The chapter closes with an outline offuture work which should be considered to further advance the state of the art inresearch on Visual Analytics of Big Social Data.
7.1 Contributions
This dissertation contributed to Big Data Analytics and Computational Social Sci-ences by providing novel solutions to the two key challenges of “working with differ-ent data formats and structures” and “developing methods for visualizing massivedata” identified by the National Academy of Sciences’s report on Massive DataAnalysis [National Research Council et al. 2013].It contributed the Social Interaction Model, a conceptual model of Big SocialData that streamlines and set-theoretically extends the previously used Social DataModel [Mukkamala et al. 2013, Vatrapu et al. 2016]. The Social Interaction Modelcombines different data formats and structures in a unified theoretical model forBig Social Data, which benefits data exploitation and use of Social Set Analysismethodology. The utility of the conceptual model and the flexibility of the analyticalprocesses were demonstrated with various large-scale Facebook and GPS datasets.Furthermore, this PhD project contributed the Social Set Visualizer IT artifact,which depicts the first tool to use set-based visualizations for Visual Analytics ofBig Social Data and also the first tool to utilize Social Set Analysis methodologyfor insight generation from Big Social Data. Following the Action Design Researchmethodology, this dissertation provided extensive documentation on design anddevelopment of three iterative versions of the Social Set Visualizer. In addition,it contributed an evaluation consisting of seven case studies which utilized theSocial Set Visualizer in descriptive and predictive analytics of real-world problemsin several industries.The publications presented in this thesis significantly increased the number ofdata points used in state-of-the-art research in Visual Analytics of Big Social Data.This increase was by 100x in relation to the mean and by 10,000x in relation tothe median size of prior research on Facebook datasets. Thereby, dataset sizes ofstate-of-the-art research focusing on Facebook datasets have been elevated to thesame level as research using Twitter datasets. Closing of this sizeable research
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gap was enabled by a novel set-based approach to data exploitation in the SocialSet Visualizer. Data exploitation was improved through application of Social SetAnalysis, which resolved important theoretical and methodological limitations inBig Social Data Analytics.This PhD project contributed several solutions the key challenge of “developingmethods for visualizing massive data”. Overall, three innovative visualizations werecontributed to the field of Big Social Data Analytics, namely “Exploded” Venn dia-grams, UpSet- and UpSetR-styled visualizations. For each of these visualizations,a dynamic, interactive, and browser-based implementation in the Javascript pro-gramming language was provided.A novel area-proportional three-set visualization, the “Exploded” Venn diagram,was designed and developed in this thesis. It is very suitable for use in interactiveVisual Analytics due to its visual consistency and the clarity of its labels. Therefore,the “Exploded” Venn diagram depicts a distinct contribution to the field of VisualAnalytics on its own.Furthermore, this dissertation is the first to utilize UpSet- and UpSetR-stylevisualizations from the field of bioinformatics for the generation of insights from BigSocial Data. Likewise, this dissertation contributed to the advancement of the UpSetRapproach to set visualization by introducing logarithmic scales, shading, and colorcoding, thereby signifying the number of set intersections displayed in the bar chartand individual sets in the combination matrix.Lastly, this thesis contributed the Social Set Query Language, which depicts thefirst textual query language for Social Set Analysis of Big Social Data. It enablesformalization and documentation of set-based research studies, thereby increasingreproducibility and quality of insights in Big Social Data Analytics. The utilizationof the query language within the Social Set Visualizer dashboard and its impacton simplification of client-to-server communication was showcased. Furthermore, anextensive evaluation of different databases with suitability for implementation ofthe Social Set Query Language was given and the resulting decision for a relationaldatabase was presented.
Contributions to Social Set AnalysisThree core contributions have been presented with particular relevance for Social SetAnalysis. These contributions add both to the theoretical and practical foundationsof Social Set Analysis, as illustrated in Figure 7.1.First, the Social Interaction Model contributes a theoretical extension to the twoexisting versions of the Social Data Model [Mukkamala et al. 2013,Vatrapu et al. 2016].Thereby, it advances and replaces the Social Data Model as the foundational theo-retical data model for Social Set Analysis methodology.Second, the Social Set Visualizer software tool constitutes the major practicalcontribution of this PhD project. It extends the Social Graph Analytics Tool (SOGATO)[Hussain & Vatrapu 2011] and the Social Data Analytics Tool (SODATO) [Hussain& Vatrapu 2014b], which present the two previously developed IT artifacts for Big
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Social Data Analytics from members of our research group. In contrast to the twoprevious tools, the Social Set Visualizer depicts the first Visual Analytics tool toimplement the Social Set Analysis approach. Furthermore, it provides capabilities ofinsight generation for Big Social Data Analytics through UpSet- and UpSetR-stylevisualizations of large-scale sets and set intersections.
Third, the Social Set Query Language successfully bridges the theoretical andpractical realms of this PhD project by linking the Social Interaction Model and theSocial Set Visualizer IT artifact. As it depicts a simple, domain-specific textual querylanguage for Social Set Analysis, it allows researchers to formalize their set-basedstudies through a textual definition of sets. Thereby, it increases reproducibility ofstudies and auditability of findings.
The field of Social Set Analysis is significantly advanced by the three corecontributions of this dissertation. Furthermore, its theoretical and practical pillarsare merged in a unified analytical platform. The Social Set Visualizer software toolis the first tool to directly incorporate the theoretical data model of Big Social Datain the insight generation process. Through use of the Social Set Query Language,analytical studies are formulated as set-based queries and visualized using the VisualAnalytics tool.
Contributions to Social Set Analysis by this PhD project
Social Set 
Visualizer
Social Set Query 
Language
Social Interaction 
Model
Social Data Analytics Tool
Hussain & Vatrapu 2014
Social Set Analysis
Practice
Social Data Model
Vatrapu et al. 2016 (Updated Version)
Theory
Social Data Model
Mukkamala & Vatrapu 2013
Social Graph Analytics Tool 
Hussain & Vatrapu 2011
Figure 7.1: Illustrative overview of this dissertation’s contributions to theory andpractice of Social Set Analysis
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7.2 Conclusions
In conclusion of this dissertation, the two initial research questions are revisited andanswers to them are put forward.
RQ1: How and in what way can the novel Social Set Analysis ap-proach to Big Social Data Analytics be modeled into an interactive VisualAnalytics software tool that can be utilized for generating meaningful in-sights from Big Social Data?
The first research question of this thesis concerns the feasibility of creating aninteractive Visual Analytics software tool which incorporates the Social Set Analysisapproach to Big Data Analytics, with special focus on the generation of meaningfulinsights from Big Social Data.In this PhD project, the design, development, and evaluation of three differentversions of the Social Set Visualizer was presented. Hence, the general feasibility ofa Visual Analytics software tool that is grounded in Social Set Analysis methodologyhas been successfully demonstrated. Furthermore, seven different case studies wereprovided in which the software tool was utilized to generate insights from a diverseset of Facebook datasets. The meaningfulness of the insights generated using theSocial Set Visualizer is underlined by the fact that five out of the seven presentedcase studies have been peer-reviewed and published at relevant conferences.
RQ2: What are software design requirements for a Visual Analytics soft-ware tool that interactively visualizes large-scale sets and set intersec-tions with multiple users and large amounts of data?
The second research question of this thesis concerns the software design re-quirements of the Social Set Visualizer which enable its interactive visualization oflarge-scale sets and set intersections for multiple users and large amounts of data.The research performed in this PhD project has provided evidence that the SocialSet Visualizer facilitates the analysis of significantly larger Facebook datasets thanthe state of the art in Visual Analytics of Big Social Data. Moreover, the three differ-ent versions of the Social Set Visualizer incorporate three innovative approaches toset-based visualizations, namely the creation of the novel “Exploded” Venn diagramalongside the application and refinement of the UpSet- and the UpSetR-style setvisualizations from the field of bioinformatics for use in Big Social Data Analytics.For a target audience that consists of researchers and practitioners, usability wasidentified as the core design objective for the Social Set Visualizer, consisting offive components efficiency, learnability, memorability, user satisfaction, and errorhandling. The multi-user requirement was resolved by creating a web-based Vi-sual Analytics dashboard that can be accessed simultaneously using a web browserwithout the need to install additional software. Hence, visualizations of large-scalesets and set intersections are dynamically displayed in the client-side component of
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the Social Set Visualizer within the user’s web browser, while the actual set com-putations are performed in the server-side component. After rigorous evaluation ofpotential storage backends suitable for implementation of the Social Set Analysismethodology, a relational database, PostgreSQL, was chosen due to its mature op-timization features, availability of the SQL query language, and incorporation of thetheoretical model of Big Social Data, the Social Interaction Model, into a well-defineddatabase schema. Furthermore, the positive effect of caching on overall performanceof the Social Set Visualizer was demonstrated through use of Redis as ephemeralin-memory database.
7.3 Future Work
A variety of future work approaches have been elaborated in the course of this PhDproject. In conclusion of this dissertation, four major streams of future work have beenidentified as key focus areas resulting from the findings of this thesis.First, the utility of Social Set Analysis needs to be empirically demonstratedwith non-Facebook datasets. For a long time, our research group has mainly reliedon the good access to Big Social Data from Facebook, from which a multitude ofresearch findings could be generated and published in journals and conferences. Inorder to provide further empirical proof of the applicability of Social Set Analysis tointeresting research problems and diverse sets of social media data, studies basedon other data sources need to be created and published.Second, the Social Set Visualizer is still basically a 2D Visual Analytics dash-board. In face of emerging technologies such as virtual reality, mixed reality andaugmented reality in products such as the Microsoft Hololens, it should be exploredin how far UpSetR-style large-scale set visualizations can be implemented and vi-sualized in 3D space. During this PhD project, several mixed reality prototypes havebeen built, but no conclusive results were found.Third, the topic of geospatial set analysis is still largely unexplored. A set-based approach to geospatial analytics has been demonstrated in a recent publication[Flesch et al. 2018], however further depth needs to be developed and expanded.Like the Social Set Visualizer, a specialized IT artifact for performing geospatial setanalysis could be designed, developed and evaluated.Fourth, the design and development of a custom database tailormade for SocialSet Analysis with a direct implementation of the Social Set Query Language withoutSQL as an intermediary should be further researched. This could allow a way to gainadditional operational performance for the Social Set Visualizer tool. Future workon this issue might exhibit a stronger focus on software engineering and databasedesign.
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Big Data Analytics
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Abstract—Current analytical approaches in Computational
Social Science can be characterized by four dominant paradigms:
text analysis (information extraction and classification), social
network analysis (graph theory), social complexity analysis (com-
plex systems science), social simulations (cellular automata and
agent-based modelling). However, when it comes to organizational
and societal units of analysis, there exists no approach to concep-
tualise, model, analyze, explain and predict social media interac-
tions as individuals’ associations with ideas, values, identities, etc.
To address this limitation, based on the sociology of associations
and the mathematics of set theory, this paper presents a new
approach to big data analytics called Social Set Analysis. Social
Set Analysis consists of a generative framework for philosophies
of computational social science, theory of social data, conceptual
and formal models of social data, and an analytical framework
for combining big social datasets with organisational and societal
datasets. Three empirical studies of big social data are presented
to illustrate and demonstrate Social Set Analysis in terms of fuzzy
set-theoretical sentiment analysis, crisp set-theoretical interaction
analysis and event-studies oriented set-theoretical visualisations.
Implications for big data analytics, current limitations of the
set-theoretical approach, and future directions are outlined.
Index Terms—Big social data, Formal Models, Social Set
Analysis, Big data visual Analytics, New Computational Models
for Big Social Data.
I. INTRODUCTION
Social media are fundamentally scalable communications
technologies that turn Internet based communications into an
interactive dialogue platform [1]. On the ”demand-side”, users
and consumers are increasingly turning to various types of
social media to search for information and to make decisions
regarding products, politicians, and public services [2]. On
the ”supply-side”, terms such as ”Enterprise 2.0” [3] and
”social business” [4] are being used to describe the emergence
of private enterprises and public institutions that strategically
adopt and use social media channels to increase organizational
effectiveness, enhance operational efficiencies, empower em-
ployees, and co-create with stakeholders. The organizational
and societal adoption and use of social media is generating
large volumes of unstructured data that is termed Big Social
Data. New organizational roles such as Social Media Manager,
Chief Listening Officer, Chief Digital Officer, and Chief Data
Scientist have emerged to meet the associated technological
developments, organizational changes, market demands, and
societal transformations. However, the current state of knowl-
edge and practice regarding social media engagement is rife
with numerous technological problems, scientific questions,
operational issues, managerial challenges, and training defi-
ciencies. As such, not many organizations are generating com-
petitive advantages by extracting meaningful facts, actionable
insights and valuable outcomes from Big Social Data analytics.
Moreover, there are critical unsolved problems regarding how
Big Social Data integrates with the existing datasets of an
organization (that is, data from internal enterprise systems) and
its relevance to the organisation’s key performance indicators.
To address these diverse but interrelated issues, this paper
presents a novel set-theoretical approach to Big Data Analytics
in general and Big Social Data Analytics in particular for
Facebook, Twitter and other social media channels.
Specifically, this paper introduces a research program situ-
ated in the domains of Data Science [5]–[7] and Computational
Social Science [8] with practical applications to Social Media
Analytics in organizations [4], [9], [10]. It addresses some
of the important theoretical and methodological limitations in
the emerging paradigm of Big Data Analytics of social media
data [11]. From an academic research standpoint, Social Set
Analysis addresses two major limitations with the current state
of the art in Computational Social Science: (i) a vast majority
of the extant literature is on twitter datasets with only 5% of
the papers analysing Facebook data raising representativeness,
validity and methodological concerns [11], and (ii) mathemati-
cal modelling of social data hasn’t progressed beyond the four
dominant approaches [12] of text analysis (information extrac-
tion and classification), social network analysis (graph theory),
social complexity analysis (complex systems science), social
simulations (cellular automata and agent-based modelling).
To put it honestly and provocatively, currently we don’t have
deep academic knowledge of the most dominant action on
social media platforms performed by hundreds of millions of
unique users every day: ”like” on Facebook. In fact, as Claudio
Cioffi-Revilla (2013), one of the founding parents of the field
of Computational Social Science, astutely observed:
Reliance on the same mathematical structure every
time (e.g., game theory, as an example), for ev-
ery research problem, is unfortunately a somewhat
common methodological pathology that leads to
theoretical decline and a sort of inbreeding visible
in some areas of social science research. Dimen-
sional empirical features of social phenomena-such
as discreteness-continuity, deterministic-stochastic,
fnite-infnite, contiguous-isolated, local-global, long-
term vs. short-term, independence-interdependence,
2synchronic-diachronic, among others-should deter-
mine the choice of mathematical structure(s).
This lack of mathematical imagination coupled with hy-
peractive boundary-policing of the ”purity of the turf” of
Computational Social Science results in major conceptual and
technical limitations when analysing big social data resulting
from individuals’ and organizations’ Facebook and Twitter
engagement. There is both a research gap and real-world
organisational needs to describe, model, analyse, explain, and
predict such interactions as individuals’ associations to ideas,
values, identities etc [13].
For example, a typical post on F.C. Barcelona’s Facebook
page generates around 100,000 unique likes, 5,000 comments
and 1,000 shares). Facebook users’ ”likes” on any given
F.C. Barcelona post could be personal-association to one
of the players, identity-association to the Catalan, political-
association to pro-independence parties of Catalonia, brand-
association to the corporate sponsors etc. The mathematics
of set theory is ideally suited to model such associations in
the first analysis. Just like graph theory is ideally suited for
Social Network Analysis [14] of dyadic relations from the
perspective of relational sociology [15], set theory is ideally
suited for conceptualising, modelling, and analysing monadic,
dyadic, and polyadic human associations to ideas, values
and identities [16] from the perspective of the sociology of
associations. This is the gist of the set theoretical approach
proposed by this paper.
A. Overarching Research Question
In order to further research in this area we as ourselves the
following research question:
How can models, methods and tools for Social Set Analysis
derived from the alternative holistic approach to Big Social
Data Analytics based on the sociology of associations and
the mathematics of set theory result in meaningful facts,
actionable insights and valuable outcomes?
II. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
A. Need for a Philosophy of Computational Social Science
The purpose of this section is to present an argument that
we need philosophies of Computational Social Science that
explicilty outline and discuss their sociological assumptions,
mathematical modelling, computational implementation, and
empirical analysis. To the best of our knowledge, no such
philosophy of Computational Social Science exists other than
Social Network Analysis [17] based on the mathematics of
graph theory [18] and the sociology of relations [15]. However,
the philosophical assumptions of relational sociology might
be not be relevant to all classes of problems in computa-
tional social science. For example, for the class of problems
that address big social data from the Facebook or Twitter
interactions of large brands such as Coca-Cola or a F.C.
Barcelona, the fundamental assumption of SNA that social
reality is constituted by dyadic relations and interactions are
determined by structural positions of individuals in social
networks [19] is neither necessary nor sufficient [20]. Other
dominant paradigms of computational social science such as
Social Complexity and Social Simulation [12] have varying
levels of philosophical and modelling unity and maturity. [12].
Therefore, there is a clear need for a manifest statement and
critical examination of philosophical principles that underpin
the theoretical, methodological, and analytical aspects of cur-
rent Computational Social Science approaches.
However, philosophical proposals for Big Data Analytics
must avoid the malaise of over-philosophising with non-realist
ontologies and non-empirical epistemologies (for a precau-
tionary tale from the Humanities and Social Sciences, please
cf. [21], [22] ) that result in little-to-no methodological innova-
tion in terms of instrumentation, measurement and evaluation
of the phenomena of interest. Philosophical framworks for Big
Data Analytics should aspire towards positive contributions
that go beyond the negative criticisms of assumptions and
methods that regularly feature in prominent recent criticisms
(for instance, [11], [23]). We argue that one class of positive
contributions would be generative frameworks that provide
explicit articulation of philosophical assumptions underlying
analytical approaches as well as a production system for
creating and evaluating new philosophies. To address the
analytical limitations identified and to fulfill the critical and
generative criteria outlined above, we propose a first version of
the generative framework for the philosophy of Computational
Social Science.
1) A Generative Framework for Philosophy of Computa-
tional Social Science (GF-PCSS): The preliminary version
of the GF-PCSS comprising of five elements is presented in
Table I below.
Philosophical
Dimension
GF-PCSS Ele-
ment
Key Assumptions
Ontology Basic Premise
What is social?
When is it social?
Being vs. Becoming of so-
cial
Epistemology Social Action How is it social?How does a social entity act
and interact?
Methodological Unit of Analysis What is the foundational an-alytical unit?
What is the minimum viable
analytical entity?
Political Social Structure What is the social groupingentity?
What is the social formation
unit?
Formal Mathematics What is the appropriate
mathematical theory for
modelling?
Table I
FIVE ELEMENTS OF THE CANDIDATE GENERATIVE FRAMEWORK FOR
PHILOSOPHY OF COMPUTATIONAL SOCIAL SCIENCE
Given the preliminary stage of the GF-PCSS, no claims are
made about the exhaustiveness and/or mutual exclusivity of
the five elements. We simply claim that the five elements are
necessary with no claims made about their sufficiency and
orthogonality.
Table II below seeks to illustrate the positive contribution
of the GF-PCSS. First, the framework is used to explicitly
3state the latent philosophical assumptions of one dominant
traditional approach in Computational Social Science, Social
Network Analysis. Second, the framework is used to better
understand the limitations of Social Network Analysis with
respect to large-scale social media platforms that are increas-
ingly content driven. Social Network Analysis is primarily
concerned with how social actors relate to each other and
not so much with how content is generated, interacted and
circulated in terms of ideas, aspirations, values, and iden-
tities. However, large-scale and content driven social media
platforms such as Facebook are of extreme importance to
organizations in terms of marketing communications, cor-
porate social responsibility, democratic deliberation, public
dissemination etc. Social media analytics in practice [9],
[10], [24] has been based on an implicit, inherent and latent
understanding of human associations as expressed by metrics
and key performance indicators such as brand sentiment, brand
associations, conversation keywords, reach etc. Further, Social
Network Analysis assumes homophiliy rather than explaining
the agentic mechanisms constituting it. Third and last, GF-
PCSS is used to generate a new holistic approach termed
Social Set Analysis and make a positive contribution. Social
Set Analysis is based on the philosophical principles derived
from ecological psychology, micro sociology, associational
sociology [25], and the mathematics of the set theory (crisp
sets, fuzzy sets, rough sets, and random sets) [26].
Social Network
Analysis
Social Set Analysis
Basic Premise There exists a rela-
tion between social
actor A and social
actor B
There exists an associ-
ation by actor A with
some entity E which can
be an actor or an artifact
Social Action Molecular
Relations
Atomic Actions
Unit of Analy-
sis
Dyadic Monadic, Dyadic &
Polyadic
Social Config-
uration
Networks Sets
Social Expla-
nation
Structural Agentic
Mathematics Graph Theory Set Theory
Table II
CONTRASTING PHILOSOPHIES OF COMPUTATIONAL SOCIAL SCIENCE
To be clear, our argument is not that current approaches
in Computational Social Science such as Social Network
Analysis (based on relational sociology, graph theory, and
network analysis) are invalid or ineffective. Instead, our ar-
gument, as articulated and illustrated in Tables I & II, is that
a generative framework of the philosophy can be used to make
a fundamental change in the foundational mathematical logic
of the formal model from graphs to sets which can yield new
analytical insights for a new class of problems (in our case,
organizational use of social media).
B. Set Theoretical Big Social Data Analytics
As articulated in [27], based on Smithson and Verkuilen [28]
there are five advantages to applying classical set theory [29] in
general and fuzzy set theory [26] in particular to computational
social sciences:
1) Set-theoretical ontology is well suited to conceptualize
vagueness, which is a central aspect of social science
constructs. For example, in the social science domain
of marketing, concepts such as brand loyalty, brand
sentiment and customer satisfaction are vague.
2) Set-theoretical epistemology is well suited for analysis of
social science constructs that are both categorical and di-
mensional. That is, set-theoretical approach is well suited
for dealing with different and degrees of a particular
type on construct. For example, social science constructs
such as culture, personality, and emotion are all both
categorical and dimensional. A set-theoretical approach
can help conceptualize their inherent duality.
3) Set-theoretical methodology can help analyze multivari-
ate associations beyond the conditional means and the
general linear model. In addition, set theoretical ap-
proaches analyze human associations prior to relations
and this allows for both quantitative variable centered
analytical methods as well as qualitative case study
methods.
4) Set-theoretical analysis has high theoretical fidelity with
most social science theories, which are usually expressed
logically in set-terms. For example, theories on market
segmentation and political preferences are logically ar-
ticulated as categorical inclusions and exclusions that
natively lend themselves to set theoretical formalization
and analytics.
5) Set-theoretical approach systematically combines set-
wise logical formulation of social science theories and
empirical analysis using statistical models for continuous
variables. For example, in the case of predictive analytics,
it is possible to employ set and fuzzy theory to dynami-
cally construct data points for independent variables such
as brand sentiment (polarity, subjectivity, etc.).
We now present a theory of social data based on the philo-
sophical framework for Social Set Analysis discussed above.
C. Theory of Social Data
For the purposes of systematically collecting and analysing
big social data, we argue that any candidate theory of social
data must support conceptual and mathematical modelling of
data at the software log level. After all, it is a fact that the
outcomes from big social data collection from modern web
service calls or historic web crawling methods are nothing
more than digital trace records and software log entries. As
such, an appropriate theory of social data would be opera-
tional at the micro-genetic level of social media interactions
as they unfold in the real-time and in the actual-space of
a computer screen of some kind (desktop monitor, laptop
display or the mobile phone screen). For Social Set Analysis,
we have selected the theory of socio-technical interactions
by Vatrapu [30]–[32] as it conceptualises perception of and
interaction on the screen in real-time and actual-space. The
theory of socio-technical interations [30]–[32] is derived from
the following sources:
1) the ecological approach to perception and action [33]
2) the enactive approach to the philosophy of mind [34]
43) the phenomenological approach to sociology [35], [36]
A more detailed exposition of the theory of socio-technical
interactions regarding its ontological and epistemological as-
sumptions and principles, is beyond the scope of this paper
but for a consise overview, please confer [32].
We use the theory of socio-technical interactions [30]–[32]
to describe how individual data items (or trace records) such
as Facebook posts, likes, comments etc. come into being. In
other words, we use the theory of socio-technical interactions
to describe the phenomenon of big social data generation from
its constituent individual interactions of Facebook posts, com-
ments, likes etc. That said, the scope and extent of the theory
of social data are restricted to providing phenomenological
grounding for modelling of the social data retrieved from
social media platforms such as Facebook. The theory of social
data is outlined the next subsection (II-D).
As already mentioned, the theory of social data is drawn
from the theory of socio-technical interactions [30]–[32]. So-
cial media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter, at the high-
est level of abstraction, involve individuals interacting with (a)
technologies and (b) other individuals. These interactions are
termed socio-technical interactions and there are two types of
socio-technical interactions:
I) Interacting with the technology: An example could be
using the Facebook app on the user’s smartphone.
II) Interacting with others socially using the technology: An
example could be liking a picture posted by a friend in
the Facebook app on the user’s smartphone.
These socio-technical interactions are theoretically con-
ceived as
I) Perception and appropriation of socio-technical affor-
dances
II) Structures and functions of technological intersubjectiv-
ity
Briefly, socio-technical affordances are action-taking pos-
sibilities and meaning-making opportunities in an actor-
environment system bound by the cultural-cognitive competen-
cies of the actor and the technical capabilities of the environ-
ment. Technological intersubjectivity (TI) [30]–[32] refers to a
technology supported, interactional social relationship between
two or more actors.
Socio-technical interactions as described above result in
electronic trace data that is termed social data. In case of the
previously mentioned example where a Facebook user liking a
picture posted by a friend on their smartphone app, the social
data is not only rendered in the different timelines of the user’s
social network but it is available via the Facebook graph API.
Large volumes of such micro-interactions constitute the macro
world of Big Social Data which is the analytical focus of
this paper. Our argument is not that there exists only one
set of candidates for the theory of social data, conceptual
model of social data and the formal model of social data as
proposed in this paper. Instead, our argument is that a theo-
retically informed and empirically oriented research project in
big social data analytics must incoporate these components
(theory, conceptual and formal models of social data) and
computationally realise each of them within IT-Artefacts.
D. Conceptual Model of Social Data
Based on the theory of social data described above, we
present the conceptual model of social data below.
Figure 1. Conceptual Model of Social Data [37]
In general, Social data consists of two types: (a)Interactions
(what is being done) and Conversations (what is being said).
Interactions refer to the first aspect of socio-technical inter-
actions constituted by the perception and appropriation of
affordances (which users/actors perceive which socio-techncial
affordances to interact with what other social actors on so-
cial media platforms). Conversations relates to the second
aspect of socio-technical interactions: structures and functions
of technological intersubjectivity (what the users/actors are
communicating to each other and how they are influencing
each other through both natural language as well as design
language of the social media plaforms). Interactions consists
of the structure of the relationships emerging from the appro-
priation of social media affordances such as posting, linking,
tagging, sharing, liking etc. It focuses on identifying the actors
involved, the actions they take, the activities they undertake,
and the artifacts they create and interact with. Conversations
consists of the communicative and linguistic aspects of the
social media interaction such as the topics discussed, keywords
mentioned, pronouns used and emotions expressed. Figure 1
presents the conceptual model of social data.
E. Illustrative Example of Social Data
Let us say that the research domain is Corporate Social
Responsbility (CSR) and the research question is to what
extent do Facebook walls function as online public spheres
with regard to CSR in terms of marketing campaigns as well
as crises. Then, the set theoretical approach to computational
social science can be employed to specify measures of the
extent to which the Facebook Walls are serving as online
public spheres as discussed below.
Focusing on the interactional aspect of big social data
allows the examination of the breadth of engagement of the
public sphere by reporting the overall number of posts made
(artifacts), which of the Facebook walls received most posts
and whether they linked out to other sources of information.
In addition to looking at the posts in the aggregate we also can
look at them individually and map linkage across walls. Was
the posting entirely independent in that individuals (actors)
only posted (action) to one wall or did they post more widely
5on two or three walls’ Interactional analysis of big social
data can help reveal the patterns and dynamics of actors’
mobility across space (multiple facebook walls) and time
(before, during and after campaigns/crises).
Focusing on the conversational aspect of big social data
allows the examination of the depth of the engagement taking
place through the Facebook walls and thus whether walls
are acting as an online public space. In particular we can
look at four key aspects of the posts and comments: top-
ics, keywords and emotions. As with interactional analysis,
conversational analysis of big social data can help reveal the
patterns and dynamics of actors’ conversational genres across
space (multiple facebook walls) and time (before, during and
after campaigns/crises).
III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Our research methodology is shown in Fig. 2 and is de-
scribed below:
1) Systematically collect big social data about organisations
from Facebook, Twitter etc using the Social Data Analyt-
ics Tool [37], [38] developed in the Computational Social
Science Laboratory (http://cssl.cbs.dk) and other research
and commercial tools.
2) Technically combine organisational process data with
business social data so that the resulting dataset legally
compliant, ethically correct, privacy adherent, and data
security ensured
3) Big Social Data Analytics: Phase One: Adopt current
methods, techniques and tools from Computational Social
Science to model and analyse
a) Interaction Analysis: Social Network Analysis, Com-
plex Systems Dynamics, Event Study Methodology
from Finance, Data Mining from Computer Science
• Who is doing what, when, where, how and with
whom?
• Social media users and organisational stakeholders
(like consumers) liking pictures of cute puppies
posted by Walmart on its official Facebook wall
every third Sunday according to its social media
marketing strategy.
b) Conversation Analysis: Computational Linguistics &
Machine Learning
• What are the things human actors (and fraudulent
accounts/robots) saying?
• Social media users and organisational stakeholders
(like consumers) commenting on those pictures of
cute puppies by discussing/mentioning various topic-
s/keywords of organisational/societal relevance/irrel-
evance and expressing their subjective feelings etc.
4) Applying set theoretical methods and techniques drawn
from crisp sets, fuzzy sets, rough sets and random
sets [26], [28], [29], [39].
5) Software realisation of the empirical findings from tradi-
tional and novel (set theoretical) approaches to Compu-
tational Social Science as a tools for Organisations.
6) Publication of research findings in peer-reviewed confer-
ences, journals and edited books.
7) Generation of instrumental benefits for Organisations in
terms of meaningful facts (sensible data), actionable in-
sights (applicable information), valuable outcomes (con-
structive knowledge) and sustainable impacts (wisdom)
IV. RELATED WORK
A. Social Network Analysis
Social Network Analysis can be traced back to 1979, where
Tichy et.al. [40] used it as a method to examine the relation-
ships and organisational social structures. In the later years,
cognitive social structures as a solution for social network
related problems was proposed by David Krackhardt [41]. The
field of social computing attracted many researchers due to the
latest developments of online social media since last decade.
Even though It is not possible to refer to an extensive list of
research articles in this emerging area, however we refer some
of the latest and important works here.
In their research article, Justin Zhan and Xing Fang in [42]
provided an detailed overview about research on social net-
working analysis, human behavioural modelling and security
aspects in the context of social networks. Social network
analysis based on measuring social relations using multiple
data sets has been explored in [43]. In the context of multi-
agent systems using social network analysis, a framework
for calculating reputations has been proposed by [44]. An
algorithm to find overlapping communities via social network
analysis was explored in [45]. Moreover, analysis of sub-
graphs in the social network based on the characteristic
features: leadership, bonding, and diversity was studied by
the authors in [46]. All these works focussed on using social
network analysis and other graph related formalisms as main
tools for analysis of social media where the primary focus is
on the structural aspects of social data. On the other hand,
our work primarily focussed on using set theory and fuzzy
logics for analysis of both structure and content of social
media data. Therefore we are not only interested in analyzing
the structural aspects of social data (as networks or sets) but
also in understanding the substantive aspects of social data (as
sentiments, topics, keywords, pronouns).
B. Social Text Analysis
A comprehensive state-of-the-art review of computational
linguistics is provided by Pang and Lee [47]. They provided
approaches to analyse natural language texts, and identify three
different technical terms: opinions, sentiments, and subjectiv-
ity. In this paper, we adopt Pang and Lee’s [47] technical
interpretation that opinion mining and sentiment analysis can
be treated as identical and conduct sentence level rather than
sub-sentence level sentiment analysis as discussed in [48].
Other methods and techniques for sentiment analysis are
presented and discussed in [47]–[52]. Below is a selected
listing of related work in sentiment analysis of social data
ranging over a variety of methods, techniques, and tools.
Prior work has shown sentiment analysis of social data
can be used to predict movie revenues [53], correlate with
contemporaneous and subsequent stock returns [54], exploring
cultural and linguistic differences in ratings and reviews [55],
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sentiment evolution in political deliberation on social media
channels [56], assess sentiment towards a new vaccine [57],
and explore semantic-level precedence relationships between
participants in a blog network [58]. To briefly expand, [58]
proposed a methodology for the detection of bursts of activity
at the semantic level using linguistic tagging, term filtering
and term merging, where a probabilistic approach was used to
estimate temporal relationships between the blogs. Asur and
Huberman [53] showed that sentiment analysis on Twitter’s
content urls, retweets and their hourly rates can predict box-
office movies revenues to a high degree of precision.
In contrast to the existing approaches, we used Set and
Fuzzy Set Theory for the formal modelling of associations be-
tween actors, actions, artifacts, topics and sentiments in order
to provide a systemic treatment of relationship, vagueness and
uncertainty in the social data. The existing sentiment analysis
techniques (as cited above) use only the classification of indi-
vidual artifacts (such as either positive or negative or neutral),
but not the probabilities associated with the classification
labels returned by the sentiment analysis method and/or tool.
In contract, our approach uses fuzzy sets to represent artifact
sentiment with classification along with their probabilities (e.g.
positive: 0.20, negative: 0.65, neutral: 0.15) as explained later.
V. FORMAL MODEL OF THE CONCEPTUAL SOCIAL DATA
In this section, we will provide formal semantics for the
concepts of social data, which is based on social data model
that was initially presented in [27], [59], but refined according
to the changes in the conceptual model of social data presented
in Sec. II-C.
Notation: For a set A we write P(A) for the power set of
A (i.e. set of all subsets of A) and Pdisj(A) for the set of
mutually disjoint subsets of A. The cardinality or number of
elements in a set A is represented as | A | . Furthermore,
we write a relation R from set A to set B as R ⊆ A × B.
A function f defined from a set A to set B is written as
f : A→ B, where a if f is a partial function then it is written
as f : A ⇀ B.
First, we define type of artifacts in a socio-technical system
as shown in Def. 5.1.
Definition 5.1: We define R as a set of all artifact types as
R = { status, comment, link, photo, video }.
Definition 5.2: We define ACT as a set of actions that can
be performed as ACT = {post, comment, share, like, tagging}.
As explained in the conceptual model (Sec. II-C), the Social
Data model contains Interactions (what is being done) and
Conversations (what is being said). The formally Social Data
is defined in Def. 5.3 as follows,
Definition 5.3: Formally, Social Data is defined as a tuple
D = (I,C) where
7(i) I is the Interactions representing the structural aspects of
social data as defined further in Def. 5.4
(ii) C is the Conversations representing the content of social
data and is further defined in Def. 5.5
Definition 5.4: The Interactions of Social Data are defined
as a tuple I = (U,R,Ac, rtype,B,→post ,→share ,→like
,→tag ,→act) where
(i) U is a (finite) set of actors (or users) ranged over by u,
(ii) R is a (finite) set of artifacts (or resources) ranged over
by r,
(iii) Ac is the activities set which is also finite,
(iv) rtype : R → R is typing function for artifacts that maps
each artifact to an artifact type defined in 5.1,
(v) B : R⇀ R is a partial function mapping artifacts to their
parent artifact,
(vi) →post : U ⇀ Pdisj(R) is a partial function mapping
actors to mutually disjoint subsets of artifacts created by
them
(vii) →share ⊆ U × R is a relation mapping between users
to their artifacts (shared by them),
(viii) →like ⊆ U×R is a relation mapping users to the artifacts
liked by them,
(ix) →tag⊆ U×R×(P(U∪Ke)) is a tagging relation mapping
artifacts to power sets of actors and keywords indicating
tagging of actors and keywords in the artifacts, where
Ke is set of keywords defined in Def. 5.5,
(x) →act ⊆ R×Ac is a relation from artifacts to activities.
Formal definition of Interactions is provided in Def. 5.4, where
the first three items (i, ii, x of Def. 5.4) contain a set of actors
(U), a set of artifacts/resources (R) and a set of activities (Ac).
Each artifact is mapped to an artifact type (such as status,
photo etc) by artifact type function (Def. 5.4-iv). Furthermore,
some of the artifacts are mapped to their parent artifact (if
exists) by parent artifact function B (Def. 5.4-v). For example,
a comment is an artifact which is made on a post, then it is
mapped to its parent (which is the post), on the other hand, if
the artifact is a status message or a new post, then there will
not be any mapping for that artifact, as it has no parent.
Furthermore, each artifact is posted (created) by a single
actor. As shown in Def. 5.4-vi, the →post is a partial function
mapping actors to mutually disjoint sub sets of artifacts, each
set containing artifacts created or posted by an actor. On
contrary, the →share indicates a many-to-many relationship,
indicating that an artifact can be shared by many actors and
similarly each actor can share many artifacts (Def. 5.4-vii).
Even though share and post actions seems to be similar, the
→post signifies the creator relationship of an artifact, where
as→share indicates share relationship between an artifact and
an actor which can be many-to-many.
Similar to the share relation, the like relation (→like ) maps
between the artifacts and actors, indicating the artifacts liked
by the actors. The tagging relation (→tag) is a bit different,
which is a mapping between actors, artifacts and power set of
actors and keywords (Def. 5.4-ix). The basic intuition behind
the tag relation is that, it allows an actor to tag other actors
or keywords in an artifact. Finally, the →act relation indicates
a mapping between artifacts to activities (Def. 5.4-x).
Definition 5.5: In Social Data D = (I,C), we define Con-
versations as C= (To, Ke, Pr, Se, →topic,→key,→pro,→sen)
where
(i) To,Ke,Pr,Se are finite sets of topics, keywords, pro-
nouns and sentiments respectively,
(ii) →topic ⊆ R×To is a relation defining mapping between
artifacts and topics,
(iii) →key ⊆ R × Ke is a relation mapping artifacts to
keywords,
(iv) →pro ⊆ R × Pr is a relation mapping artifacts to
pronouns,
(v) →sen ⊆ R × Se is a realtion mapping artifacts to
sentiments.
The Conversations of Social Data is formally defined in
Def. 5.5 and it mainly contains sets of topics (To), key-
words (Ke), pronouns (Pr), and sentiments (Se) as defined
in Def. 5.5. The →topic, →key, →pro and →sen relations map
the artifacts to the topics (To), keywords (Ke), pronouns
(Pr), and sentiments (Se) respectively. One may note that all
these relations allow many-to-many mappings, for example
an artifact can be mapped to more than one sentiment and
similarly a sentiment can contain mappings to many artifacts.
Finally, we define a time function to record the timestamp
of actions performed on social data as follows.
Definition 5.6: In Social Data, let T : (u, r, ac) 7→ N be
time function that keeps tracks of timestamp (t ∈ N) of an
action (ac ∈ ACT) performed by an actor (u ∈ U) on an
artifact (r ∈ R).
A. Operational Semantics
Operational semantics of Social Data model are defined in
this section. More precisely, we define how actors perform
actions on artifacts. As formally defined in Def. 5.7, the first
action is post, which accepts a pair containing an actor and a
new artifact (u, r). First, the actor will be added to the set of
actors (i) and then the new artifact will be added to the set of
artifacts (ii). Finally the post relation (→post ) will be updated
for the new mapping (iii).
Definition 5.7: In Social Data D = (I,C) with Interactions
I = (U,R,Ac, rtype,B,→post ,→share ,→like ,→tag ,→act),
we define a post operation of posting a new artifact r
(r 6∈ R) by an user u as D⊕ p(u, r) = (I′,C) where I′ =
(U′,R′,Ac, rtype,B,→post ′,→share ,→like ,→tag ,→act),
(i) U′ = U ∪ {u}
(ii) R′ = R ∪ {r}
(iii) →post ′ =
{ →post (u) ∪ {r} if→post (u) defined
→post ∪ {u, {r}} otherwise
The comment action (e.g. on a post) accepts a tuple con-
taining an actor, the parent artifact (on which the comment is
made) and the comment content itself as shown in the Def. 5.8.
As it creates a new artifact, it will first apply a post action to
create the comment as a new artifact with the actor (i) and
then followed by an update to the parent artifact function (B)
by adding the respective mapping to its parent (ii).
Definition 5.8: In Social Data D = (I,C) with Interactions
I = (U,R,Ac, rtype,B,→post ,→share ,→like ,→tag ,→act),
8the comment operation on an artifact rp (rp ∈ R) by an user
u for a new artifact r is formally defined as D
⊕
c(u, r, rp) =
(I′,C) where I′ = (U′,R′,Ac, rtype,B′,→post ′,→share
,→like ,→tag ,→act),
(i) D
⊕
p(u, r) = (I
′′,C) where I′′ = (U′,R′,Ac, rtype,
B,→post ′,→share ,→like ,→tag ,→act),
(ii) B′ = B ∪ {r, rp}
As mentioned before, the share operation does not create
any new artifact, but it will updates the actors set and then
makes an update to the share relation (→share ) as formally
defined in Def. 5.9.
Definition 5.9: Let Social Data be D = (I,C) with In-
teractions I = (U,R,Ac, rtype,B,→post ,→share ,→like
,→tag ,→act), then we define the share operation on an
artifact r by an user u as D
⊕
s(u, r) = (I
′,C) where
I′ = (U∪{u},R,Ac, rtype,B,→post ,→share ∪{(u, r)},→like
,→tag ,→act).
The following definition (Def. 5.10) contains formal defini-
tions of like and unlike operations as an update to the like
relation (→like ). A like action on an artifact will add a
mapping to like relation (→like ) (in addition to adding the
actor to the actors set), where as an unlike action will simply
remove the existing mapping.
Definition 5.10: In Social Data D = (I,C) with In-
teractions I = (U,R,Ac, rtype,B,→post ,→share ,→like
,→tag ,→act), we define the like operation by an user u
on an artifact r as D
⊕
l(u, r) = (I
′,C) where I′ = (U ∪
{u},R,Ac, rtype,B,→post ,→share ,→like ∪ {(u, r)},→tag
,→act).
Similarly, we define the unlike operation on D = (I,C)
with Interactions I = (U,R,Ac, rtype,B,→post ,→share
,→like ,→tag ,→act), as D	 l(u, r) = (I′,C) where I′ =
(U,R,Ac, rtype,B,→post ,→share ,→like \ {(u, r)},→tag
,→act).
Finally, tagging action accepts a tuple ((u, r, t)) containing
an actor, an artifact and a set of hash words (i.e. keywords
and actors) and an update to tagging relation (→tag ) will be
applied as shown in the Def. 5.11.
Definition 5.11: In a Social Data D = (I,C) with In-
teractions I = (U,R,Ac, rtype,B,→post ,→share ,→like
,→tag ,→act), we define the tagging operation by an
user u on an artifact r with a set of hash words t ∈
P(U ∪ Ke) as D⊕ t(u, r, t) = (I′,C) where I′ = (U ∪
{u},R,Ac, rtype,B,→post ,→share ,→like ,→tag ∪
{(u, r, t)},→act).
B. Illustrative Example
In this section, we exemplify the formal model by taking
an example post from the Facebook page of McDonald’s
Food/Beverages as shown in the figure 3. In order to enhance
the readability of the example, the artifacts (e.g. texts) have
been annotated as r1, r2 etc and the annotated values will be
used in encoding the example using the formal model.
Example 5.1: The following are some of the texts extracted
from a sample post [60] from Facebook page of McDonald’s
Food/Beverages.
Figure 3. Facebook post example in formal model
r1 =
Working towards healthier forests through more sustainable pack-
aging. Learn more about how McDonald’s is addressing climate
change: http://McD.to/6188BrQzM
r2 = What about healthier food?
r3 =
Chicago Tribute reports that MacDonald’s is ’raising the bar’.
You mean bars with nails in them to beat live chickens with?
MacDonald’s is one big lie. Don’t believe them. Next they’ll tell
you their food is healthy.
r4 =
Their food is healthy when enjoyed properly. Their beef is amazing
and that’s what they move a lot of. The fattier menu items, if you
have any modicum of a pallet, you’ll notice are sides and not to be
enjoyed in such an amount as whole meals themselves, but hey, I
know some people who think raw sugar is a treat.
r5 =
I don’t understand how you can use the words ’healthy’ and
MacDonald’s in the same sentence. They manufacture (and I use that
word deliberately) to have a perfect balance of salt, sugar and fat
to hook children with their ’Happy Meals’. Sorry Keith, but healthy
does not contain GMO’s, Factory Farmed Animals, Chicken beaks,
feathers etc, wood cellulose, fat, sugar and salt.
r6 =
Wow what a load of crap. I’m lovin it. Lovin that you are losing
business and closing stores. Serving gmo.poison and promoting
health. I want to puke
r7 = wow eye opening comments
The example shown in Fig. 3 can be encoded as follows,
The social Data D = (I,C) contains two components:
I = (U,R,Ac, rtype,B,→post ,→share ,→like ,→tag ,→act)
is the Interactions and
C = (To, Ke, Pr, Se, →topic,→key,→pro,→sen) is the
Conversations.
9Initailly, let us assume that the sets of activities, topics,
keywords, pronouns and sentiments will have the following
values.
Ac = {promotion},
To = {healthy food, sustainable packaging},
Ke = {healthy, sustainable, beef, chicken, . .}
Pr = {We, I},Se = {+, 0,−},
U = {u0, u1, ...}
R = {r1}
→act = {(r1, promotion)}
post action by u0
D
⊕
p(u0, r1) = D1 = (I1,C) where
I1 = (U1,R1,Ac, rtype,B,→post 1,→share ,→like ,→tag
,→act) with the following values
U1 = U ∪ {u0}, R = R ∪ {r1} and
→post1=→post ∪ {(u0, {r1})}
like action by u2 and u1
Let’s imagine that the post was liked by user u2 first and
then liked by user u1.
D1
⊕
l(u2, r1)
⊕
l(u1, r1) = D2 = (I2,C) where
I2 = (U2,R,Ac, rtype,B,→post 1,→share ,→like 1,→tag
,→act) with the following values
U2 = U1 ∪ {u2} ∪ {u1}, and
→like 1 =→like ∪ {(u2, r1), (u1, r1)}
comment action by u5 on the post r1
Let’s imagine that the user u5 posted a comment (r3) on
the Facebook post and let D3 be the social data before the
comment action.
D3
⊕
c(u5, r3, r1) = D4 = (I4,C) where
I4 = (U4,R3,B1, rtype,Ac,→post 3,→share ,→like 1,→tag
,→act) with the following values
U3 = U3 ∪ {u5}, R3 = R2 ∪ {r3}, →post 3 =→post
2 ∪ {(u5, {r3})} and B 1 = B ∪ {(r3, r1)}.
Reply to comment by u7 on the comment r3
Let’s imagine that the user u7 posted a reply (r4) on the
comment (r4).
D4
⊕
c(u7, r4, r3) = D5 = (I5,C) where
I5 = (U5,R4,B2, rtype,Ac,→post 4,→share ,→like 1,→tag
,→act) with the following values
U5 = U4 ∪ {u7}, R4 = R3 ∪ {r4}, →post 4 =→post
3 ∪ {(u7, {r4})} and B 2 = B1 ∪ {(r4, r3)}.
The rest of the operations shown in Fig. 3 can expressed
similarly in the formal model.
VI. CASE STUDY 1: FUZZY-SET BASED SENTIMENT
ANALYSIS
At the enterprise level, as Li and Leckenby [61] observed,
technological advances such as the Internet have resulted in
the vertical integration of business channel capacities such
as production, distribution, transaction (e.g., Amazon and
other e-commerce websites) and a horizontal integration of
marketing functions such as advertising, promotions, public
relations (e.g., Facebook and other social media platforms).
At the agentic level of consumers, Internet and social media
platforms resulted in changes not only to consumers’ attitudes,
perceptions and behaviours but also to the decision-making
process itself in terms of the consideration set, search criteria,
heuristics, and time [2], [62]. Taken together this led to
the emergence of organizations that strategically utilize the
online channels including social media platforms for business
purposes [4]. This results in vast amounts of social data related
to an enterprise’s products, services, policies and processes.
As such, one key application domain for sentiment analysis in
enterprises is to monitor brand image, loyalty, and reputation.
Sentiment analysis can help in the understanding the user
motivations for social media engagement, the different phases
of consumer decision-making process and the potential busi-
ness value and organizational impact of positive, negative and
neutral sentiments. To illustrate this point, let us consider the
following instance of socially shared consumption [63] : a
positive mention about a product resulting from an automated
status update of digital consumption on social media platform
such as Facebook. In terms of consumer decision-making, this
Facebook post can play a role in all three different orderings
of the Hierarch of Effects (HoE) [64], [65] in terms of learning
about the product, evaluating one’s own experience of it with
those of others, and engaging with the product as a brand
loyalist by following that particular product related Facebook
pages and posts. Similarly, the interactional dynamics of users
sentiments on social media platforms might help companies
better understand the sales funnel models such as AIDA (At-
tention, Interest, Desire and Action) [61]. Sentiments of users’
posts might provide value in terms of social capital and/or
signaling by turning the private individual act of consumption
into a public social event and thereby signaling the user’s
characteristics such as taste, class, conscientiousness, and/or
wealth. In other words, sociological dynamics and marketing
implications similar to the conspicuous consumption [66].
A. Formal Model of Fuzzy Social Data
In this section, we will extend the formal semantics of social
data presented in Sec. V with the semantics of Fuzzy sets.
Regarding notations for the formal model of Fuzzy Social
Data, we will follow the same notations mentioned in Sec. V.
1) Fuzzy Sets: First, we will recall necessary basic defini-
tions of Fuzzy sets [67].
Definition 6.1: If X is a set of elements denoted by x, then
a fuzzy set A over X is defined as a set of ordered pairs
A = {(x, µA(x)) | x ∈ X)} where µA : X → [0, 1] is the
membership function.
Each member or element of a fuzzy set A is mapped to real
number between 0 and 1 ([0,1]), which represents the degree
of membership of an element in the fuzzy set. A membership
value of 1 indicates full membership, while a value of 0
indicates no membership.
Definition 6.2: For a (finite) fuzzy set A, the cardinality is
defined as | A | = ∑
x∈X
µA(x), which is the summation of
all membership values of a fuzzy set. The relative cardinality
‖A ‖ is defined as ‖A ‖ = |A||X| , where |X | is the number
of elements in set X .
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Definition 6.3: The support of a fuzzy set A is a crisp set of
all x ∈ X such that µA(x) > 0. The crisp set of elements that
belongs to fuzzy set A at least to a degree α is called α-level
or α-cut is defined as Aα = {x | x ∈ X ∧ µA(x) ≥ α}.
Definition 6.4: The Union operation on two fuzzy sets
A = {(x, µA(x)) | x ∈ X)} and B = {(x, µB(x)) |
x ∈ X)} with membership functions µA and µB respectively
is defined as a fuzzy set {(x, µA∪B(x)) | µA∪B(x) =
Max(µA(x), µB(x))}.
Definition 6.5: A fuzzy relation R from a set A to B with
its membership function µR : A × B → [0, 1] is defined as
R = {((a, b), µR(a, b)) | (a, b) ∈ A×B}.
Similar to a fuzzy set, the membership function of a fuzzy
relation indicates strength of its relationship. Moreover a fuzzy
relation is nothing but a fuzzy set where the elements are
ordered pairs of the relation.
2) Fuzzy Social Data: Following the definitions of Artifact
Type 5.1, Actions 5.2 and Social Data 5.3 from Sec. V, we
redefine fuzzy Interactions by redefining the activity relation
(→act) as a fuzzy relation as follows.
Definition 6.6: In Social Data D = (I, C), fuzzy Interactions
is defined as a tuple I = (U,R,Ac, rtype,B,→post ,→share
,→like ,→tag ,→act) where
(i) U,R,Ac, rtype,B,→post ,→share ,→like ,→tag are
same as defined in 5.4,
(ii) →act = {((r, a), µ→act(r, a)) | r ∈ R, a ∈ Ac} is a fuzzy
relation mapping artifacts to activities with membership
function µ→act : R×Ac→ [0, 1]
As shown in Def. 6.6-i, except→act relation, semantics of the
rest of the items in fuzzy Interactions remain same as defined
in the Interactions of core Social Data formal model. The
→act is a fuzzy relation indicates a mapping between artifacts
to activities (Def. 6.6-ii) with a membership function (µ→act )
indicating the strength of relationship, varies between 0 to 1.
A membership value of 0 indicates complete non-existence of
relationship between an artifact to an activity, where as value
of 1 indicates full existence of such relationship. A value in
between 0 to 1 indicates partial existence of the relationship.
Similarly, we define fuzzy Conversations of Social data as
follows by redefining all relations as fuzzy relations.
Definition 6.7: In Social Data D = (I, C) we de-
fine fuzzy Conversations as C= (To, Ke, Pr, Se,
→topic,→key,→pro,→sen) where
(i) To,Ke,Pr,Se are the sets of topics, keywords, pronouns
and sentiments respectively as defined in 5.5
(ii) →topic = {
(
(r, to), µ→topic(r, to)
) | r ∈ R, to ∈ To}
is a Fuzzy relation mapping artifacts to topics with
membership function µ→topic : R× To→ [0, 1],
(iii) →key = {
(
(r, ke), µ→key(r, ke)
) | r ∈ R, ke ∈ Ke}
is a Fuzzy relation mapping artifacts to keywords with
membership function µ→key : R×Ke→ [0, 1],
(iv) →pro = {
(
(r, pr), µ→pro(r, pr)
) | r ∈ R, pr ∈ Pr}
is a Fuzzy relation mapping artifacts to pronouns with
membership function µ→pro : R× Pr→ [0, 1],
(v) →sen = {
(
(r, se), µ→sen(r, se)
) | r ∈ R, se ∈ Se} is
a Fuzzy relation mapping artifacts to sentiments with
membership function µ→sen : R× Se→ [0, 1].
The semantics of sets of topics (To), keywords (Ke),
pronouns (Pr), and sentiments (Se) in fuzzy Conversations
remain the same as in the case of Conversations (Def. 5.5)
of Core formal model of Social data. Furthermore, one may
note that all the relations in fuzzy Conversations (→topic,
→key, →pro and →sen) are defined as fuzzy relations with
membership function varies from [0, 1], indicating the strength
of relationships, where as the relations in Conversations of
core formal model of social data are crisp relations.
B. Methodology
In this section, we will outline a method for calculating
the sentiments of artifacts and actors based on formal model
presented in previous section.
1) Sentiment Analysis: In contrast to the analytical focus
on relationships in traditional social network analysis (SNA)
methods, our analytical focus is on associations of actors and
artefacts as sets and fuzzy sets based on certain criteria for
actions, activities, sentiments, topics etc. In our associational
approach, we model set and fuzzy set memberships of Actors
performing Actions in Activities on Artifacts. Artifacts carry
direct sentiment as they can be analysed by a sentiment engine
and assigned a sentiment score and label by the sentiment
engine. Individually, an action does not carry any sentiment,
but it is the artifacts on which these actions are carried over,
that contain sentiments. Similarly, even though actors does not
carry sentiment directly, but they express their sentiments by
performing actions on the artifacts, which contain the direct
sentiment. Therefore, the sentiment attributed to an actor can
be inferred or derived from the artifacts on which the actions
are performed. Let us assume that the set of sentiments in the
Conversations contain some predefined labels: positive (+),
neutral (0) and negative (−) as indicated in Se = {+, 0,−}.
2) Sentiment Analysis of Artifacts: In this sentiment anal-
ysis of artifacts, let us assume that we are confined to textual
types of artifacts, i.e. rtype(r) = (post ∨ comment). Using
an automatic method (for example using a natural language
processing engine) for categorising sentiment of artifacts, an
artifact can be mapped to different sentiment labels with a
score indicating probability of relevance between the artifact
and sentiment label. Normally, these scores are expressed as
either percentages or real numbers (between 0 to 1), and the
sum of such scores of an artifact for multiple sentiment labels
will be equal to 1.
Therefore, in this sentiment analysis, we consider the
sentiment score of an artifact as it’s membership value of
relationship between an artifact and a sentiment label (→sen).
For example, if the sentiment of an artifact r1 is categorised
among three sentiment labels as 0.43 positive, 0.26 neutral
and 0.31 negative, then it is encoded in the sentiment fuzzy
relation (→sen) as
→sen = {.,
(
(r1,+), 0.43
)
,
(
(r1, 0), 0.26
)
,
(
(r1,−), 0.31
)
, .}.
Furthermore, we can perform an α−cut operation (Def. 6.3)
on a Fuzzy set, to convert it to a crisp set containing set
members, whose membership value is at least to the degree of
of α ∈ [0, 1].
Rseα = {r | (µ→sen(r, se) ≥ α)}
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Finally the crisp set Rseα contains all the desired artifacts whose
sentiment is more than certain minimum value (α). Based
on the context and requirements, one could apply different
α − cuts to the fuzzy set to →sen, to get the crisp sets
containing artifacts meeting to certain minimum sentiment
score as criteria (α).
Especially, the method of application α − cuts is quite
useful when we want to explore a phenomena which is very
feebly represented in the data corpus. For example, in order to
explore a weak negative sentiment in response to an event in
the data corpus, one could go for a very low value of α− cut
(e.g. α = 0.2 or even less), to further analyse the data in a
magnified view to get fine grained data visualisations. On there
other hand, if some one wants to get a more abstract view on
a dominantly represented sentiment values, adopting higher
values of α− cut (e.g. α > 0.6 or even more) will results in
a view with a course grained data visualisations where only
strong sentiments are represented.
Actors associated with Artifacts:: Several actors are asso-
ciated with an artifact. For example actors can perform post,
comment share and like actions on an artifact. Of course, actors
can also perform tag action on an artifact, but we will ignore
tagging operation for sentiment analysis in this paper. The set
of actors that are associated with the given set of artifacts (e.g.
Rseα ), can be computed as follows,
∀r ∈ Rseα .
URseα = {u | r ∈→post (u)} ∪{u | r′ ∈ R ∧ r′ ∈→post (u) ∧B(r′) = r} ∪
{u | (u, r) ∈→share} ∪
{u | (u, r) ∈→like}.
As formally expressed above, the set of actors (URseα ) asso-
ciated with given set of artifacts (Rseα ) contains sets of users
who posted the artifacts, who commented on the artifacts, who
shared the artifacts and who liked the artifacts. One could
notice that both the set of actors (URseα ) and set of artifacts
(Rseα ) are crisp sets and taking the cardinality of these sets
will provide us the number of members in them. One of the
ways to analyse the sentiment over a time scale could be to
compute these sets (Rα and URseα ) for each sentiment label
(∀.se ∈ {+, 0,−}) for given time span intervals to plot them
across the time horizon.
3) Sentiment Analysis of Actors: As explained in the previ-
ous section, the sentiment attributed to an actor can be derived
from the artifacts on which actions are performed by the actor.
An actor can perform different actions: post, comment, share,
like and tag on different artifacts. However tag action is not
considered for the sentiment analysis as mentioned previously.
From the formal model, for any given actor, we can compute
the sets of artifacts over which the actor performed actions as
mentioned previously. Building on that, for any given artifact
we can also compute the sentiment scores associated with
different sentiment labels from the sentiment relation (→sen).
Therefore, the sentiment associated with an actor (use) can
be defined as a tuple containing the following fuzzy sets,
(→sep ,→sec ,→ses ,→sel )
1) →sep = {
(
(r, se), µp(r, se)
) | r ∈→post (u) ∧
B(r) is not defined} is a fuzzy set containing all the
artifacts that are posted by the user with µp(r, se) =
µ→sen(r, se) as membership function,
2) →sec = {
(
(r, se), µc(r, se)
) | r ∈→post (u) ∧ ∃r′ ∈
R.B (r) = r′} is a fuzzy set containing all the comment
artifacts that are posted by the user, with µc(r, se) =
µ→sen(r, se) as membership function,
3) →ses = {
(
(r, se), µs(r, se)
) | (u, r) ∈→share } is a fuzzy
set containing all the artifacts that are shared by the user,
with µs(r, se) = µ→sen(r, se) as membership function,
4) →sel = {
(
(r, se), µl(r, se)
) | (u, r) ∈→like } is a fuzzy
set containing all the artifacts that are liked by the user,
with µl(r, se) = µ→sen(r, se) as membership function,
where r ∈ R, se ∈ Se, µ→sen(r, se) is the membership function
of the sentiment fuzzy relation (→sen).
The the sentiment associated with an actor (use) can calcu-
lated by application of union operation (Def. 6.4) on the above
fuzzy sets (→sep ∪ →sec ∪ →ses ∪ →sel ∪ →set ). Therefore,
sentiment associated with an actor (use) can be computed as
follows
use = {((r, se), µu(r, se)) | r ∈ Ru}, where
1) Ru is set of artifacts for an actor (u) over which the
actions are performed
Ru =→post (u) ∪ →share (u) ∪ →like (u).
Notice that, the set →post (u) contains all artifacts that
are posted and commented by the user.
2) the membership function is defined as
µu(r, se) = Max(µp(r, se), µc(r, se), µs(r, se), µl(r, se))
One could observe that the associated sentiment of an actor is a
fuzzy set with artifacts and sentiment labels with membership
values as the sentiment scores. Therefore, one could apply the
α− cuts on the fuzzy set to extract a crisp set (useα ) meeting
up the criteria for each sentiment label (∀.se ∈ {+, 0,−}).
Furthermore, the same method can applied to get such sets
for different time span intervals with in a time period. One of
the ways to analyse the associated actor sentiment over a time
scale could be to compute these sets (useα ) for each sentiment
label (∀.se ∈ {+, 0,−}) for given time span intervals and
plot their cardinalities (e.g. number of artifacts in the set for
+ sentiment) across the time horizon. In this way, we could
profile the associated sentiment of an actor over a period of
time by computing how the cardinalities of the sets of the
associated sentiment labels of an actor varies over timeline.
C. Illustrative Example
In this section, we will exemplify the formal model with
fuzzy sets by taking an example post from the Facebook page
of H&M cloth stores as shown in the figure 4. In order to
enhance the readability of the example, the artifacts (e.g. texts)
have been annotated as r1, r2 etc and the annotated values will
be used in encoding the example using the formal model.
Moreover, as our focus is to mainly to demonstrate sen-
timent analysis, we will abstract away from the details of
the sets (e.g. Topics, Keywords etc) which are not directly
involved in the sentiment analysis. As shown in Figure 4,
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the sentiments of the artifacts (e.g. (+):20, (0):65, (-):15) are
represented in the boxes below the artifacts.
Figure 4. Example in formal model
Example 6.1: The example shown in Fig. 4 will be encoded
as follows,
D = (I,C) where I = (U,R,Ac, rtype,B,→post ,→share
,→like ,→tag ,→act) is the Interactions and C= (To, Ke, Pr,
Se, →topic,→key,→pro,→sen) is the Conversations.
Initially, the sets of actors, artifacts and other relations
have the following values.
U = {u0, u1, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6, ...}
R = {r1, r2, r3, r4, r5, ...}
B = {(r2, r1), (r3, r1), (r4, r1), (r5, r1), ..}
→post = {(u0, {r1, ..}), (u2, {r2}), (u3, {r3, r5}), (u6, {r4}), ..}
→share = {(u4, r1), (u2, r1)..}
→like = {(u1, r1), (u5, r3), (u2, r4), (u4, r5), ..}
Se = {+, 0,−}
After the artifacts are analysed for the sentiments, the
sentiment relation becomes a fuzzy set contain the pairs of
artifacts and sentiment labels with the sentiment score as
membership value as shown below,
→sen =
{ (
(r1,+), 0.20
)
,
(
(r1, 0), 0.65
)
,
(
(r1,−), 0.15
)
,(
(r2,+), 0.65
)
,
(
(r2, 0), 0.30
)
,
(
(r2,−), 0.05
)
,(
(r3,+), 0.82
)
,
(
(r3, 0), 0.15
)
,
(
(r3,−), 0.03
)
,(
(r4,+), 0.12
)
,
(
(r4, 0), 0.21
)
,
(
(r4,−), 0.67
)
,(
(r5,+), 0.29
)
,
(
(r5, 0), 0.34
)
,
(
(r5,−), 0.37
)}
Regarding temporal dimension (T), let us assume that the post
(in Figure 4) and all its conversation happened in same time
frame (t1−t2), then sentiment relation for time period (t1−t2)
is same as →sen.
From the sentiment fuzzy set, one can extract different
crisp sets (Rseα ) for artifacts based different values of α−cuts.
For example for a value of α = 0.4, the artifact sets for +
and − will be
R+α=0.40 = {r2, r3} and |R+α=0.40 | = 2
R−α=0.40 = {r4} and |R−α=0.40 | = 1
On the other hand, if some one wants a fine grained analysis
of the data, they could use a lower value for α − cut, which
will include more elements into the analysis.
R+α=0.20 = {r1, r2, r3, r5} and |R+α=0.20 | = 4
R−α=0.20 = {r4, r5} and |R−α=0.20 | = 2.
Similarly, we can also compute the actor sets (URseα ) that
are associated with the artifact sets as follows.
UR+α=0.40
= {u2} ∪ ∅ ∪ ∅ ∪ ∅ ∪ {u3} ∪ ∅ ∪ ∅ ∪ {u5}
= {u2, u3, u5}
UR−α=0.20
= {u6} ∪ ∅ ∪ ∅ ∪ {u2} ∪ {u3} ∪ ∅ ∪ ∅ ∪ {u4}
= {u6, u2, u3, u4}
Notice that, here we have an advantage due to fuzzy set
modelling that an can an actor can be present in more than
one set (e.g. UR+α=0.2 and UR−α=0.2 ), as an actor can express
more than one sentiment by performing the actions on artifacts
in reality. When once crisp sets for artifacts (Rseα ) and actors
(URseα ) are computed on a time scale for given time spans, one
can plot their cardinalities against the time scale.
1) Inferred Sentiment and Actor Profiling:: As explained
in the previous section, the inferred sentiment for actors can
be calculated in the similar line as above. In this example,
we will show how one can compute inferred sentiment for
the actor u2, where we take union of fuzzy sets containing
artifacts with sentiment labels for the artifacts posted, shared
and liked by actor u2 as follows.
u+2 = {
(
(r2,+), 0.65
)} ∪ {((r1,+), 0.20)} ∪ {((r4,+), 0.12)}
= {((r2,+), 0.65), ((r1,+), 0.20), ((r4,+), 0.12)}
u−2 = {
(
(r2,−), 0.05
)} ∪ {((r1,−), 0.15)} ∪ {((r4,−), 0.67)}
= {((r2,−), 0.05), ((r1,−), 0.15), ((r4,−), 0.67)}
After computing the fuzzy sets as above, one could apply α−
cut with the required granularity to get crisp sets similar to
the sentiment analysis of the artifacts. After that many such
sets can be computed for a given time intervals and can be
plotted on a time scale to analyse how the sentiment of an
actor varies in the time frame.
D. Case Study and Findings
In this section, we present a case study where big social
data of the fast fashion company, H&M is collected from
its Facebook page. We empirically analyse the sentiment of
artifacts on social data collected by Social Data Analytics Tool
(SODATO) [38] from the Facebook page of H&M and analysis
using the methodology presented in the previous section that
is based on formal modelling of social data.
1) Conversation Analysis: Google Prediction API [68] was
utilized in order to calculate sentiments for the posts and com-
ments on the wall. Google Prediction API provides RESTful
API access to the service. Configuration for computation of
sentiment began with the setting up a model which was trained
with the manually labelled data subset from the H&M data
corpus fetched by SODATO. This training dataset consisted
of 11,384 individual posts and comments randomly selected
from H&M data corpus and their corresponding sentiment
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labels as coded by five different student analysts. Training
data was labelled Positive, Negative or Neutral and the file
was uploaded on the Google Cloud Storage using the console
explorer interface provided by the Google.
(a) α ≥ 0.1 (b) α ≥ 0.3
(c) α ≥ 0.5 (d) α ≥ 0.7
Figure 5. Artifact sentiments
After successful training of the model, Sentiment module
provided by SODATO was utilized to calculate sentiment for
posts and comments for the entire conversations corpus of
H&M. The sentiment results for each individual post/comment
returned by the Google Prediction API were saved back to the
relational database. In order to calculate quarterly aggregation
of the sentiment classified conversations, further segmentation
and grouping was performed using SQL queries and relational
database entities were used to store data and it was made
available for Analytical calculations.
α-cuts
sentiment ≥ 0.1 ≥ 0.3 ≥ 0.5 ≥ 0.7 ≥ 0.9
+ 17,752 25,949 30,343 25,869 19,974
− 9,166 14,503 16,577 13,494 10,397
0 12,566 21,607 26,826 24,312 21,830
+ ∩ − 5,661 5,184 2,067 1,489 913
+ ∩ 0 16,674 14,401 8,550 7,069 4,673
− ∩ 0 10,017 9,984 6,541 5,381 3,892
+ ∩ − ∩ 0 39,001 19,209 6,512 4,567 2,739
Total artifacts110,837 110,837 97,416 82,181 64,418
Table III
PARENT ARTIFACT (POSTS) SENTIMENT DISTRIBUTION
2) Data Analysis: The H&M Facebook wall was fetched
for a time period from 12-March-2007 to 31-December-2013
using SODATO tool. The total data corpus for that period
contains 12.58 million data elements including posts, com-
ments, likes on posts and comments and shares. The sentiment
scores for the 12.58 million data elements were analysed using
Google Prediction API [68].
α-cuts
sentiment ≥ 0.1 ≥ 0.3 ≥ 0.5 ≥ 0.7 ≥ 0.9
+ 36,114 57,653 77,551 80,540 83,378
− 19,433 32,472 42,145 35,388 28,310
0 37,511 62,037 85,334 80,404 79,981
+ ∩ − 28,788 33,929 49,315 109,785 237,156
+ ∩ 0 94,094 99,339 119,822 141,158 297,516
− ∩ 0 54,756 56,527 50,176 44,660 35,520
+ ∩ − ∩ 0 16,537,774 13,810,588 11,477,670 10,189,815 7,742,858
Total artifacts16,808,470 14,152,545 11,902,013 10,681,750 8,504,719
Table IV
TOTAL ARTIFACT (POSTS + COMMENTS + LIKES) SENTIMENT
DISTRIBUTION
α-cuts
sentiment ≥ 0.1 ≥ 0.3 ≥ 0.5 ≥ 0.7 ≥ 0.9
+ 331,891 441,290 549,159 563,600 555,964
− 211,783 311,861 382,082 317,912 199,815
0 1,074,602 1,335,933 1,469,989 1,413,921 1,168,176
+ ∩ − 67,496 92,901 111,438 76,491 51,868
+ ∩ 0 647,315 712,828 523,046 511,667 508,537
− ∩ 0 411,821 248,707 149,532 122,645 66,889
+ ∩ − ∩ 0 979,718 581,106 400,186 338,565 231,158
Total actors3,724,626 3,724,626 3,585,432 3,344,801 2,782,407
Table V
ACTORS SENTIMENT WITH DIFFERENT α− cuts
3) Findings: Compared to existing sentiment analysis
methods and tools in academia and industry, the set theory
and fuzzy set theory approach that we demonstrated in the
tables (III, IV and V) and figures (5, 6 and 7) above reveal
the longitudinal sentiment profiles of actors and artefacts for
the entire corpus. The α-cut approach to sentiment analysis
allows analysts (marketing professionals and/or academic re-
searchers) to specify their own probability level for sentiment
(a) α ≥ 0.1 (b) α ≥ 0.3
(c) α ≥ 0.5 (d) α ≥ 0.7
Figure 6. Actor sentiments
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categories of positive, negative and neutral. Further, it allows
the individual analyst to identify the intersections of positive,
negative, and neutral sentiment for any given α-cut. This
allows the analyst to identify strong-weak expressions of
positive, negative, and neutral sentiment.
(a) Artifact sentiments α ≥ 0.9 (b) Actor sentiments α ≥ 0.9
Figure 7. Artifact and Actor sentiments for α ≥ 0.9
For example, let us consider the α-cut of 0.9 for actors in
Table V and Figure 7(b). The graph shows that 7.18% of the
entire Facebook user group for the company are always ex-
pressing negative sentiments whereas 19.9% of the user group
is always expressing positive sentiments. With the caveat that
not all of those positive and negative sentiments could be
about the company itself (they could be directed towards other
brands and/or other social actors on the Facebook page of
the company), the results can help identify the strong brand
loyalists (always positive) and strong brand critics (always
negative). Similar analysis for the α-cut of 0.1 for actors will
yield weak brand loyalists and critics.
With respect to the sentiment analysis of artifacts, at the α-
cut of 0.9 (Table III and Figure 7(a)), we find that 0.33% of all
conversations on the Facebook page were entirely negative. A
quick test for the social media marketing effectiveness can be
constructed by extracting the number of completely negative
conversations started by the company itself. That is, it is mar-
keting problem if the company’s posts are being categorized
as negative sentiment and the all ensuing interactions by its
Facebook users are also negative. This might have implications
for the brand reputation and image even discounting attempts
at humor by self-depreciation and/or irony. Applying the crisp
set and fuzzy set modelling of sentiments of actors and
artefacts over critical time periods can reveal the temporal
dynamics of how different users express their sentiments for
different products, campaigns, and events. Having said that,
our primary objective in this paper is not to provide a detailed
interpretation of the results but to propose and demonstrate a
new approach to sentiment analysis.
VII. CASE STUDY 2: SOCIAL SET ANALYSIS OF
CORPORATE SOCIAL MEDIA CRISES ON FACEBOOK
Corporate crises are by nature unpredictable but post hoc,
crises appear not unexpected. Corporate crisis can trigger
negative reactions from stakeholders and thereby affect the
overall performance of the company. Therefore, it is important
for the companies to respond to the crises in order to limit the
damage [69], [70]. This paper addresses the topic of corporate
crises on social media channels. Social media crises pose
significant challenges for organizations in terms of their rapid
propagation and deterioration of brand parameters that can
have sustained negative business impacts. This paper addresses
the following research questions.
Research Questions:
1) What were the characteristics of big social data before,
during, and after the corporate crisis?
2) What strategies and tactics does a companies employ, if
at all they do, in order to manage the social media crisis?
3) How can a company in general best manage a social
media crisis?
A. Selected Corporate Social Media Crises
In order to address the above research questions, we selected
four recent social media crises. The objective was to uncover
temporal dyanamics and interactional patterns of big social
data and to investigate the strategies and tactics adopted by
the companies that have experienced social media crisis in
order to manage them. We purposefully limited the selection of
social media crises to Denmark and the social media platform
to Facebook to hold invariant the technological,linguistic and
socio-cultural aspects of interacting with social media [32],
[37] invariant : Copenhagen Zoo, Telenor, Jensen’s Bøfhus
(translation: Jensens Steak House), and Imerco. Next, we
briefly describe each corporate social media crisis.
Copenhagen Zoo experienced a social media crisis, which
started on February 8th 2014, due to an impending euthanizing
of a young giraffe they had chosen to call Marius and lasted
until February 13th 2014. Also, major international media has
also participated in the case of Marius. British BBC and The
Guardian newspaper has also referred to the killing, CNN
followed the case on both network and TV, and The New
York Times has also written about Marius’ death [71].
Telenor experienced a social media crisis on Facebook, which
started on August 3rd 2014 and lasted until August 8, 2014,
due to a farewell salute from an unsatisfied customer who
wrote in the evening on August 2nd 2014 at Telenor’s Face-
book page that he had ended his mobile subscription with
the telecom company. In his post, the dissatisfied customer
described that Telenor could not manage to collect money
by Direct Debit and that the company had repeatedly sent
reminders before he had received the normal expense. This
post brought Telenor into a social media crisis on Facebook 1
and more than 30,000 ”liked it” 2.
Jensen’s Bøfhus experienced a social media crisis on Face-
book, which started on September 19, 2014 and lasted un-
til September 27, 2014, due to a dispute between Jensen’s
Bøfhus, and a fish restaurant named Jensens Fiskerestaurant
(ed. Jensen’s Seafood Restaurant). The case involved a con-
viction in the Supreme Court that caused great debate in Den-
mark, since Jensen’s Bøfhus were successful at that the name,
Jensen Fiskerestaurant, is too similar to the steakhouse chain
restaurant. This meant that the owner of Jensen’s Fiskerestau-
rant, Jacob Jensen, had to change the name of his restaurant.
1Telenor on tv2.dk
2Telenor on politiken.dk
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According to Jensen’s Bøfhus they were trying to protect their
trademark in the catering industry as Jensens Fiskerestaurant
were planning to expand with new restaurants in other cities
3. According to the judgment, the small restaurateur, Jacob
Jensen, had to pay 200,000 Danish kroner to Jensen’s Bøfhus,
150,000 Danish kroner to the costs that Jensen’s Bøfhus have
had his own lawyer and other expenses4.
Imerco experienced a social media crisis, which started on
August 25th, 2014 and lasted until August 26th 2014, due to
a fast sold out anniversary vase from the brand Ka¨hler. 16,000
customers wanted to buy a special anniversary vase from the
company Ka¨hler on offer at Imerco’s website. However, this
tumbled the website, after which angry customers vented their
displeasure on Imerco’s Facebook page 5.
B. Methodology
In this section, we will outline the methodology adopted
to conduct big social data analytics on the Facebook walls of
the companies based on the formal definitions of social data as
defined in Sec. V. In the analysis, we also distinguish between
admin-actor (denoted by ua), who manages the Facebook wall
of an enterprise from non-admin actors (denoted by u ∈ U \
ua), who are the social media users. To simply the matters,
we have excluded share action from our analysis as we did
not noticed any share actions in the datasets. Moreover, the
terms user and actor are used interchangeably throughout the
paper without any difference in semantics.
1) Artifact Analysis (Crisis Detection): Social media crises
are characterized by marked increase in interaction levels on
the social media channels. Further, based on traditional crisis
communication and management theories and frameworks dis-
cussed earlier, we conducted temporal analysis of interactions
in terms of two kinds of actions (like and comment) with
respect to two kinds of artifacts (posts and comments) made
by two different kinds of actors (admins/companies and non-
admins) over temporal dimension of daily, weekly and yearly
as further explained below.
artifact (post) by actions by actor
admin actor
comment or like
admin actor
non-admin actor non-admin actor
Table VI
ACTIONS OF ADMIN/NON-ADMIN ACTORS ON POST ARTIFACT
Post artifact Analysis: As shown in Table VI, kind of
actions that can be performed on a post artifact are comment
and like. As one of the possible interactions in Table VI,
comment and like actions made by non-admin actors over the
post artifact created by the admin-actor can be defined as,
1) Comments by non-admin actors on admin-actor posts:
R
u|ua
c = {rc | (ua, rp) ∧ (u, rc) ∈→post}
2) Likes by non-admin actors on admin-actor posts:
Lu|ua = {(u, rp) | (ua, rp) ∈→post ∧(u, rp) ∈→like}.
3Jensen’s Bøfhus on tv2.dk
4Jensen’s Bøfhus on politiken.dk
5Imerco on politiken.dk
The set (Ru|uac ) contains comment artifacts (rc) made by
non-admin actors (u) on the post artifact (rp) created by
admin-actor (ua). Similarly, the set Lu|ua contains pairs of
non-admin actors (u) with their liked post artifacts (rp), that
were created by the admin-actor (ua). Finally, total number
of actions made by the non-admin actors on admin-actor
posts can be calculated by taking sum of set cardinalities
(|Ru|uac | + |Lu|ua |). Using this method, we have calculated
weekly distribution of actions made by non-admin actors over
the admin posts for the case study companies. As an example,
such a distribution for Copenhagen Zoo crisis is plotted as
shown in Figure 8(a). The other interactions from Table VI
can be defined similarly.
Comment Artifact Analysis: Like is the only type of inter-
action that can be performed on a comment artifact. Therefore,
we have conducted temporal analysis of like action (by admin
vs non-admin actors) on comments made (by admin vs non-
admin actors) over the posts (made by admin vs non-admin
actors) on a temporal dimension of daily, weekly and yearly
as are shown in Table VII.
artifact (post) by artifact (comment) by action
admin actor admin like by
admin/non-admin
actor
non-admin
non-admin actor adminnon-admin
Table VII
LIKES ON COMMENTS BY ADMIN/NON-ADMIN ACTORS OVER POSTS BY
ADMIN/NON-ADMIN ACTORS
As one of the possible interactions from Table VII, we
define likes by non-admin actors on comments made by non-
admin actors over posts by admin-actor as follows.
Let u1, u2 ∈ U\ua be the non-admin actors, rp, rc ∈ R be the
post and comment artifacts such that the comment is made on
post (rp B rc), then
Lu|u|ua = {(u2, rc) ∈→like | (ua, rp), (u1, rc) ∈→post}.
The set Lu|u|ua indicates likes by non-admin actors (u) on the
comments (rc) made by non-admin actors (u) over the posts
(rp) made by admin actor (ua).
Similarly, the likes by non-admin actors on the comments
made by the admin-actor over the admin posts can be defined
as, Lu|ua|ua = {(u1, rc) ∈→like | (ua, rp), (ua, rc) ∈→post}.
Using the above methodology, comparison of likes on com-
ments made by admin actor verses non-admin actors over the
admin posts for the Jensen Bøfhus company is computed and
plotted as shown in Figure 8(c).
2) Actor Analysis (Social Set Analysis ): As part of social
set analysis, sets containing unique actors who performed
interactions during (Ud), before (Ub) and after (Ua) the crisis
period are computed. Let tsd, tsb and tsa be time spans
for during, before and after the crisis respectively containing
respective sets of time stamps for those periods. In the social
set analysis conducted on the four companies presented in
this paper, we observed that the crisis period spans around
two weeks on the social media platforms, therefore timespan
tsd contains time stamps belonging two weeks of the crisis
period, where as tsb, tsa contains timestamps belonging to
two weeks before the start of the crisis and two weeks after
the end of the crisis respectively.
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Actors analysis for crisis period: The during (Ud) actors
set contains the actors who have either posted or commented
or liked an artifact during the crisis period (tsd), as defined
below. Let ac ∈ {post, comment}, then
Ud = {u | ∃r ∈ R.(u, r) ∈→post ∧T(u, r, ac) ∈ tsd} ∪
{u | ∃r ∈ R.(u, r) ∈→like ∧T(u, r, like) ∈ tsd}
where T(u, r, ac) and T(u, r, like) are timestamps of the
respective actions. As indicated above the set Ud contains
all the unique actors that have performed either a post, or
a comment or a like on an artifact during the crisis period.
Similarly, the unique actor sets Ub and Ua can computed
where the time stamp of the actions belongs to time spans:
before (tsb) and after (tsa) the crisis period respectively.
Finally intersections between actor sets (Ud,Ub,Ua) have
been computed to represent actor Venn diagrams as shown
in Fig. 10. As an example, the set of unique actors who have
performed actions only during crisis (neither before nor after)
can be computed using the principle of Venn diagram as:
Ud ∪ (Ud ∩ Ub ∩ Ua) \
(
(Ud ∩ Ub) ∪ (Ud ∩ Ua)
)
.
3) Actor Analysis for likes on admin posts: The like action
on a post is an indication of definitive support over the
opinion expressed by the post. The sets of unique actors who
performed like actions on the posts made by admin actor (ua)
during the crisis period (Uld) is computed as follows.
Uld ={u | ∃r ∈ R.(ua, r) ∈→post ∧ (u, r) ∈→like
and T(u, r, like),T(ua, r, post) ∈ tsd}
As defined above the set Uld contains the unique actors who
have performed like action on the posts made by the admin
actor on the Facebook wall of the enterprise. In the similar
lines, the set of unique actors who liked the admin posts
before (Ulb) and after (U
l
a) the crisis period can be computed
by considering the timestamps belonging to tsb and tsa time
periods respectively. The Venn diagrams representing the sets
of unique actors who liked admin posts are computed for four
companies and shown in Fig. 11.
4) Actor Analysis for comments on admin posts: Unlike the
like, the comment action is not a definitive action in support of
the opinion expressed by a post. Therefore, we have computed
the sets of unique actors who commented on the posts made
by admin actor (ua) during the crisis period (Ucd) as follows.
Ucd ={u | ∃rp, rc ∈ R.rp B rc ∧ (ua, rp), (u, rc) ∈→post
∧ T(ua, rp, post),T(u, rc, comment) ∈ tsd}
As shown above, the set Ucd contains all the unique actors
who have commented on the posts made by the admin actor
(ua) during the crisis period. The other two sets: Ucb, U
c
a
containing the unique actors who have commented on the
posts made by admin actor (ua) before and after the crisis
can be computed in the similar lines. The Venn diagrams
containing the intersections of the actors who have commented
on admin posts before, during and after the crisis period can
be computed as shown in Fig. 12.
C. Findings
In this section, we first present the interactional patterns
revealed by the Social Set Analysis and deeper substantive
(a) Zoo - comments, likes by non-admin actors on admin posts
(b) Jensen Bøfhus - comments, likes by non-admin actors on admin posts
(c) Jensen Bøfhus - comparison of likes on comments made by admin vs non-
admin actors
Figure 8. Artifact Analysis of Copenhagen Zoo and Jensen Bøfhus Crises [72]
analysis of the social data using netnograpic analysis, manual
sentiment analysis and topic discovery.
1) Crisis Detection: Figures 8 and 9 present the results
from the temporal analysis of interactions. Figure 8(a) reveals
the interactional spikes by non-admin actors on the Copen-
hagen Zoo’s posts as well as an preliminary indication of
the nature of the crises. To be specific, the spike of likes on
the admin’s posts and comments is an indicator of positive
endorsement of the Copenhagen Zoo’s activities during the
crises. As can be in seen from figure 8(c), in case of Jensen’s
Bøfhus, the admin comments received far less number of likes
when compared to likes on comments made by non-admin
users during the interactional peak, which is an indicator of
negative endorsement of Jensen’s Bøfhus activities.
Thus, we can not only detect the interactional peaks (in this
case, known social media crises) but also obtain preliminary
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(a) Imerco - comments, likes by non-admin actors on admin posts
(b) Imerco - posts, comments, likes by non-admin actors on non-admin posts
(c) Telenor - comments, likes made by non-admin actors on admin posts
Figure 9. Artifact Analysis of Imerco and telenor Crises [72]
indicators of the nature of net user sentiments towards the
companies duing the crises. We supplement this with a deeper
analysis of users’ actions before, during and after the crises,
a netnographic analysis of the Facebook walls, and sentiment
and topic analysis of the posts and comments during the crises
as presented and discussed next.
2) Social Set Analysis: The analytical objective for con-
ducting Social Set Analysis (SSA) was to identify the struc-
tural properties of social media crises with reference to
the domain-specific theories of crisis communication and
management discusses in the theoretical framework section.
Specifically, we were interested in the three time-periods of
before, during and after crisis. We conducted SSA across the
three time-periods for (a) overall distribution of user actions
(Figure 10), (b) distribution of likes by facebook users on
the artefacts (posts and comments) created by the company
(Figure 11), and (c) distribution of comments by facebook
users on posts created by the company (Figure 12).
As can be seen in Figure 10, a disproportionately high
(a) Copenhagen Zoo (b) Telenor
(c) Jensen’s Bøfhus (d) Imerco
Figure 10. Social Set Analysis of actors during crisis
proportion of facebook users only interacted with the facebook
walls of Copenhagen Zoo (86%) and Imerco (84%) during the
crises period. Even for Telenor (36%) and Jensen’s Bøfhus
(34%), the proportion of users interacting during the crises is
much higher compared to the total time period. To put it differ-
ently, SSA of actors across the time-periods of before, during
and after crises confirms not only the operational definition
of a social media crises but also reveals the voluminous and
transient nature of user attention (that is, there many more
actors interacting during the crises but they stop interacting
after the crises has passed). How this change in user behaviour
occurs could be a function of not only the type of social
media crises it is but also the type of social media crisis
communication and management strategies employed by the
companies.
Figure 11 shows the temporal distribution of facebook users’
likes to the artefacts (posts and comments) created by the com-
pany (facebook wall administrator). Based on associational
sociology and social influence theories in social psychology,
we conceptualize the action of a ”facebook like” as a positive
association with the artefact (facebook post or comment)
and/or actor (facebook user). This type of SSA reveals the
positive endorsement of the company’s communication actions
before, during and after the crises. As can be seen from
Figure 11, surprisingly high proportion of total likes were
received during the crises for the Copenhagen Zoo (84%) and
Imerco (75%). This can be a structural indicator that the social
media crisis might actually be a net positive for the companies
concerned in terms of customer loyalty and brand parameters.
Figure 12 shows the temporal distribution of facebook
users’ comments to the posts created by the company. We
find that the proportion of comments before and during the
crises are comparable in for Jensen’s Bøfhus (45% and 46%)
and Telenor (29% and 66%) whereas Copenhagen Zoo (3%
and 94%) and Imerco (3% and 94%) have highly skewed
distribution of comments during the before and during periods
of the social media crises. Since facebook doesn’t have a
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”dislike” button, comments are the only artefact for users to
express negative associations, sentiments and expressions (also
positive sentiments and expressions). Given the distribution of
likes for Copenhagen Zoo and Imerco’s posts and comments,
the SSA of comments reveals an interesting pattern of higher
likes for the company’s artefacts as well as higher number of
comments.
Taken together, SSA results suggest that the crisis type
as well as crisis communication and management strategies
employed might be different across the four cases. In order
to uncover the substantive nature of the interactional patterns
revealed by SSA, we conducted qualitative content analysis
of the big social data corpus using two methods: (a) nethno-
graphic analysis of the facebook walls before, during and after
the crises and (b) manual sentiment analysis and topic analysis
of posts and comments during the crises. These analysis help
shed further analytical light on the nature of the crises and
the crises communication and management strategies, if any,
employed by the companies.
(a) Copenhagen Zoo (b) Telenor
(c) Jensen’s Bøfhus (d) Imerco
Figure 11. Set Analysis of actors who liked admin posts during crisis
VIII. CASE STUDY 3: SOCIAL SET VISUALIZER: A SET
THEORETICAL APPROACH TO BIG SOCIAL DATA
ANALYTICS OF REAL-WORLD EVENTS
Event studies is a finance methodology to assess an impact
on corporate wealth (e.g. stock prices) caused by events such
as restructuring of companies, leadership change, mergers &
acquisitions [73]–[75]. It has been a powerful tool since the
late 1960s to assess financial impact of changes in corporate
policies and used exclusively in the area of investments
and accounting to examine stock price performance and the
dissemination of new information [76].
While there is no unique structure for event study method-
ology, at a higher level of abstraction, it contains identifying
three important time periods or windows. First, defining an
event of interest and identifying the period over which it
is active (event window), the second involves identifying
the estimation period for the event (pre-event or estimation
window) and the final one being identifying the post-event
(a) Copenhagen Zoo (b) Telenor
(c) Jensen’s Bøfhus (d) Imerco
Figure 12. Analysis of actors who commented on admin posts during crisis
window [75]. In social set analysis of a real-world event, we
have applied event study methodology to identify the three
important time periods of user interactions on social media
platforms: before (pre-event window), during (event window)
and after (post-event window).
A. Methodology
Building on the formal definitions of social data from
Sec. V, we further define the notion of a Facebook wall as
follows,
Definition 8.1: With Social Data D, let W be a set of
Facebook walls such that each wall w ∈W.w ∈ R∧rtype(w) =
wall.
Definition 8.2: With Social Data D, we define
match ⊆ U × W as a relation associating actors to
walls as follows,
match(u,w) =

> if (u,w) ∈→post (1)
> if (−,w) ∈→post ∧
(u,w) ∈ (→like ∨ →share) (2)
> if ∃r.(u, r) ∈→post ∧ r B w (3)
> if ∃r.(−, r) ∈→post ∧ r B w∧
(u, r) ∈ (→like ∨ →share) (4)
> if ∃r, r′.(−, r), (u, r′) ∈→post ∧
(r B w) ∧ (r B r′) (5)
> if ∃r, r′.(−, r), (−, r′) ∈→post ∧
(r B w) ∧ (r B r′)∧
(u, r′) ∈→like (6)
⊥ otherwise (7)
In the def. 8.2, we define a boolean function match that keeps
track whether an actor (u) interacted with a Facebook wall (w)
or not. It returns true (>), if the actor is the creator of the wall
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(1), or if he likes the wall (2), or if he posts messages on the
wall (3). Similarly making comments on posts (5) or liking
or sharing (4) of posts pertaining to wall or even liking a
comment will also makes the actor to belongs to a wall as
formally explained in Def. 8.2.
In the analysis, the terms user and actor are used inter-
changeably throughout the paper without any difference in
semantics.
1) Mobility of Actors across Time: As part of social set
analysis, we have considered three different time frames for an
event: before, during and after, which corresponds to pre-event,
event and post-event timelines of the event methodology. For
an event, sets containing unique actors who performed inter-
actions during (Ud), before (Ub) and after (Ua) are computed.
Let tsd, tsb and tsa be the sets of time spans for during,
before and after periods respectively.
The during (Ud) actors set contains the actors who have
either posted or commented or liked an artifact in the pre-
event time period (tsd), can be computed as below. Let ac ∈
{post, comment}, then
Ud = {u | ∃r ∈ R.(u, r) ∈→post ∧T(u, r, ac) ∈ tsd} ∪
{u | ∃r ∈ R.(u, r) ∈→like ∧T(u, r, like) ∈ tsd} ∪
{u | ∃r ∈ R.(u, r) ∈→share ∧T(u, r, share) ∈ tsd}
where T(u, r, ac) and T(u, r, like) are timestamps of the
respective actions. As indicated above the set Ud contains
all the unique actors that have performed at least either a
post, or a comment or a like or a share on an artifact during
the event period. Similarly, the unique actor sets Ub and Ua
can computed easily by replacing the tsd with tsb and tsa
in the above equation, where the time stamp of the actions
belongs to time spans: before (tsb) and after (tsa) the event
period respectively. Finally intersections between actor sets
(Ud,Ub,Ua) are computed using standard set operations. As
an example, the set of unique actors who have performed
actions only during the event period (neither before nor after)
can be computed using the principle of Venn diagram as:
Ud \
(
(Ud ∩ Ub) ∪ (Ud ∩ Ua)
)
.
2) Mobility of Actors across Space: In social set analysis,
mobility across space corresponds to a notion of actors inter-
acting with different Facebook walls. Given a set of Facebook
walls (W), actors mobility across space can be computed as
follows.
UW = {u | ∀w ∈W.match(u,w) = >}
where UW is the set of actors who have interacted with all the
walls in a given set of Facebook walls (w ∈ W). Mobility
across space is useful for analytical purposes in domains
ranging from brand loyalty (actors who have visited only one
wall) to social activism (actors who might be visiting many
walls to express their protest over the companies).
3) Mobility of Actors across Time and Space: By combin-
ing mobility across time and space, we can compute the set of
actors that have interacted within a specific time period (e.g.
during event), who also have interacted with given set of walls
(W) by taking intersection of two sets: UWd = Ud ∩ UW.
B. Tool and Case Study
The garment industry in Bangladesh is the second-largest
exporter of clothing after China, and employs more than 3
million - mainly female - workers. This is emphasized by [77]
in reference to a large factory fire in Bangladesh at the 25th
of November 2012 which killed 112 workers.
The garment industry in Bangladesh has rapidly grown dur-
ing the past 20 years while approving of lax safety regulations
and frequent accidents [78]. “Bangladesh’s garment sector [..]
employs forty percent of industrial workers and earns eighty
percent of export revenue. Yet the majority of workers are
women. They earn among the lowest wages in the world and
work in appalling conditions. Trade unions and associations
face brutal conditions as labour regulations are openly flouted”
[79].
At April 24th, 2013, factory disasters in the Bangladeshi
garment sector culminated in the largest textile industry
tragedy to date with the collapse of Rana Plaza, a factory
building in an industrial suburb of Bangladesh’s capital Dhaka
[80], in which more than 1100 garment workers died from the
factory’s collapse and subsequent fires [81]. This event has
been reported by media outlets all over the world and deeply
shocked many end consumers of clothing products originating
from Bangladesh.
In various research publications, safety and struggles of
workers in the Bangladesh garment industry have been widely
discussed [79], also with special regard to ongoing protests
[82], globalization-related problems [83] and ethical aspects
of the factory disasters [84].
Nevertheless, the lack of publicly shown empathy by many
major textile industry companies created a public outcry
against perceived unethical behavior in textile industry supply
chains. In many cases, this public outcry was expressed by
consumers and directly addressed to the respective cloth-
ing brands, which were in the consumers’ immediate reach
through means of social media channels such as Facebook.
The factory disasters in Bangladesh prompted major
consumer-facing textile industry brands like H&M and Wal-
mart to join campaigns supporting textile workers’ rights
in Bangladesh. A more sustainable, but lagging impact is
felt by the introduction of better methods of supply chain
management such as social contracts in supply chains [85].
1) Methodology: Our research methodology consisted of
seven steps. First, we assembled a list of real-world events
with respect to the Bangladesh factory accidents. Second, we
created a list of the traditional news media (print newspapers,
TV and radio) reports of the real-world factory accidents
in Bangladesh. Third, we reviewed the media reports and
extracted a list of 11 multi-national companies (as shown
in Table. VIII) that have been frequently mentioned in the
traditional media reports in relation to the Bangladesh garment
factory accidents. Fourth, since strategic Corporate Social
Responsibility communication is conducted by companies on
their Facebook pages, we extracted the full archive of the
social data from the Facebook walls of the 11 companies using
SODATO [8]. Fifth, we designed, developed and evaluated the
Social Set Visualizer dashboard of this Facebook corpus of
approximately 180 million data points. Sixth, we addressed
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and answered a set of research questions using the dashboard.
Seventh and last, we deployed the dashboard internally to sup-
port ongoing research by CSR researchers and practitioners.
Table VIII
OVERVIEW OF FACEBOOK DATASET OF RETAIL CLOTHING COMPANIES
Facebook Wall Posts Comments Likes Total
1) Benetton 2,411 51,156 3,760,914 3,814,481
2) Calvin Klein 12,390 44,224 3,196,564 3,253,178
3) Carrefour 3,711 18,651 79,855 102,217
4) E.C. Ingles 21,211 121,684 3,168,950 3,311,845
5) H&M 100,461 262,588 7,779,411 8,142,460
6) JC Penny 24,744 154,620 3,064,581 3,243,945
7) Mango 3,498 204,695 18,661,291 18,869,484
8) Primark 1,343 73,229 1,333,181 1,407,753
9) PVH 66 80 1,801 1,947
10) Walmart 284,523 2,147,994 44,812,653 47,245,170
11) Zara 3,136 12,437 246,294 261,867
Total: 457,494 3,091,358 86,105,495 89,654,347
2) Data Collection & Processing: The event timeline of
Bangladesh factory accidents and media reports was collected
through desk research including systematic searches in web
and media databases. Facebook data was collected through
the Social Data Analytics Tool (SODATO) [37], [38], [86].
SODATO-provided Facebook activity datasets are generated
as independent files for each company’s Facebook wall, and
were combined into one for using them as a whole data
set that can be filtered or expanded on demand. Figure 13
shows SoSeVi’s system schematic for the data acquisition,
processing and visualization. The general concept follows the
stages of the “Big Data Value Chain” introduced by Miller
and Mork [87], with steps of preparation, organization and
integration of the data prior to visualization and analysis. Data
preparation tasks are performed in a pre-processing step which
converts all CSV files to from their character encoding UTF-
16 to the more commonly used UTF-8 and handles edge cases
in which the generated SODATO output lacks proper data type
encapsulation. Subsequently, a data normalization phase per-
forms sanity checks on the input data and identifies malformed
data or unneeded information. Lastly, all distinct data sets
are aggregated while conserving information regarding their
original source in an additional variable. The aggregated data
is then imported into a database management system (DBMS),
from which it can be accessed for visual analytics purposes.
3) Design: In this section, the design process of the visual
analytics dashboard of SoSeVi is outlined.
4) Design Goals & Objectives: The visual analytics dash-
board has the following design goals.
Multidimensionality: A visual analytics dashboard con-
sists of a mash-up of multiple visualizations which can be
utilized by the user in combination to maximize efficiency.
The type and size of each visualization need to be carefully
evaluated.
Figure 13. Big Data Acquisition Pipeline of the Social Data from Facebook
used later on in the Visual Analytics Tool
Accessibility: The dashboard should be accessible as
easily as possible for users. It should therefore have as few
hard dependencies in terms of installed software, operating
system or device type as possible.
Responsiveness: The dashboard needs to be responsive
to different device types and screen sizes. It should be able to
display both on a 4K display used in a conference room and
a normal tablet.
Performance: A key objective for the visual analytics
dashboard displays the performance in terms of both server
and client side software components. As the dashboard needs
to deal with large-scale data sets it should be able to process
the data efficiently. In order to achieve higher performance
sharing of data processing between server and client software
components needs to be established. Thereby, workload may
be shifted as needed and user interface waiting times are
reduced.
Ease of Use: For end users, ease of use depicts an
important non-functional requirement. The visual analytics
dashboard should be designed in a way that enables users to
work with the dashboard without any prior briefing or training
on how to use it.
Extensibility: Lastly, during realization of the visual
analytics dashboard, an extensible framework should be used
so that future changes can be implemented with only moderate
effort and without unnecessary technical hindrances.
5) Design Principles: The design of a visual analytics dash-
board such as SoSeVi needs to follow a set of core principles,
through which the above stated goals can be achieved. The
following design principles are adopted:
Detail on Demand: The detail on demand principle
strives to first present an easily graspable overview to the user,
as that it can be processed visually and intellectually in short
time. Only subsequently, when the user decides to, the level
of detail shown in the visual analytics tool can be increased.
Ready-made Visualizations: The SoSeVi Visual Analytics
dashboard is based on social media data from Facebook.
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The dashboard may consist of a combination of multiple
visualizations and each visualization needs to highlight unique
features of the underlying social interactions between actors
and artifacts. This allows the dashboard as a whole to be
kept clean and organized, preventing it from becoming too
complex.
User-centric Design (UCD): [88] emphasizes that in
user-centric design, “the role of the designer is to facilitate
the task for the user and to make sure that the user is able
to make use of the product as intended and with a minimum
effort to learn how to use it”. When designing the interface, a
focus is put on optimization of the user experience.
6) SoSeVi: Visualization Framework: The technology
choice for realizing the dashboard visualizations is the
D3.js Javascript-based visualization framework which uses
dynamic SVG images for data visualization. D3.js constitutes
a lightweight and very extendable Javascript visualization
framework which can display visualizations for a multitude
of browser-based clients. The flexibility provided by D3.js
enables the creation of new kinds of interactive visualizations
which are able to run on any device with decent processing re-
sources including Windows, MacOS and Linux based systems
with screen sizes up to 4K devices.
Figure 14. Software Architecture
Figure 14 presents the software architecture of SoSeVi.
DashboardView is the main view of the web application
which contains the SoSeVi and is initially shown to the
user. RawdataView presents a detailed search interface for the
Facebook activity data. Many visualizations in DashboardView
refer to RawdataView in order to provide the user with further
information. ActorsView presents a dedicated interface for
analysis tasks related to Actor Mobility across time and space
of companies’ facebook walls. The visualizations of actor
mobility in DashboardView refer to ActorsView in order to
provide the user with further details when requested. Further-
more, ActorsView presents a handy set of tools for analysis
of actor mobility and cross-postings between different time
frames and Facebook walls.
7) Development of SoSeVi: Dashboard Interface: Figure 15
presents the SoSeVi dashboard and its constituent visualiza-
tions for the full dataset.
The Facebook activity visualization displays the social me-
dia activity on Facebook over the whole time period. It consists
of a large main chart and a smaller mini chart underneath.
Both charts use a line plot to display activity. The mini-chart
can be used as a brush to change the time period of the data
shown in the main chart. The Actor Mobility across Space
visualization at the top right of the dashboard displays the
number of different Facebook walls on which Actors have
posted. For this visualization, a bar chart is used. The chart
depicts the number of Actors based on the number of Facebook
walls they have posted to. The Actor Mobility across Time
visualization at the center right of the dashboard displays the
number of Actors within each time period and their respective
overlaps. For this visualization, an exploded Venn diagram is
used which is aligned hexagonally. The Language Distribution
visualization at the bottom right of the dashboard displays the
number of social media Artifacts based on their language. For
this visualization, a bar chart is used. It presents each language
and the respective number of social media activities during the
selected timeframe. The Word Cloud visualization located right
beneath the Facebook Activity chart displays the results of the
word frequency analysis based on conversation artifacts in the
available social data. The font size of each word is determined
by its overall frequency within all conversations that happened
during the selected time period.
A Legend for the event timeline is placed at the very top of
the dashboard between the user-driven filtering interface and
the Facebook Activity visualization. It conveys information
about different types of events which are part of the event
timeline. In the case at hand, the event timeline is based on
the Bangladesh factory disaster events, which means that the
event types classified are encoded in the legend.
The user-driven filtering interface contains two components.
On the left hand side, the user may input start and end dates
of the timeframe to be visualized in the dashboard. Mouse or
touch interactions with the input fields will reveal a hidden
date picker component. This date picker enables the user to
either input dates using a keyboard or specifying the day,
month and year using their mouse or even a touch screen.
Secondly, on the right hand side, the user may select the
companies whose Facebook walls are shown in the dashboard.
User interaction with the available input field can be performed
in various ways. The user can directly type Facebook walls
into the field, which are then displayed in the visualization.
An alternative method is that the user selects an item from a
drop down menu that ap-pears when the input field is focused.
To summarize, the SoSeVi big data visual analysis dash-
board empowers users to use it in different ways. The
dashboard adheres to the user’s preferred interaction method
without making any assumptions. This means tablet users may
also type in their selection of the Facebook walls, or desktop
users may use the Datepicker to manually select a date. The
dashboard may be accessed at http://5.9.74.245:3000/, access
credentials will be provided to the research community upon
request.
8) Evaluation:
Benchmarking: Figure 16 displays benchmarking results
of the dashboard’s underlying API. The results underline
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Figure 15. Social Set Visualizer: For the selected time period (see date range fields in top-left) and selected facebook walls (see colour coded selection bubble
chart next to visualizations) [1] Facebook Activity Chart; [2] Timeline of Bangladesh Factory Accidents & Facebook Actions; [3] Word Cloud of Text from
Posts and Comments; [4] Actor Mobility across Space (Facebook walls); [5] Actor Mobility across Time (before, during, after time-period of selection and
combinations of them); and [6] Language Distribution
the varying complexity in calculating data needed for the
visualizations of different event windows. According to the
presented benchmark, visualizations of conversation content
(ChartLanguageDistribution and ChartWordCloud) are much
faster calculated and presented to the dashboard user than
visualizations of actor mobility (ChartVennDiagram, ChartAc-
torsOverlap). This can be explained by the fact that visu-
alizations of Actor Mobility need to take each single actor
into account, whereas visualizations of conversation content
have access to much better speed improvements through
precalculated datasets which derive from the main dataset. Due
to the bad benchmark results of ChartVennDiagram, and a
general discrepancy in performance, further optimizations are
performed to the database as described further.
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Figure 16. Performance Benchmark of four API Endpoints
Query Optimization: When using a RDBMS such as
PostgreSQL in big data analytics, many opportunities for
increased performance can be realized through query optimiza-
tion. The systematic optimization of slow database queries is
demonstrated on the visualization of Language Distribution.
All optimizations are benchmarked against the initial query in
order to assess their effectiveness. The benchmarking process
follows a strict methodology, in which each query will be
executed n = 10 times and query execution time is logged.
Then, the average execution time is used to decide on the
feasibility of the optimization at hand. If the average execution
time is reduced, the optimization step will be applied to
the query. The optimization process may be repeated until
sufficient reduction of the average query execution time is
reached. Out of all queries, the language distribution query
was identified as a very slow query and therefore we have
performed optimizations on it. The initial query is displayed
in Listing 1. It returns 24 rows after an execution time of
approximately 10 seconds, which is way slower than the
users’ anticipated loading time of a visual analytics dashboard.
Based on the precalculation of as much data as possible and
separating this data into its own database table, we optimized
the performance of the query as shown in Listing 2.
Listing 1. Initial Query for Language Distribution
1 SELECT lang, COUNT(*) as count
2 FROM fbdata WHERE eventname != ’LIKE’ AND
3 "date" BETWEEN ’2009-01-01’ AND ’2014-06-12’
4 AND source in (’carrefour’, ’walmart’)
5 GROUP BY lang ORDER BY count DESC;
Listing 2. First Optimization of Language Distribution Query
1 CREATE TABLE fbdata_language_distribution AS
2 SELECT date, source, lang, count(*) as count
3 FROM fbdata GROUP BY date, source, lang
4 ORDER BY date, source, lang ASC;
5 SELECT lang, sum(count) as count
6 FROM fbdata_language_distribution
7 WHERE "date" BETWEEN ’2009-01-01’ AND ’2014-06-12’
8 AND source in (’carrefour’, ’walmart’)
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9 GROUP BY lang ORDER BY count DESC;
This performance improvement of the database query shown
in listing 2 is based on the fact that the new query does
not need to access the much larger fbdata table, but only
uses a small subset which is available in the derived table.
In the second round, further optimization are performed on
the query in listing 2 by creating indexes on suitable columns
such as datetime and others. After creation of the indexes on
the derived table, the performance of the query is increased
marginally as shown in Fig. 17. A performance improvement
of 300 times was realized in the first optimization, whereas
the second optimization step yielded only a 1.77 times im-
provement.
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Figure 17. Three-Step Performance Optimization of the Language Distribu-
tion Visualization
9) Selected Empirical Findings from SoSeVi: Due to space
restrictions, we present only a subset of the empirical findings
resulting from the use of the Social Set Visualizer (SoSeVi)
tool by researchers and practitioners in the field of Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR). These empirical findings demon-
strate the analytical utility of our proposed set theoretical
approach to big social data and our social set analysis approach
to visual analytics dashboards. The following points outline
some of the key issues that were investigated using the SoSeVi:
1) The global supply chain concerns with regard to
Bangladesh garment factories have been expressed by
Facebook users from as far back as 2009
2) With regard to Conversation analysis of big social data,
the distribution of the keyword “bangladesh” across time
and space of 11 different Facebook walls is proportional
to the severity of fatalities in Bangladesh garment fac-
tories and peaks for the Rana Plaza disaster that killed
more than 1100 factory workers.
3) With regard to Interaction analysis of big social data,
in terms of actors, SoSeVi helped identify the most
influential negative critics as well as positive advocates
for each of the 11 companies before, during, and after
the maximum accident density time period
4) There are many instances of authentic displays of support
and expressions of empathy from Facebook users as well
as robotic incidents of slacktivism
5) Surpisingly, majority usage the keyword please was with
respect to opening of new stores in the case of H&M
6) Protestors and activists employed different social media
strategies on the different Facebook walls of companies
but with little evidence for social influence (in terms of
the number of likes and comments on their posts)
7) Companies followed not only different CSR strategies but
also different social media strategies before, during and
after the Bangladesh garment factory accidents. Further,
companies adopted different crises communication and
management strategies yielding different outcomes
8) For almost all of the accidents, a majority of the users
are posting during the news cycle, e.g. the coverage of
the event through traditional media outlets, and they do
not return to the Facebook walls again. This emphasizes
that social media engagement during factory accidents is
episodic and burst-y with little overlap to the business-
as-usual period before or after the accident.
10) Reflections on the IT-Artifact: Computational social
science research has reached a point where social media ac-
tivity is ubiquitous yet hard to collect and analyze in domain-
specific ways (with the notable exception of epidemiology).
In conjunction with complex event timelines as depicted by
the Bangladesh garment factory disasters, the data at hand
presents numerous opportunities for attaining deep insights.
In this context, visual analytics present the means of reaching
those insights to many users with different backgrounds, both
experts and novices alike. The novel implementation of the
present Social Set Visualizer (SoSeVi) dashboard showcases
that the creation of visual analytics software, which meets the
high technical, analytical and user experience requirements of
present-day computing, is viable (and can be achieved by an
academic research group with limited resources). Furthermore,
the developed IT artifact leverages open-source visual analyt-
ics frameworks to maximum extent in order to achieve a pure
implementation of important concepts in visual analytics.
IX. DISCUSSION
In this paper we have presented an new approach for
analysis of big social data using a conceptual model of social
data, a set-theoretical formalisation of the conceptual model
and an analytical framework called ”Social Set Analysis”.
The set-theoretical formalization of the conceptual model
provides the necessary abstraction to comprehend the complex
and complicated interactional scenarios and conversational
contexts of big social data. Further, the formal model informed
the schematic model of the software application and helped
realise the abstract ideas from the conceptual model into the
analytical framework for Social Set Analysis. We now briefly
discuss the methods of and findings from the three illustrative
case studies.
A. Case Study 1: Fuzzy-Set Based Sentiment Analysis
In the first case study (Sec. VI), we have presented an
integrated modelling approach for analysis of big social data
with the sentiment analysis based on the Fuzzy set theory. We
have presented a method for profiling of artifacts and actors
and applied this technique to the analysis of big social data
collected from Facebook page of the fast fashion company,
H&M. Regarding formal modelling of temporal dimensions
of social media interactions, we are currently developing a
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hybrid approach by constructing crisp sets as well as fuzzy
sets. For example, given an event of analytical interest such as
a marketing campaign, we construct crisp sets of sentiment cat-
egories (positive, negative, & neutral) for actors and artefacts
and fuzzy sets of the interactional time-periods (before event,
during event, and after event). This allows us to model and
analyze the different user characteristics, behaviours, and
dynamics within the intersections and unions of the temporal
categories of before-the-event, during-the-event, and after-the-
event at analyst determined fuzzy set membership criteria for
sentiment categories.
We acknowledge that many works exist in fuzzy sentiment
analysis and social networks and we have cited relevant papers
in the related work section. But as stated before, our approach
primarily differs from the current approaches of social net-
work analysis based on relational sociology. Our approach
is based on associational sociology, where we focussed on
finding ”association-ship” among actors and artifacts, based
on set theoretical approach, rather than only focussing on the
relationship between the actors. Our approach of ”associational
sociology” is drawn from Bruno Latour’s ( [25]) term ”sociol-
ogy of associations”. We postulate that Set Theory in general
and Fuzzy Set Theory is well-suited from sociological and
mathematical standpoints to model human associations [27].
Beyond the immediate social network and particularly on
large scale social media platforms such as Facebook, twitter
and Tencent QQ, we believe that this fundamental change in
the foundational mathematical logic of the formal model of
social data from graphs to sets will generate new insights.
This paper is a first attempt to articulate such an alternate
integrated approach across the theoretical, conceptual, formal
and computational realms.
B. Case Study 2: Social Set Analysis Of Corporate Social
Media Crises On Facebook
In the second case study (Sec. VII), we first proposed a
set-theoretical formal method for social set analysis drawn
from the event-study framework to investiage corporate social
media cries on Facebook. The proposed method was then
applied to big social data for four different social media crises.
Event studies is a finance methodology to assess an impact
on corporate wealth (e.g. stock prices) due to events such
as restructuring of companies, leadership change, mergers &
acquisitions [73]–[75]. It has been a powerful tool since late
1960s to assess financial impact of changes and continues to
be used extensively to examine stock price performance and
the dissemination of new information [76]. While there is no
unique structure for event study methodology, at an higher
level of abstraction, it contains identifying three important time
periods or windows. First, defining an event of interest and
identify the period over which it is active (event window),
the second involves identifying the estimation period for the
event (pre-event or estimation window) and the final one
being identifying the post-event window [75]. In social set
analysis of social media crises, we have adopted the event
study methodology to identify the three important time pe-
riods of user interactions on social media platforms: before
(pre-event window), during (event window) and after (post-
event window). SSA results showed the voluminous but also
transient nature of interactions during the social media crises
and a diversity of aggregate user behavioural patterns. SSA
combined with netnography and content analysis in terms of
sentiment analysis and topic discovery revealed the different
strategies employed by the organizations to manage the crises
and their outcomes.
C. Case Study 3: Social Set Visualizer: A Set Theoretical
Approach To Big Social Data Analytics Of Real-World Events
In the third case study (Sec. VIII), we designed, developed
and evaluated a visual analytics tool, SoSeVi(Social Set Visu-
aliser). SoSeVi incorporated new set theoertical visualizations
of big social data in terms of actor mobility across space
(wall crossings) and actor mobility across time (before, during
and after). SoSeVi leverages open-source visual analytics
frameworks to maximum extent in order to achieve a pure
implementation of important concepts in visual analytics such
as the detail on demand principle. A thorough evaluation
showcased the effectiveness of the tool’s approach on visual
analytics. Both the client- and a server-side components of
the Visual Analytics Dashboard present performance at par
with commercial tools, and can seamlessly be used under
many circumstances. Additionally, the results of the user
study performed indicate that the presented Visual Analytics
dashboard combines a high ease of use with the ability of
performing many different interactive analyses on a large
dataset. Moreover, the Visual Analytics tool put forward may
be utilized through any modern browser on a multitude of
different devices and screen sizes, with backend response times
as low as in the hundreds of milliseconds. Complementing
benchmarks of the database optimizations applied to the Visual
Analytics dashboard in real-world deployments showcase a
good performance and satisfactory handling of large amounts
of social data.
D. Reflections on the Set-Theoretical Approach
We now briefly discuss the current adoption of and future
prospects for the set-theortical approach with regard to Social
Science, Computer Science, and Computational Social Sci-
ence.
1) Set Theory and Social Science: Recent advancements in
set theory and readily available software have enabled social
science researchers to bridge the variable-centered quantitative
and case-based qualitative methodological paradigms in order
to analyze multi-dimensional associations beyond the linearity
assumptions, aggregate effects, unicausal reduction, and case
specificity. In the social sciences, application of set theory
has seen a dramatic increase over the last decade which can
be attributed to the method called aˆQualitative Comparative
Analysisaˆ [89] developed by the political scientist Charles
Ragin [90], [91]. Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA)
models causal relations as subset or superset relations cor-
responding to necessity and sufficiency conditions. QCA aims
to derive casually complex patterns in terms of equifinal-
ity, conjunctural causation and asymmetry [90], [92], [93].
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Although developed initially by Ragin [91] for qualitative
case study researchers (medium sample size of n < 90),
the proponents and supporters of QCA have argued about
its unique advantages over regression-based approaches [93],
[94] and its application for analysis of large-N datasets. In
the adoption of set theoretical methods in social sciences [89]
three variants of QCA methodology have surfaced: crisp-set
QCA(CsQCA), fuzzy-set QCA (fsQCA) [90] and multi-set
QCA (MvQCA) [93] with a number of software tools sup-
porting set-theoretical social science research (e.g. R packages
like QCA and QCAPro, fs/QCA, Tosmana).
2) Set Theory and Computer Science: In order to further
systematic research on set-theoretical algorithms, data struc-
tures and programs in Computer Science, we envision Com-
putational Set Analysis as a research program. In this regard,
the SetVR workshop series6 augurs well for the formalisation
and computational implementation of set-theoretical reasoning
and visualisations. In terms of visual analytics, recent ad-
vancements with regard to set intersections include the Upset
project [95] on the visualizations of set intersections based on
innovative approaches to combination matrices and the Euler
Diagrams project on creating area-proportional Euler diagrams
using ellipses instead of the traditionally used circles [96].
3) Set Theory and Computational Social Science: As dis-
cussed in the Conceptual Framework section, set-theoretical
approaches big social data analytics hold several advantages
in terms of modelling the implicit vagueness of many social
science concepts and combining the strengths and addressing
the weakness of variable vs. case based empirical approaches
in social science research. For example, automated sentiment
annotation of social data artifacts based on computational lin-
guistics methods such as supervised machine learning produce
both classifications of tokens into types (such as positive,
negative and neutral) as well as probabilistic estimates. As
we have demonstrated in Case Study 1, these classifications
and probabilities can be modelled using Crisp and Fuzzy
Set theories respectively and analyzed to reveal historical
developmental patterns as well as overlapping categories.
Practical implications from the analysis could help inform
an organization to assess the size of the different actor sets
(sub-communities) such as entirely positive, partially positive,
entirely negative etc. Investigating the absolute and relative
size of entirely negative conversations might enable the or-
ganization to identify the underlying customer service issues
and/or content problems. Similarly, knowing the absolute and
relative number of social media users that exclusively express
positive sentiments towards the organization helps identify and
nurture the advocacy group.
E. Limitations
One of this paper’s limitations is that we do not present
domain-specific social science findings in terms of visual ana-
lytics, crisis communication, crisis management, labor rights,
industrial safety and/or corporate social responsibility. That
said, first attempts at domain-specific empirical findings of the
set-theoretical approach can be found in [72], [97]. A second
6SetVR workshop: https://sites.google.com/site/setvr2kn/current-workshop
limitation is the lack of exposition of the full range of set
theory beyond the classical crisp sets and fuzzy sets discussed
in the paper (for example: Rough sets, Random sets, Bayesian
sets). A third and final limitation is the limited space given to
the computational aspects of the visuala analytics tool, SoSeVi.
F. Future Research
Current and planned future work in our computational
social sciences laboratory is addressing some of the theoretical
limitations identified above. In particular, we are exploring
novel set-theoretical visualisations of large number of set
interestions and to indicate set migrations of actors across
space and time with a focus on dynamic set composition
and decomposition. In terms of formal models and analytical
methods, we are extending Social Set Analysus to include
Rough and Random sets. Furthermore, we plan to release
a software library for “Social Set Analysis” that will allow
researchers and practitioners to easily integrate set-theoretical
analytics into their Big Data Analytics workbenches.
X. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, one of the contributions of this paper is
to demonstrate the suitability and effectiveness of Social Set
Analysis for conceptualizing, formalizing and analyzing big
social data from content-driven social media platforms like
Facebook for event studies such as unexpected crises and/or
coordinated marketing campaigns. Computational social sci-
ence research has reached a point where social media activity
is ubiquitous, yet hard to collect and analyze in domain-
specific ways (with the notable exception of epidemiology). In
conjunction with complex event timelines as depicted by the
Bangladesh garment factory disasters, user actions on various
organisation’s Facebook walls, Big Social Data presents nu-
merous opportunities for attaining deep insights. As illustrated
by the three case studies above, SSA covers the range of
prescriptive, visual, and descriptive analytics. Taken together,
the three demonstrative case studies illustrate the viability of
Social Set Analysis as a holistic approach to Computational
Social Science in general and Big Data Analytics in particular.
As part of future work, we would like to extend the Fuzzy
Set Theoretical formal model to encompass modelling of net-
works of groups and friends of users in an online social media
platform. We also have plans to extend the Fuzzy Set methods
and techniques to other kinds of socio-technical interactions
and further develop our abstract formal model. Modelling
social concepts in general involves fuzziness and we would
like to use Fuzzy set theory to model fuzzy behaviour in the
social data.
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Abstract 
This paper presents a state-of-the art visual analytics dash-
board, Social Set Visualizer (SoSeVi), of approximately 90 
million Facebook actions from 11 different companies that 
have been mentioned in the traditional media in relation to 
garment factory accidents in Bangladesh. The enterprise ap-
plication domain for the dashboard is Corporate Social Re-
sponsibility (CSR) and the targeted end-users are CSR re-
searchers and practitioners. The design of the dashboard was 
based on the “social set analytics” approach to computational 
social science [1]. The development of the dashboard in-
volved cutting-edge open source visual analytics libraries 
from D3.js and creation of new visualizations (actor mobility 
across time, conversational comets etc). Evaluation of the 
dashboard consisting of technical testing, usability testing, 
and domain-specific testing with CSR students and yielded 
positive results. 
Introduction
This demo paper presents the design, development and eval-
uation of a novel visual analytics dashboard based on Social 
Set Analysis, Social Set Visualizer (SoSeVi), for big data 
analytics in the enterprise application domain of Corporate 
Social Responsibility (CSR). The presented dashboard con-
nects social activity from Facebook with a thorough event 
timeline of the factory disasters in the Bangladesh garment 
industry. By using SoSeVi, even novice users can gain pro-
found understanding of the industrial tragedies in Bangla-
desh, their background, and the resulting social media im-
pact. Furthermore, the linked social media activity from 
eleven international companies in the garment industry can 
be interactively explored through different visualizations 
depicting actor mobility, conversation content, language 
distribution, and overall activity levels. The goal of this pa-
per is to present a brief understanding of the design and de-
velopment processes in implementing SoSeVi based on 
freely available open-source components in a robust, exten-
sible manner. Moreover, an evaluation of SoSeVi is per-
formed based on a task-based user study in conjunction with 
software and database performance optimization. The via-
bility of the dashboard was assessed with special regard to 
the ease of use without prior training.  
The remainder of the paper is organized as below. First, 
we briefly report on the garment industry sector in Bangla-
desh with regard to the enterprise application domain of 
CSR. Second, we outline the seven steps of our research 
methodology. Third, we present the technical description of 
the IT artifact, Social Set Visualizer (SoSeVi) including key 
features, technologies used, visualization framework, soft-
ware and database optimization and an annotated screen-
shot. Fourth, we present some of the findings generated by 
using SoSeVi by researchers and practitioners. Fifth and 
last, we offer some conclusions and outline for future work. 
Enterprise Domain: Global Supply Chains 
The garment industry in Bangladesh is the second-largest 
exporter of clothing after China, and employs more than 3 
million - mainly female - workers.  The garment industry in 
Bangladesh has rapidly grown during the past 20 years while 
approving of lax safety regulations and frequent accidents 
[2]. On April 24th, 2013, factory disasters in the Bangla-
deshi garment sector culminated in the largest textile indus-
try tragedy to date with the collapse of Rana Plaza, a factory 
building in an industrial suburb of Bangladesh's capital 
Dhaka in which more than 1100 garment workers died dur-
ing the factory's collapse and fires (http://www.ny-
times.com/2013/04/25/world/asia/bangladesh-building-col-
lapse.html). The events of 2013 were reported by media out-
lets all over the world and deeply shocked many end-con-
sumers of clothing products originating from Bangladesh. In 
various research publications, safety and struggles of work-
ers in the Bangladesh garment industry have been widely 
discussed [3], also with special regard to ongoing protests 
[4], globalization-related problems [5] and ethical aspects of 
the factory disasters [6]. The factory disasters in Bangladesh 
prompted major fast fashion and discount clothing retailers 
like H&M and Walmart to join campaigns supporting textile 
workers' rights in Bangladesh. A more sustainable, but lag-
ging impact is felt by the introduction of better methods of 
supply chain management such as social contracts in supply 
chains [7]. Our dashboard is a computational artefact that is 
situated in this particular nexus of social science research 
and enterprise practice.  
Research Methodology 
Our research methodology consisted of seven steps. First, 
we assembled a precise timeline of real-world events with 
respect to the Bangladesh factory accidents. Second, we 
generated a list of the traditional news media (print newspa-
pers, TV and radio) reports of the real-world factory acci-
dents in Bangladesh. Third, we reviewed the media reports 
and extracted a list of 11 multi-national companies that have 
been frequently mentioned in the traditional media reports 
in relation to the Bangladesh garment factory accidents. 
Fourth, since Strategic Corporate Social Responsibility 
communication is conducted by companies on their Face-
book pages, we extracted the full archive of the social data 
from the company walls of the 11 brands using SODATO 
[8]. Fifth, we designed, developed and evaluated the Social 
Set Visualizer dashboard of this Facebook corpus of approx-
imately 180 million data points. Sixth, we addressed and an-
swered a set of research questions using the dashboard. Sev-
enth and last, we deployed the dashboard (with access con-
trol) to support ongoing research by CSR researchers and 
practitioners.  
IT-Artefact: Social Set Visualizer (SoSeVi) 
Data Collection & Processing 
Event timeline of Bangladesh factory accidents and media reports 
were collected by desk research including systematic searches on 
the web and media databases Facebook data was collected from the 
Social Data Analytics Tool (SODATO) [8-10]. SODATO-pro-
vided Facebook activity datasets are generated as independ-
ent files for each company’s Facebook wall, and were com-
bined into one for using them as a whole data set that can 
be filtered or expanded on demand. Figure 1 SoSeVi’s sys-
tem schematic for the data acquisition, processing and vis-
ualization. The general concept follows the stages of the 
“Big Data Value Chain” introduced by Miller and Mork 
[11], with steps of preparation, organization and integration 
of the data prior to visualization and analysis. Data prep-
aration tasks are performed in a pre-processing step which 
converts all CSV files to from their character encoding UTF-
16 to the more commonly used UTF-8 and handles edge 
cases in which the generated SODATO output lacks proper 
data type encapsulation. Subsequently, a data normaliza-
tion phase performs sanity checks on the input data and 
identifies malformed data or unneeded information. Lastly, 
all distinct data sets are aggregated while conserving infor-
mation regarding their original source in an additional var-
iable. The aggregated data is then imported into a database 
management system (DBMS), from which it can be ac-
cessed for visual analytics purposes. 
Figure 1. SoSeVi System Architecture 
SoSeVi: Software Architecture 
The dashboard consists of a client-side and a server-side 
part. Both need to be implemented with focus on client- and 
server-side performance in mind. This is depicted by HCI-
informed ease of use and traditional scaling. 
The server-side web application is based on the Node.js pro-
gramming which provides server-side Javascript. In con-
trast, the server-side application is mainly based on the Ex-
press.js framework that provides a basic HTTP server. 
HTML templates are created using the Jade templating lan-
guage. All client-side components of the SoSeVi dashboard 
are implemented in Javascript that runs within the end users' 
web browser. The dashboard is reinforced by several pro-
gramming frameworks such as Backbone.js which is used 
for view management. Furthermore, several convenience 
frameworks such as underscore.js (utility functions) and 
moment.js (date handling) are used. All user-facing visuali-
zations shown within the client-side Visual Analytics dash-
board are implemented using dynamic SVG graphics which 
are built upon the powerful D3.js visualization framework. 
SoSeVi: Visualization Framework 
The technology choice for realizing the dashboard visuali-
zations is the D3.js Javascript-based visualization frame-
work which uses dynamic SVG images for data visualiza-
tion. D3.js constitutes a lightweight and very extendable Ja-
vascript visualization framework. It uses cutting-edge web 
technology in order to facilitate the creation of complex vis-
ualizations. The flexibility provided by D3.js enables the 
creation of new kinds of interactive visualizations which are 
able to run on any device with decent processing resources. 
This includes Windows, MacOS and Linux based systems 
with screen sizes up to 4K devices. Figure 2 presents the 
software architecture of SoSeVi. 
Figure 2. SoSeVi Software Architecture 
DashboardView is the main view of the web application 
which contains the SoSeVi and is initially shown to the user. 
RawdataView presents a detailed search interface for the Fa-
cebook activity data. Many visualizations in Dash-
boardView refer to RawDataView in order to provide the 
user with further information. ActorsView presents a dedi-
cated interface for analysis tasks related to Actor Mobility 
across time and space of companies’ Facebook walls. The 
visualizations of actor mobility in DashboardView refer to 
ActorsView in order to provide the user with further details 
when requested. Furthermore, ActorsView presents a handy 
set of tools for analysis of actor mobility and cross-postings 
between different time frames and Facebook walls. 
SoSeVi: Dashboard Interface 
Figure 3 presents the SoSeVi dashboard and its constituent 
visualizations for the full dataset.  
The Facebook Activity visualization displays the social me-
dia activity on Facebook over the whole time period. It con-
sists of a large main chart and a smaller mini chart under-
neath. Both charts use a line plot to display activity. The 
mini-chart reveals the full distribution of historical activity 
and can also be used as a brush to dynamically isolate and a 
time period of the data shown in the main chart for detailed 
analysis.  The Actor Mobility across Space visualization at 
the top right of the dashboard displays the number of differ-
ent Facebook walls on which Actors have posted. For this 
visualization, a bar chart is used for rapid comparison. The 
chart depicts the number of Actors based on the number of 
Facebook walls they have posted to. 
The Actor Mobility across Time visualization at the center 
right of the dashboard displays the number of Actors within 
each time period and their respective overlaps. For this vis-
ualization, an exploded Venn diagram is used which is 
aligned hexagonally to more clearly reveal cross sections 
than a traditional Venn diagram.  
The Language Distribution visualization at the bottom right 
of the dashboard displays the number of social media Arti-
facts based on their language, again utilizing a bar chart for 
the most clear and effective comparisons. It presents each 
language and the respective number of social media activi-
ties during the selected timeframe.  
The Word Cloud visualization located right beneath the Fa-
cebook Activity chart displays the results of the word fre-
quency analysis based on conversation artifacts in the avail-
able social data. The font size of each word is determined by 
its overall frequency within all conversations that happened 
during the selected time period. The word cloud may not re-
veal the precise numerical differences that a table would, but 
it offers the most intuitive understanding of word frequency 
in a compact use of space. 
Legend for Event Timeline is placed at the very top of the 
dashboard between the user-driven filtering interface and 
the Facebook Activity visualization. It conveys information 
about different types of events that are part of the event time-
line. In the case at hand, the event timeline is based on the 
Bangladesh factory disaster events, which means that the 
event types classified are encoded in the legend. 
The user-driven filtering interface contains two compo-
nents. On the left hand side, the user may input Start and 
End Date of the timeframe to be visualized in the dashboard. 
Mouse or touch interactions with the input fields will reveal 
a hidden date picker component based on Boostrap Date-
picker. This date picker enables the user to either input dates 
using a keyboard or specifying the day, month and year us-
ing their mouse or even a touch screen. Secondly, on the 
right hand side, the user may select the companies whose 
Facebook walls are shown in the Visual Analytics dash-
board. User interaction with the available input field can be 
performed in various ways. The user can directly type Face-
book walls into the field, which are then displayed in the 
visualization. An alternative method is that the user selects 
an item from a dropdown menu that appears when the input 
field is focused. 
To summarize, the Big Data Visual Analysis dashboard em-
powers users to use it in different ways. The dashboard ad-
heres to the user's preferred interaction method without 
making any assumptions. This means tablet users may also 
type in their selection of the Facebook walls, or desktop us-
ers may use the Datepicker to manually select a date.  
Key Questions and Selected Findings 
The following were some of the key questions investigated 
by using the SoSeVi: 
 What is the distribution of the keyword "bangladesh" 
across time and space of 11 different Facebook walls? 
 What is the period of maximum density of Bangladesh 
factory accidents? 
 What, if any, are the trends and patterns with the word 
cloud chart, actor mobility across time chart (before, 
during, and after), actor mobility across space chart 
(Facebook walls), and language distribution during 
maximum accident density time period? 
 In terms of social actors, who are the most influential 
negative critics of all 11 companies during the maxi-
mum accident density time period? 
 In terms of social actors, who are the most influential 
positive loyalists of all 11 companies during the maxi-
mum accident density time period? 
 In terms of social actors, what were the different strat-
egies adopted by the Facebook wall admins of the 11 
companies during maximum accident density time pe-
riod? 
 In terms of social actors, what were the different kinds 
of direct appeals to the CEOs of the companies made 
during maximum accident density time-period? 
Due to space restrictions, we can’t report all the findings 
from the visual analytics case study. That said, selected find-
ings are that (a) the global supply chain concerns with regard 
to Bangladesh garment factories have been expressed by Fa-
cebook users from as far back as 2009, (b) there are many 
instances of authentic displays of support and expressions of 
empathy from Facebook users as well as robotic incidents 
of ‘slactivism’, (c) many of the uses of the word “please” 
were in relation to opening requests for new stores in the 
case of H&M,  (d) protestors and activists employed differ-
ent social media strategies on the different Facebook walls 
of companies but with little evidence for social influence (in 
terms of the number of likes and comments on their posts), 
(e) similarly, companies followed not only different CSR 
strategies but also different social media strategies before, 
during and after the Bangladesh garment factory accidents, 
(f) for almost all of the accidents, a majority of the users 
posting during the news-cycle (that is, traditional media 
coverage of the event) don’t return to the Facebook walls 
again.  That is, social media engagement during factory ac-
cidents is detected as episodic and ‘bursty’ with little over-
lap to the “business-as-usual” period before or after the ac-
cident.  
 
Conclusion and Outlook 
Computational social science research has reached a point 
where social media activity is ubiquitous yet hard to collect 
and analyze in domain-specific ways (with the notable ex-
ception of epidemiology). In conjunction with complex 
event timelines as depicted by the Bangladesh garment fac-
tory disasters, the data at hand presents numerous opportu-
nities for attaining deep insights. In this context, visual ana-
lytics present the means of reaching those insights to many 
users with different backgrounds, both experts and novices 
alike.   The novel implementation of the present Social Set 
Visualizer (SoSeVi) dashboard showcases that the creation 
of visual analytics software, which meets the high technical, 
analytical and user experience requirements of present-day 
computing, is viable (and can be achieved by an academic 
research group with limited resources).  Furthermore, the 
developed IT artefact leverages open-source visual analytics 
frameworks to maximum extent in order to achieve a pure 
implementation of important concepts in visual analytics.  
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Abstract Current state-of-the-art in big social data analytics is largely
limited to graph theoretical approaches such as social network analysis
(SNA) informed by the social philosophical approach of relational sociology.
This paper proposes and illustrates an alternate holistic approach to big
social data analytics, social set analysis (SSA), which is based on the
sociology of associations, mathematics of set theory, and advanced visual
analytics of event studies. We first presented the SSA approach to a wider
audience at IEEE Big Data 2015 [6], IEEE EDOCW 2015 [7], and IEEE
EDOCW 2016 [8]. Since then we worked on improving SoSeVi in order
to further demonstrate its usefulness in large-scale visual analytics tasks
of individual and collective behavior of actors in social networks. The
current iteration of the Social Set Visualizer (SoSeVi) builds upon some
of the concepts laid out by the UpSet project [14] and aims to further
improve the capabilities of researchers and practitioners in big social
data analytics alike. We then illustrate our new approach by reporting
on the design, development, and evaluation results of a state-of-the-
art visual analytics dashboard, the Social Set Visualizer (SoSeVi). The
development of the dashboard involved cutting-edge open source visual
analytics libraries (D3.js) and creation of new visualizations such as
visualizations of actor mobility across time and space, conversational
comets, and more. Evaluation of the dashboard consisted of technical
testing, usability testing, and domain-specific testing with CSR students
and yielded positive results. In conclusion, we discuss the new analytical
approach of social set analysis and conclude with a discussion of the
benefits of set theoretical approaches based on the social philosophical
approach of associational sociology.
Keywords: Big Social Data, Social Set Analysis, Computational Set Analysis,
Big Data Visual Analytics, Event Studies
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1 Introduction
This paper introduces a new research approach situated in the domains of
Data Science [4,15,22] and Computational Social Science [13] with practical
applications to Big Social Data Analytics in organizations [26,24,23]. It addresses
one of the important theoretical and methodological limitations in the emerging
paradigm of Big Data Analytics of social media data [25]. In particular, it
address the major limitation in existing research on Big Social Data analytics
that computational methods, formal models and software tools are largely limited
to graph theoretical approaches [9] (such as SNA [2]), and are informed by
the social philosophical approach of relational sociology [5]. There are no other
unified modeling approaches to social data that integrate the conceptual, formal,
software, analytical and empirical realms [20]. This results in a research problem
when analyzing Big Social Data from platforms like Facebook and Twitter, as
such data consists of not only dyadic relations but also individual associations [21].
For Big Social Data analytics of Facebook or Twitter data, the fundamental
assumption of SNA, that social reality is constituted by dyadic relations and
interactions that are determined by structural positions of individuals in social
networks [19], is neither necessary nor sufficient [27].
For example, consider a Facebook post made on the official Facebook wall of
Lionel Messi, the soccer prodigy who plays for FC Barcelona and Argentina’s
national football team. Each official post by Messi to his Facebook page typically
receives more than 100,000 likes, 25,000 comments and 18,000 shares. Such
association-based and content-driven social media interactions involving large
number of social actors are unlike the other social interactions such as face-to-face,
email, phone and instant messaging in the sense that what binds the interacting
social actors together in the first instance is not so much the relational ties (strong
vs. weak ties) but associations ranging from the player himself, the teams that
he plays for, to the cultural, ethnic, national and linguistic attributes. Modeling
such Facebook interactions using affiliation networks creates the problem of an
extremely low number of nodes with an extremely high number of nodes as
spokes. Further, such SNA assumes the central social psychological concept of
"homophily" that social actors with similar interests (that is, associations) prefer
to interact with each other. To overcome this limitation and address the research
problem, this paper proposes an alternative holistic approach to Big Social Data
analytics that is based on the sociology of associations as well as the mathematics
of set theory and offers to develop fundamentally new methods and tools for
Big Social Data analytics, Social Set Analysis (SSA). Our overarching research
question is stated as: How, and in what way, can methods and tools for Social
Set Analysis, derived from the alternative holistic approach to Big Social Data
analytics based on the sociology of associations and the mathematics of set theory,
result in meaningful facts, actionable insights and valuable outcomes?
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, we present a philosophical
template for holistic approaches to computational social sciences, compare and
contrast the dominant approach of social network analysis with the proposed
novel approach of social set analysis and discuss the benefits of set theoretical
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approaches based on the social philosophical approach of associational sociology
in section 2. Then, we illustrate our new analytical approach by reporting on the
design and development of our state-of-the-art visual analytics dashboard, the
Social Set Visualizer (SoSeVi), that builds on and extends the UpSet visualizations
of set intersections.
2 Theoretical Framework
The theoretical concepts behind our proposed approach of Social Set Analysis
are discussed here.
2.1 Set Theoretical Big Social Data Analytics
Social Set Analysis (SSA) as employed in this paper is concerned with the mobility
of social actors across time and space. For mobility across time, we conduct SSA
of big social data from the Facebook walls of eleven companies from the same
industry with an analytical focus on the set of actors that interacted with the
company before, during and after the real-world events, and set theoretical
intersections of the three time periods. Similarly, for mobility across space, we
conduct set inclusions and exclusion of actors who interacted with different
Facebook walls. This will allow us to uncover not only the interactional dynamics
over time and space but also identify actor sets that correspond to marketing
segmentations such as brand loyalists, brand advocates, brand critics and social
activists.
2.2 Event Study Methodology
Event studies is a finance methodology to assess an impact on corporate wealth
(e.g. stock prices) caused by events such as restructuring of companies, leadership
change, mergers & acquisitions [3,17,16]. It has been a powerful tool since the
late 1960s to assess financial impact of changes in corporate policies and used
exclusively in the area of investments and accounting to examine stock price
performance and the dissemination of new information [1].
While there is no unique structure for event study methodology, at a higher
level of abstraction, it contains identifying three important time periods or
windows. First, defining an event of interest and identifying the period over which
it is active (event window), the second involves identifying the estimation period
for the event (pre-event or estimation window) and the final one being identifying
the post-event window [16]. In social set analysis of a real-world event, we have
applied event study methodology to identify the three important time periods of
user interactions on social media platforms: before (pre-event window), during
(event window) and after (post-event window).
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3 Related Work
The improved version of the Social Set Visualizer (SoSeVi) has been influenced
by the previous work of the UpSet project [14], and the visualizations of set
intersection based on innovative approaches to combination matrices. In contrast
to UpSet, SoSeVi uses server-side calculations on its underlying big social data
corpus, and therefore is able to handle much larger volumes of data with 100,000s
to millions of actors moving between set intersections. Both projects strive to
provide a real-time visual analytics tool.
The previous version of SoSeVi used Venn diagrams to showcase actor mi-
gration between time periods and different Facebook walls , with focus shifting
towards the use of Euler visualizations as discussed in [18] for version 2 of SoSeVi.
4 The Visual Analytics Tool
S
W
FIn C
Figure 1. Social Set Visualizer showing 8M Facebook entries from the Carrefour,
CalvinKlein and El Corte Ingles Facebook pages adapted to the computational set
analysis approach: [F] main activity chart zoomed in on the user-selected time period
using the [S] selection tool. Underneath the dynamically calculated word cloud [W] is
located. On the left side we see all set intersections [In] displayed as a combination
matrix, where [C] displays the cardinality of each individual set intersection over the
Before, During and After periods. On clicking or hovering, we see a visualization of
period-over-period actor migration between set intersections.
We showcase version II of the Social Set Visualizer (SoSeVi) tool which is
adapted to the challenges of visualizing user-selected and dynamically calculated
large-scale set intersections depicting aggregated actor behavior in social networks
such as Facebook. Figure 1 illustrates the major design shift from the SoSeVi
version which was presented in [6].
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Figure 1 depicts the DashboardView which is the central interface of the web
application. It contains all visualizations and is initially shown to the user. It
consists of both small and large overall social media activity visualizations [F].
The researcher can use the time period selection tool [S] to navigate the data, and
to toggle data sets from different Facebook walls depending on the analysis tasks
at hand. Based on the user-selected time period, which we label as the During
period, the tool is able to deduct Before and After time periods by looking at the
beginning (earliest event) and end (most recent event) of the underlying data. An
alphabetical word cloud [W] underneath the main activity chart [F] illustrates
the most important conversation topics in the during period. This showcases
the pluggable architecture of SoSeVi, which facilitates diverse real-time content
analysis tasks on the underlying data, all based on a user-selected time frame
for analysis. To the left of the main activity visualization [F], set intersections
[In] are dynamically visualized based on the user selection of the time period.
Set intersections are encoded in a combination matrix. Each data source uses a
distinct color.
For each set intersection, we render up to three bar graphs in [C]. One bar each
is drawn for every single Before, During and After period, when the underlying
set has a cardinality of at least one actor. The bars are horizontally stacked, with
the topmost bar signifying the Before period, the center bar During, and the
lowest After. More information on the visualization of actor migration through
time and space sets is shown in figure 3.
When clicking on or hovering over the set cardinality visualizations in [C], a
visualization of actor migration between periods and set intersections is displayed
as shown in figure 4. SoSeVi calculates all possible set intersection for each set
with all sets of the following period (migrations from Before to During, and
migrations from During to After) based on the user-selected time period using
the selection tool [S]. Cardinality numbers illustrate the actual migration volume,
whereas the right-hand side bar labels indicate the destination of each migration.
Augmenting the extensive visual analytics features of SoSeVi, RawdataView
presents a detailed search interface for the underlying Facebook activity data. It is
accessible to the user through various means by interacting with the visualizations
of the DashboardView. ActorsView presents a dedicated interface for analysis
tasks related to Actor Mobility across time and space of companies’ Facebook
walls. The visualizations of actor mobility in DashboardView refer to ActorsView
in order to provide the user with further details when requested. ActorsView
presents a handy set of tools for analysis of actor mobility and cross-postings
between different time periods and Facebook walls.
The Social Set Visualizer can be accessed at http://bigdata:bigdata@5.9.5.20/
with user name and password bigdata. It has been tested by using Webkit and
Gecko-based web browsers.
4.1 Data Acquisition
Facebook data was collected through the Social Data Analytics Tool (SODATO) [11,10,12].
SODATO-provided Facebook activity datasets are generated as independent files
Interactive Social Set Analysis for Big Social Data 7
Figure3. Visualization of set intersections and set intersection cardinality Before,
During, and After the user-selected time period, illustrating the distribution of social
media actors over time and space.
Figure 4. Visualization of actor migration concerning the Calvin Klein Facebook wall
During the user-selected time period, showcasing strength and destinations of migrations.
Migrations towards the Calvin Klein Facebook wall from the Before to the During
Period are displayed in red color. Migrations originating from the Calvin Klein During
period are received by to other intersections’ After periods, and displayed in green color.
The cardinality of each migration movement concerning the user-selected period and
set is clearly visible in red (incoming migration) or green color (outgoing migration).
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for each company’s Facebook wall, and were combined into one for using them
as a whole data set that can be filtered or expanded on demand.
5 Software Development
The SoSeVi dashboard is implemented as a client-side web application, and
uses the D3.js Javascript SVG visualization framework. D3.js constitutes a
lightweight and very extendable Javascript visualization framework which can
display visualizations for a multitude of browser-based clients. The flexibility
provided by D3.js enables the creation of new kinds of interactive visualizations
which are able to run on any device with decent processing resources including
Windows, MacOS and Linux based systems with screen sizes up to 4K, which
gives SoSeVi the flexibility needed for various purposes in different research areas.
After thorough (re-)evaluation of Apache Spark and other NoSQL-based
storage solutions, the decision to use PostgreSQL for data storage was not
overthrown due to lack of empirically measured benefits in execution time with
our test data. In version 2 of SoSeVi, all set intersection calculations have been
outsourced from PostgreSQL to Redis. A dedicated Redis instance now performs
memory-intensive set intersection calculations with a significantly better execution
speed and pipes the calculation results back to the user-facing dashboard in real
time.
6 Conclusion
Version 2 of the Social Set Visualizer (SoSeVi) project presented in this paper
provides a significantly better interface for Social Set Analysis (SSA) tasks of big
social data originating from Facebook. We showcase our interactive tool for large-
scale real-time set intersection calculations to the research community. SoSeVi
2 depicts the first visual analytics tool to visualize migration flows between set
intersections in big social data.
7 Future Work
We strive to add more customization features in order to provide the user with
more viable investigation strategies, such as sorting and filtering of sets. This
was also demonstrated in the UpSet project, but real-time implementation of
those features was out of scope for version 2 of SoSevi. Add extension points
to perform statistical calculations over the set intersections and improve the
overall measurement of migration flows. The research tool will be extended for
non-Facebook data social media data.
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Abstract—We present a big social media data study that
comprises of 1 million individuals who interact with Facebook
pages of the seven major political parties CDU, CSU, SPD, FDP,
Greens, Die Linke and AfD during the 2017 German federal
election. Our study uses the Social Set Analysis (SSA) approach,
which is based on the sociology of associations, mathematics of
set theory, and advanced visual analytics of event studies. We
illustrate the capabilities of SSA through the most recent version
of our Social Set Analysis (SoSeVi) tool, which enables us to deep
dive into Facebook activity concerning the election. We explore
a significant gender-based difference between female and male
interactions with political party Facebook pages. Furthermore,
we perform a multi-faceted analysis of social media interactions
using gender detection, user segmentation and retention analysis,
and visualize our findings. In conclusion, we discuss the analytical
approach of social set analysis and conclude with a discussion of
the benefits of set theoretical approaches based on the social
philosophical approach of associational sociology.
Keywords—Big social media data, Social set analysis, Big
data visual analytics, Facebook, 2017 German federal election,
Bundestagswahl, CDU, CSU, SPD, FDP, Gru¨ne, AfD, Linke
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper applies Social Set Analysis research approach
to the 2017 federal election in Germany, more precisely to the
activity on the major political parties’ Facebook walls. Social
Set Analysis is a research approach situated in the domains of
Data Science [1]–[3] and Computational Social Science [4]
with practical applications to Big Social Data Analytics in
organizations [5]–[7]. It addresses one of the important theoret-
ical and methodological limitations in the emerging paradigm
of Big Data Analytics of social media data [8]. In particular, it
address the major limitation in existing research on Big Social
Data analytics that computational methods, formal models
and software tools are largely limited to graph theoretical
approaches [9] (such as SNA [10]), and are informed by
the social philosophical approach of relational sociology [11].
There are no other unified modeling approaches to social data
that integrate the conceptual, formal, software, analytical and
empirical realms [12]. This results in a research problem when
analyzing Big Social Data from platforms like Facebook and
Twitter as such data consists of not only dyadic relations but
also individual associations [13]. For Big Social Data analytics
of Facebook or Twitter data, the fundamental assumption of
SNA that social reality is constituted by dyadic relations and
interactions that are determined by structural positions of
individuals in social networks [14] is neither necessary nor
sufficient [15]. Previous versions of the Social Set Visualizer
tool have been introduced to showcase the Social Set Analysis
approach [16].
For example, consider a Facebook post made on the official
Facebook wall of Lionel Messi, the soccer prodigy who plays
for FC Barcelona and Argentina’s national football team. Each
official post by Messi to his Facebook page typically receives
more than 100,000 likes, 25,000 comments and 18,000 shares.
Such association-based and content-driven social media inter-
actions involving large number of social actors are unlike the
other social interactions such as face-to-face, email, phone and
instant messaging in the sense that what binds the interacting
social actors together in the first instance is not so much the
relational ties (strong vs. weak ties) but associations ranging
from the player himself, the teams that he plays for, to the
cultural, ethnic, national and linguistic attributes. Modeling
such Facebook interactions using affiliation networks creates
the problem of an extremely low number of nodes with an
extremely high number of nodes as spokes. Further, such
SNA assumes the central social psychological concept of
”homophily” that social actors with similar interests (that is,
associations) prefer to interact with each other. To overcome
this limitation and address the research problem, this paper
proposes an alternative holistic approach to Big Social Data
analytics that is based on the sociology of associations and the
mathematics of set theory and offers to develop fundamentally
new methods and tools for Big Social Data analytics, Social Set
Analysis (SSA). Our overarching research question is stated as,
How, and in what way, can methods and tools for Social Set
Analysis derived from the alternative holistic approach to Big
Social Data analytics based on the sociology of associations
and the mathematics of set theory result in meaningful facts,
actionable insights and valuable outcomes?
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, we
present a philosophical template for holistic approaches to
computational social sciences, compare and contrast the dom-
inant approach of social network analysis with the proposed
novel approach of social set analysis and discuss the benefits
of set theoretical approaches based on the social philosophical
approach of associational sociology in Sec II. Second, we
present the most recent version of our Social Set Visualizer
(SoSeVi) tool in III.
Third, we take a deep dive into Facebook activity con-
cerning the 2017 German federal election held on 24th of
September 2017 on a political party level. Section IV illustrates
the capabilities of SoSeVi by showcasing growth and retention
of audience by political parties, user segmentation into loyalists
and persons with positive and negative feelings towards a
political party, and further analyses based on first names and
gender classification.
Fourth and last, we discuss the findings from our illustrative
case study, offer methodological and analytical reflections on
social set analysis, identify its limitations, and outline future
work directions. We have not provided any dedicated section
for related work, but we have referred the relevant literature
at appropriate places throughout the paper.
II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Social Set Analysis (SSA) as employed in this paper is
concerned with the mobility of social actors across time and
space. For mobility across time, we conduct SSA of big social
data from the Facebook walls of the seven major political
parties in Germany, with an analytical focus on the set of actors
that interacted with the parties during the 2017 federal election
campaign. Similarly, for mobility across space, we conduct set
inclusions and exclusion of actors who interacted with different
Facebook walls. This will allow us to uncover not only the
interactional dynamics over time and space but also identify
actor sets that correspond to marketing segmentations such as
loyalists, advocates, critics and activists. The theoretical frame-
work and the formal model behind our proposed approach of
Social Set Analysis have been elaborated in previous papers
such as [16] [15].
III. SOCIAL SET VISUALIZER (SOSEVI) TOOL
A. User interface
The Social Set Visualizer (SoSeVi) tool for Social Set
Analysis has been under active development since 2014, with
older version presented to the research community in several
papers. The latest version focuses on Upset-inspired [17]
visualization set intersections, and is paired with a built-in
Facebook crawler. The set intersection visualization allows
researchers to define social media interactions in a set query
language, and then perform further analysis based on the set
of individuals at hand which resulted from the query.
Figure 1(a) showcases the latest version of the Social Set
Analysis user interface provided by the Social Set Visualizer
tool. After selection of Facebook pages of interest, the user
can compare these Facebook pages in an Upset-inspired [17]
set visualization tailored to the Social Set Analysis approach.
Social Set Visualizer (SoSeVi) provides means to segment in-
dividuals on social media and visualize their interactions. Word
cloud visualization and aggregated Facebook page information
is shown in figure 1(b).
To summarize, the SoSeVi big data visual analysis dash-
board empowers users to use it in many different ways. The
dashboard adheres to the user’s preferred interaction method
without making any assumptions. This means tablet users may
also type in their selection of the Facebook walls, or desktop
users may use the date picker to manually select a date. The
dashboard may be accessed at http://rf2017.roonk.de/.
(a) Selection of Facebook pages and time period of interest as preparation
for a visualization of set overlaps and intersection cardinalities.
(b) Facebook page overview with alphabetical word cloud and Facebook reaction
visualization.
Figure 1: User interface provided by Social Set Visualizer.
B. Technology
The technology choice for realizing the dashboard visual-
izations is the D3.js Javascript-based visualization framework
which uses dynamic SVG images for data visualization. D3.js
constitutes a lightweight and very extendable Javascript vi-
sualization framework which can display visualizations for a
multitude of browser-based clients. The flexibility provided
by D3.js enables the creation of new kinds of interactive
visualizations which are able to run on any device with decent
processing resources including Windows, MacOS and Linux
based systems with screen sizes up to 4K devices. Data is
stored in a relational database and heavily indexed using
PostgreSQL. Queries are cached both in database tables and
in-memory using Redis.
IV. 2017 GERMAN FEDERAL ELECTION CASE STUDY
A. Background
The 2017 German federal election held on 24th of Septem-
ber 2017 was the largest political event in recent years. Major
topics such as the European migrant crisis [18], central bank
policies [19] and workplace equality [20] have put pressure
on incumbent Angela Merkel, her cabinet and the political
parties CDU, CSU and SPD closely affiliated with her. Both
pro-business liberal party FDP and the green party Bu¨ndnis
’90 / Die Gru¨nen aim to get more foothold with mainstream
voters than in previous years.
More extreme political parties such as recently formed
Alternative fu¨r Deutschland (AfD) and leftist party Die Linke
contest voters’ mind share and aim to get more influence in
the future government. Based on these circumstances, we take
a deep dive into social media reactions on the major political
parties’ Facebook pages to better understand the state of mind
of the political parties’ audiences and ultimately, the German
voters.
Figure 2: SoSeVi-based set visualization of Facebook audience overlap between major political parties in Germany during the
2017 federal election campaign. The overlap between all seven political parties is represented by the black bar on the right side
of the visualization. The grid-based set overlap visualization using interconnected circles is inspired by Upset [17].
B. Methodology
Our research methodology consisted of several steps. First,
we fetched the Facebook walls of the major political parties
in Germany: Angela Merkel’s CDU, Bavarian CSU, social
democratic SPD, liberal FDP, green party Bu¨ndnis ’90 Die
Gru¨nen, leftist party Die Linke and ultra-conservative alter-
native party AfD. For this, we use a self-made Facebook
crawler. Furthermore we restrict our observation timeframe to
the beginning of 2017 up until the day before the federal elec-
tion, 23rd of September 2017. Second, we analyze collected
Facebook activity with our Social Set Visualizer (SoSeVi) tool.
We visualize overlaps between individual parties’ Facebook
audiences and illustrate inner-party retention rates throughout
the hot phase of the election campaign. Third, we perform
deep dives into audience segments of interest and illustrate the
capabilities of SoSeVi by addressing party loyalist, audience
reactions and demographics such as the most common first
names of individuals interacting with the Facebook walls.
Fourth, we discuss our findings and deploy the dashboard
internally to support ongoing research.
C. Data Collection & Processing
The event timeline of the 2017 federal election was col-
lected through desk research including systematic searches
in web and media databases. Facebook data was previ-
ously collected through the Social Data Analytics Tool
(SODATO) [21]–[23]. For this paper a SoSeVi-internal crawler
was used to provide Facebook data shown in table I. The
general concept follows the stages of the “Big Data Value
Chain” introduced by Miller and Mork [24], with steps of
preparation, organization and integration of the data prior
to visualization and analysis. The aggregated data is then
imported into a database management system (DBMS), from
which it can be accessed for visual analytics purposes.
D. Size of political party Facebook audience
In figure 2 SoSeVi is utilized to visualize a total of
958,834 individuals who interacted with German political party
Facebook pages during the 2017 federal election. This number
Party Posts P.Reactions Comments C.Reactions
AfD 970 2,107,255 445,978 1,031,180
CDU 550 374,830 152,904 364,261
CSU 598 985,812 142,078 455,527
FDP 652 592,527 80,403 106,132
GREEN 442 361,351 97,309 214,113
LINKE 609 607,137 104,082 246,823
SPD 531 719,632 121,215 229,401
Table I: Overview of Facebook dataset of major German
political parties
is also displayed in figure IV as all-party total. We examine
the aggregate number of individuals that interacted with each
parties’ Facebook page during the examination period up to
23rd of September 2017, as visualized through the left-side
horizontal bar chart in figure 2.
It strikes that newcomer AfD leads with a total of 295,000
individuals, followed in second place by social democrats
SPD who interacted with 221,000 individuals. Third largest
is Bavarian-only CSU party with 212,000 individuals active
on their page, the sister party of Angela Merkel’s CDU. CDU
themselves are in last place, because only 100,000 individuals
interacted with their Facebook page during the 2017 federal
election campaign. All minor parties such as the FDP with
138,000 individuals, the Green party with 149,000 and the
leftist party Die Linke with 173,000 had Facebook interactions
with more unique individuals than Angela Merkel’s ruling
party CDU.
E. Audience overlap between political party Facebook pages
In figure 2 we also visualize overlaps of Facebook au-
diences between the major political parties in Germany in
the 2017 federal election period from 1st of January to 23rd
of September 2017. We use Social Set Analysis approach to
Table II: Monthly growth rate of unique individuals who interacted with German political party Facebook pages during the 2017
federal election campaign between 1st of January and 23rd of September 2017. Sparklines visualize month with lowest and
highest number of individuals on Facebook page. Compound monthly growth rate is calculated and compared.
calculate sets of individuals and visualize overlaps between the
sets at hand. Major two-set overlaps between political parties
are:
1) We observe that more than 27,000 individuals were active
both on the CSU and the AfD Facebook pages, displaying
the biggest audience overlap between two political parties.
2) The second major audience overlap is between AfD and
leftist party Die LINKE with 9,600 individuals.
3) The third largest overlap is between Bavarian CSU party
and liberal FDP party with more than 9,500 individuals
active on both parties’ Facebook pages.
4) Fourth largest overlap is between social democrats SPD
and leftist Die Linke with 9,500 individuals, followed by
fifth largest overlap between SPD and the Green party
with 9,100 individuals active on both Facebook pages.
5) Angela Merkel’s CDU and her Bavarian sister party CSU
depict the sixth largest overlap with 8,700 individuals.
Further overlaps between political party Facebook audi-
ences are visualized in the figure, but due to space restrictions
we cannot list all of them. The major overlaps identified seem
to follow the parties’ closeness on the political spectrum, even
though at the moment we cannot explain the detailed reason
for the relative differences in cardinality between overlaps such
as CSU/AFD and SPD/Die Linke.
F. Audience growth during election campaign
The audience growth rate in terms of the total number
of individuals who were active on a certain political party’s
Facebook page during the campaign is showcased in table II.
Using social set analysis we create sets of individuals who
interacted with a certain party for each month of the election
campaign. Cardinalities of monthly sets for each political
party have been taken from the set visualizations of figure 3.
Based on this data, a compound monthly growth rate (CMGR)
has been calculated to compare each party’s audience growth
during the time period of the election campaign. We observe
the following:
1) For all parties, the final month of campaigning, Septem-
ber, was the best month in terms of total number of
individuals they interacted with.
2) No party showcases a steady, consistent growth story.
All of them have at least one month where they actually
decreased their audience compared to the previous month.
3) Comparing the compound monthly growth rate (CMGR),
both leftist LINKE (+35.9%) and Angela Merkel’s party
CDU (+31.7%) depict the biggest growth over the whole
period of investigation. Both are also the only parties
where both April is the overall weakest month and
September the overall peak.
4) With only 10.6% over the whole campaign, CSU show-
cased the lowest overall growth rate.
5) All other parties SPD, FDP, GREEN, and AfD expressed
a compound growth rate of around 20% per month.
6) In August, penultimate month of the 2107 election cam-
paign, current chancellor Angela Merkel’s parties CDU
and CSU both decreased in the number of individuals that
interacted with their Facebook pages by a total of 69.3k
people (-11% and -22% respectively). This is interesting
because one would expect that during August, at the peak
of campaigning, both sister parties would continue to push
very hard. This decrease could be explained with summer
holidays for the shared campaigning team.
7) Also in August, SPD, the biggest rival of CDU/CSU, grew
their audience at 54%. With a total of 72.5k individuals,
SPD reached a larger audience on Facebook than both
CDU (22.8k) and CSU (46.5k) combined.
G. Audience retention of political party Facebook pages
We visualize month-over-month retention of Facebook au-
dience for each political party in Germany from 1st of April
up to election day 24th of September 2017. For this purpose
we create six monthly slices (April, May, June, July, August,
September until 23rd) for each party and utilize SoSeVi to
perform social set analysis on them.
Using the example of social democrat party SPD, we
visualize in Figure 3(a) the month-to-month development of
individuals interacting with the party’s Facebook page. The
visualization shows that 4,100 individuals interact with the
party on a monthly level, and the vast majority of users
interact with the party’s Facebook page on a very loose basis.
Even though we see a steady month-to-month growth between
April and September, the retention of individuals seems to
be lacking. In September up until election day, a total of
83,000 individuals interacted with SPD, but 54,000 of those
only did so in September and not in any prior months. The
visualization for social democrat SPD party can be accessed
(a) SPD
(b) CDU
(c) CSU
(d) FDP
(e) Green party
(f) Leftist party
(g) AfD
Figure 3: SoSeVi-based visualization of month-over-month
development and retention of Facebook audience for German
political parties, sliced monthly until election day. Loyalist
audience for each party is depicted by the black vertical bar
spanning all six month-based sets.
online at rf2017.roonk.de/upset. Likewise we visualize audi-
ence retention for other political parties in figure 3.
H. Identification of political party loyalists on Facebook
We define political party loyalists as the set of individuals
who interact with a certain party’s Facebook page at least once
per month. For this purpose we examine monthly slices for
the six months preceding election day, same as in previous
section IV-G. We determine loyalist audience from the number
of individuals who are active on a specific party’s Facebook
page in every single month within the observation period up
to election day. Using figures 3(a), 3(b), 3(c), 3(d), 3(e), 3(f),
3(g) we can determine the total number of loyalists for each
political party.
In order to put the absolute size of party loyalist audience
in perspective, we compare official party membership numbers
to the size of the loyalist audience on Facebook and calculate a
ratio. Number memberships has been collected for each party
from official publications [25]. Table III showcases that loyalist
Facebook audience varies highly between political parties. The
massive membership bases of the two major parties SPD and
CDU are not significantly more active on the parties’ Facebook
pages than the loyalist audiences of smaller parties.
Relative to the total number of party memberships, small
parties such as AfD, FDP, and the Leftist party Die Linke
Table III: Comparison of political party loyalist audience on
Facebook and official party membership numbers. Membership
numbers are from 31. December 2016 and based on official
publications [25].
Table IV: First name based gender classification of social media actors on political party Facebook pages during the 2017 German
federal election. Official party member gender ratio is based on 2016 data published by German federal ministry for political
education (BPB) [26]. N/A displays failed gender classification.
interact with a high number of individuals compared to their
total memberships. AfD in particular is rapidly growing with
a low number of official party memberships, thus the high
percentage of 56.80%. Compared with peers, the Green party
receives only a small amount of loyalist interaction on the
Facebook page, both in absolute numbers but also as a relative
percentage to their peers in terms of party memberships Die
Linke and FDP.
I. Audience reactions to political party Facebook posts
Table V showcases Facebook reactions by individuals to
posts by political parties. For this analysis we count the number
of individuals who interact with the party post with a Facebook
reaction, focusing on the most widely used Facebook reactions
LOVE, LIKE, SAD, ANGRY and HAHA. We observe:
1) Far-right AfD received reactions from more than 225k
audience members. This is 40k more people than the next
biggest parties, CSU (180k) and SPD (175k).
2) Every party except Angela Merkel’s CDU received reac-
tions from more than 110k individuals to their Facebook
postings. In total, only 66k users reacted to CDU posts.
3) Used by more than 90% of all individuals, LIKE depicts
major audience reaction to political party posts.
4) Liberal FDP receives a LIKE from 95% of their interact-
ing Facebook audience.
5) Receiving LIKEs from 202k individuals, far-right AfD
significantly eclipses Angela Merkel’s CDU which only
receives LIKEs from 56k individuals during the campaign.
6) Far-right AfD received ANGRY reactions from 51k indi-
viduals or 23% of their audience.
7) Reactions other than LIKE are not very frequently used,
major exception being the numerous ANGRY reactions
towards AfD posts.
Table V: Audience reactions to political party Facebook posts
during 2017 election campaign.
J. Comparing Facebook gender distribution with official party
membership data
Table IV displays the results of gender-based Facebook
audience segmentation. In the first part of the table, we show
aggregate numbers for each political party. The center of the
table shows audience reactions to posts and to comments by
the political party, aggregated by gender. Furthermore, we
show male/female comment authorship. In the final row of
the table we plot the official male to female ratio based on
party membership publications for comparison. We perform
audience segmentation by gender to showcase the full potential
of Social Set Analysis. Audience interactions with political
party Facebook pages are analyzed along this dimension.
Gender inference is performed based on the first name of the
Facebook user at hand. We use the nam dict.txt database1
to link first names with genders. This technique for gender
inference has been successfully applied by other researches
such as [27]. Based on male/female audience segmentation of
German political party Facebook walls as shown in table IV
we can point out several qualitative findings:
1) Both on an aggregate and on an individual level, dis-
cussion and reactions on the political parties’ Facebook
pages appear male-dominated, with a male-to-female ratio
as high as 4.10 for comment authorship on FDP page.
2) The only exception to this observation are reactions to
posts on the Green party’s page. With post reactions from
51,037 females and only 48,682 males, this is the only
dimension in table IV where we can count more females
than males interacting with the party’s posts.
3) Incumbent ruling party CDU has the fewest individuals
on their Facebook page, less than half as many as their
biggest rival, the social democrat party SPD.
4) Leftist party Die Linke is the only political party where the
Male/Female ratio of all dimensions of interaction (post
and comment reactions, comment authorship) with their
Facebook page is higher than the official Male/Female
ratio based on their party memberships.
5) Apart from the Leftist party Die Linke, all other parties
have a more balanced male-to-female ratio on their Face-
book page than the male-to-female ratio based on official
party memberships numbers suggests.
1nam dict.txt first-name based gender classification database (c) 2008 Jo¨rg
Michael, available at https://www.heise.de/ct/ftp/07/17/182/
(a) Female first name distribution across political parties
(b) Male first name distribution across political parties
Table VI: Comparative visualization TOP50 most frequent male and female first names across German political party Facebook
pages. Gender detection is performed based on first name. Colored areas display each party’s Facebook audience having a certain
first name as a percentage of the whole dataset. The number of actors at the bottom of each table concerns the absolute number
of individuals in our dataset who hold a certain first name.
K. Gender-based differences in Facebook interactions with
German political parties
Furthermore we examine whether there is a statistically
significant difference between male and female individuals
in their interaction with German political party’s Facebook
pages during the period of the 2017 federal election. For
this purpose we perform a chi-square test of gender-based
differences in engagement with 6 degrees of freedom. The
test shows a significant difference between males and females,
with p < 0.05 and χ2 = 17825.46.
Potential limitations of this finding are the extent and
veracity of our first name based gender classification approach.
We have manually verified gender classification results for the
top 100 most frequently used first names, yet the long-tail
correctness of classification results has not been thoroughly
examined. The name lists underlying our gender classification
approach is targeted at German-speaking population and does
not capture all names from other cultural backgrounds. Table
IV depicts gender classification results. A total of 113,235
actors (12%) have not been successfully classified. To further
test for gender-based differences in Facebook interaction, we
should assume that all non-gender-classified first names are
female, and repeat the chi-square test. Again it shows that the
finding is significant with p < 0.05 and χ2 = 20944.96.
L. Frequency analysis of first names across political party
Facebook audience
In table VI we visualize top 50 most frequently occurring
first names across all individuals interacting with political party
pages during the election campaign. More specifically, table
V(a) depicts the frequency distribution of overall top 50 female
first names and how often these first names are observed in
each political party within the time period of the election
campaign. Table V(b) provides the same information for all
individuals that were classified as males based on their first
names.
The visualization of top 50 female first names in table
V(a) provides insight into party-specific distribution of first
names. Facebook audience of the GREEN party exhibits
above-average frequency of female first names, e.g. ANNA
(0.56% vs. global average 0.31%) and JULIA (0.48% vs.
global average 0.28%). CSU displays higher variance than the
GREEN party: With 0.08% of global audience, names such
as SARAH are significantly less frequent on the CSU page
than it would be expected given the 0.23% overall average.
Conversely, table V(b) depicts overall top 50 male first names
from our dataset and their frequency across political parties. As
shown in section IV-J, political party Facebook audience within
the 2017 German federal election campaign is overwhelmingly
male. Viewing the male first name visualization this becomes
apparent through the fact that most frequencies are about two
to three times higher than in table V(a). No significant trends
are visible to the eye.
The top 50 first names returned by the gender-focused
approach in this section largely mimic historic demographics
of Germany, and thus don’t provide significant findings apart
from several outliers and slight trends between political parties.
Table VII: Top 50 most uniquely attributable first names for each political party in the 2017 German federal election. Numbers
depict the percentage share of all individuals with a certain first name interacting with the respective party’s Facebook page.
(a) AfD
M. Top 50 most uniquely attributable first names for each
political party
Table VII showcases an alternative approach to providing
a unique perspective on the Facebook audience of German
political parties. For each party, we identify the top 50 first
names that are most uniquely attributable to the party at
hand. We calculate relative percentage share of all audience
members with a certain first name and select the top 50
highest percentage first names for each party. First names
with less than 100 individuals and party names are filtered
out. For example with AfD in table VII(a), we can see in the
leftmost column that 64% of all individuals with the first name
Ronny interact with the AfD Facebook page, while only 9%
of all Ronnys interact with CDU page. The total number of
individuals named Ronny in our data set is 1834, of which
838 (64%) interact with AfD during the campaign. We further
examine the most uniquely attributable first names for each
party and describe our findings:
1) AfD VII(a): Most uniquely attributable names are ”stereo-
typical” for the eastern part of Germany. Frequency
distribution heavily skewed towards AfD.
2) CDU VII(b): Mainly Arabic first names, but overall very
low level of uniqueness (percentages less than 40%),
many shared with SPD.
3) CSU VII(c): Traditional German names, both male and
female, with percentages between 40 and 50%.
4) FDP VII(d): German male first names.
5) GREEN VII(e): German female first names.
6) LINKE VII(f): First names with some Turkish back-
ground, most likely related to immigrant workers during
the early days of German federal republic.
7) SPD VII(g): First-ranked TC means Tu¨rkiye Cumhuriyeti
(Republic of Turkey), Turkish activists added TC in front
of their name to signal their support of Turkey during a
shit storm including SPD. Most unique names related to
LINKE, but Arabic names in long tail as shown in VII(b).
V. DISCUSSION
Due to space restrictions, we presented only a subset of
the empirical findings resulting from the use of the Social
Set Visualizer (SoSeVi) tool by researchers and practitioners
in various fields such as Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR), Computational Social Sciences (CSS) and healthcare.
These empirical findings demonstrate the analytical utility of
our proposed set theoretical approach to big social data and
our social set analysis implementation in the SoSeVi visual
analytics dashboard.
A. Reflections on the IT-Artifact
Computational social science research has reached a point
where social media activity is ubiquitous yet hard to collect and
analyze in domain-specific ways (with the notable exception of
epidemiology). In conjunction with complex event timelines as
depicted by the 2017 German federal election, the data at hand
presents numerous opportunities for attaining deep insights. In
this context, visual analytics present the means of reaching
those insights to many users with different backgrounds, both
experts and novices alike. The novel implementation of the
present Social Set Visualizer (SoSeVi) dashboard showcases
that the creation of visual analytics software, which meets the
high technical, analytical and user experience requirements of
present-day computing, is viable (and can be achieved by an
academic research group with limited resources). Furthermore,
the developed IT artifact leverages open-source visual analytics
frameworks to maximum extent in order to achieve a pure
implementation of important concepts in visual analytics.
B. Reflections on the Set Theoretical Approach
The current paradigm in computational social science is
dominated by a theoretical focus on relationships of actors and
artifacts, and the mathematical modeling of those relationships
as social networks based on graph theory.
This leads to the big social data triumvirate of relational
sociology (as candidate social philosophy), graph theory (as
candidate mathematical and formal model), and social network
analysis (as candidate analytical framework). Our argument is
not that relational sociology, graph theory, and social network
analysis are invalid or ineffective. Social Network approaches
have proven their analytical suitability and ability in diverse
application domains ranging from epidemiology to organiza-
tional behavior. Instead, our argument is that other candidate
sociological approaches, mathematical theories, and analysis
techniques need to be explored to further advance the field
of computational social science. After all, relational sociology
is just one of the many competing and co-existing theories
in sociology describing, explaining and predicting social phe-
nomena; along with process, ethnomethodology, structuration,
identity, structural functionalism, cognitive and cultural the-
ories. Our paper’s primary contribution to not only to offer
an alternate holistic approach of social theory (associations),
(b) CDU
(c) CSU
(d) FDP
(e) GREEN
(f) LINKE
(g) SPD
mathematics (set theory), and analytics (social set analysis ) but
also to demonstrate its technical viability, suitability and utility
by designing, developing and evaluating an IT-artifact, the
Social Set Visualizer (SoSeVi). In other words, we postulated
and - hopefully - illustrated that Set Theory in general is better
suited from a mathematical standpoint to model human social
associations than network theory or graph theory. Beyond the
immediate social network and particularly on large scale social
media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter and Tencent QQ,
we believe, and hope, that this fundamental change in the
foundational mathematical logic of the formal model from
graphs to sets will allow for new insights.
C. Limitations
One of this paper’s limitations is that we do not present
domain-specific empirical findings in terms of political sci-
ences and social media management. That said, such domain-
specific empirical findings of the set theoretical approach
can be found in [28], [29]. A second limitation is the lack
of exposition of the full range of set theoretical approaches
beyond the classical ”crisp sets” discussed in the paper (for
example: fuzzy sets, rough sets, random sets, Bayesian sets).
A third and final limitation is the limited space devoted to
the technical aspects of the IT-artifact. Also, the data set is
only for 2017 and does not contain previous years of political
discourse on Facebook.
D. Future Research
Current and planned future work in our Center for Business
Data Analytics is addressing some of the theoretical limitations
identified above in terms of developing formal models and ana-
lytical methods for fuzzy, rough and random sets. Furthermore,
more advanced modeling of political social media discourse
needs to be performed through machine learning. Our focus
is on data visualization, and merging these capabilities with
innovative methods of extracting meaningful insights from the
social media data at hand. We suggest future work on the 2017
German federal election also takes into account not only the
party Facebook pages, but also the Facebook pages of each
individual member of parliament. This would enable analysis
of further grass-roots political activity and discourse.
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Abstract—This paper introduces a novel conceptual foundation
for Social Set Analysis, the Social Interaction Model. It contributes
to the state-of-the-art theory in Big Social Data by extending
the existing Social Data Model through proposal of an improved
concept which is formally grounded in set theory and relational
algebra. The concept of Interactions based on one initial Action
between two social media Actors, and zero or many Reactions, all
referencing the initial Action, is presented. Furthermore, tempo-
ral and spatial dimensions are included as a core component of
the proposed model, thus streamlining data analytics tasks in the
realm of Social Set Analysis. Key differences between the existing
Social Data Model and the Social Interaction Model contributed
in this paper are the inclusion of non-textual artifact content
types, the unification of a previously bipartite Social Data Model,
the deprecation of an empirically vague notion of Activities, and
improved interoperability between data sources.
Index Terms—Big Data Analytics, Big Social Data, Compu-
tational Social Science, Social Set Analysis, Social Data Model.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper I propose the Social Interaction Model (SIM),
a generalized model of interactional social data, which extends
upon the Social Data Model (SDM) [1], [4]. It simplifies the
existing model through a set-based definition of interactions
and the resulting artifacts. The model formalizes a two-
dimensional framework based on location in space and time for
Big Social Data Analytics. This provides additional empirical
coherence with the application of Social Set Analysis (SSA)
as presented in previous publications of our research group
[5], [6]. SSA as discussed in this paper is concerned with
the mobility of social actors across time and space. For
comparison across dimension of time, we conduct SSA of big
social data utilizing set theoretical intersections of various time
periods along the time axis. Similarly, for comparison across
location in space, we conduct set inclusions and exclusion
based on the dimension of space. The SDM by Mukkamala et
Fig. 1: Social Data Model (est. 2013, updated 2016) [1]–[3]
al. [1] is drawn from the theory of socio-technical interactions
by Vatrapu [7]. A more detailed explication of the theoretical
framework in terms of its ontological and epistemological
assumptions and principles is beyond the scope of this paper
but for details, please confer Vatrapu [7]. SDM was first
utilized in the IT artifact of the Social Data Analytics Tool
(SODATO) [8], [9]. Figure 1 illustrates the most recent version
of the SDM, describing two concepts: Interactions (originally
labeled Social Graph in first publication of SDM) and Conver-
sations (originally labeled Social Text). Social Graph maps on
to the first aspect of socio-technical interactions that involve
perception and appropriation of affordances. Social Text maps
on to the second aspect of socio-technical interactions. The
model does not distinguish between an user and an actor. With
respect to action/activity, an action is an atomic event done by
an actor on an artifact, whereas an activity can spread across
many actions, artifacts and actors. Social graph consists of the
structure of the relationships emerging from the appropriation
of social media affordances such as posting, linking, tagging,
sharing and liking. It focuses on identifying the actors in-
volved, the actions they take, the activities they undertake, and
the artifacts they create and interact with. Social text consists
of the communicative and linguistic aspects of the social media
interaction such as the topics discussed, keywords mentioned,
pronouns used and sentiments expressed.
II. CONCEPTUAL MODEL
Figure 2 presents the conceptual foundation of the Social
Interaction Model (SIM). The conceptual model emerged
during research on the Social Set Visualizer [10]–[12], a visual
analytics software tool implementing SSA. The proposed
model distinguishes between three major components of social
data: Actors, Interactions and Artifacts. Actors depict any
kind of user or entity that can be interacted with in the realm
of social media. Each Actor consists of a unique Location
in Space and a set of Artifacts which depict the actor’s
attributes, e.g. a profile picture or bio text. An Interaction
depicts a set of one initial Action and zero or many Reactions
that respond to the initial Action or one of its Reactions.
Actions always occur between two Actors, one originating
Actor and one receiving Actor. Reactions always originate
from one Actor and are targeted at another Action or Reaction.
The context of each Interaction consists of the Location in
Space and Time, thus allowing analytics along space and time
dimensions. Location in Space is provided by Actors who are
part of the initial Action, as by definition every Actor has a
certain location in space. Therefore, the Location in Space
for the whole interaction is set by the location attributes of
the initial Action of each Interaction. Location in Time is
attached to every single Action and Reaction as a conventional
time stamp. Every individual Action or Reaction results in
creation of a set of Artifacts. These Artifacts can be aggregated
on the Interaction level, resulting in a set of all Artifacts
created during a certain Interaction. Artifacts depict any user-
generated content, such as text posts, emotions, or media
uploads. Artifacts consists of a certain content type and a
user-generated payload. For theoretical fidelity with existing
SDM, the SIM also distinguishes between three content types,
Social Videos, Social Images and Social Text. Artifacts can be
analyzed to extract further information om Topics, Keywords,
Sentiments, and Pronouns.
III. FORMAL MODEL
Definition 1. We define l as a certain location in space
expressed by a three-dimensional vector containing the data
source, data type and an unique identifier (ID). l depicts
Location in space. We define t as a certain point in time
expressed through a timestamp. t depicts Location in time.
Definition 2. We define a as a tuple a = (c, ct), where c is
data of a certain content type ct ∈ R. R is the set of all content
types.
a depicts an Artifact. The Artifact contains data c of
a certain content type ct with ct ∈ R.
Definition 3. We define α as a tuple α = (l, Aα) with l as a
location in space, and Aα as a set of artifacts a who are direct
attributes of α. We define Θ as the set of all Actors α.
α depicts an Actor. It describes a point in space l with
attributes of the Actor encoded as a set of Artifacts Aα.
Social Data
Social Graph
Actors
Actions Reactions
Artifacts
Social Text
Social Videos Social Images
Topics
Keywords
Sentiments
Pronouns
Fig. 2: Concept of proposed Social Interaction Model.
Definition 4. We define δ as the Type of a certain Action, and
∆ as the set of all Action Types δ. We define β = βδ,α1,α2
as a relation βδ,α1,α2 : (δ, α1, α2) → (t, Aβ) of Type δ ∈ ∆
originating from Actor α1 ∈ Θ to Actor α2 ∈ Θ, resulting
in a tuple (t, Aβ) where t is a certain point in time and Aβ
is a set of artifacts a created by the relation β.
βδ,α1,α2 depicts an Action of Type δ originating from
Actor α1 directed at α2.
Definition 5. We define β1δ,α,β2 as a relation β1δ,α,β2 :
(δ, α, β2) → (t, Aβ1) of Type δ ∈ ∆ originating from actor
α ∈ Θ to relation β2, resulting in a tuple (t, Aβ1) with t and
Aβ1 analogous to definition 4.
βδ,α,β2 depicts a Reaction of Type δ originating from
Actor α directed at previous Action β2, with β2 de-
picting either an Action βδ,α1,α2 (def. 4) or a Reaction
βδ,α,β2 (def. 5). Both Actions and Reactions β return
a tuple (t, Aβ) containing timestamp t and a set of
Artifacts Aβ .
Definition 6. We define Iβδ,α1,α2 as the set of all relations
β containing a relation βδ,α1,α2 of Type δ ∈ ∆ between
two Actors α1, α2 ∈ Θ, and all other relations β either
referencing that certain relation or any other relation β in
Iβδ,α1,α2 . We recursively define Iβ = Iβδ,α1,α2 = {βδ,α1,α2}∪{βδ1,α,β2 |∃δ1 ∈ ∆, α ∈ Θ : β2 ∈ Iβδ,α1,α2 }.
Iβ depicts an Interaction. It consists of a certain Action
β = βδ,α1,α2 between two Actors α1 and α2 and
all Reactions βδ,α,β2 that reference it. Reactions to
Reactions are also included.
Definition 7. We define Sα = {Iβδ,x,α |∀x ∈ Θ, δ ∈ ∆} as
the set of all Interactions with Actor α. We define S =
{Sα|∀α ∈ Θ} as our corpus of interactional data. Figure 3
illustrates formal definition of the Social Interaction Model.
IV. DISCUSSION
We compare the SIM with the existing SDM and present
key differences. Interactions: In applied SSA, a notion of in-
teractions is needed, consisting of a data structure comparable
to a linked, timestamped list of one initial Action performed
by a social media Actor directed at another Actor and zero
or many Reactions to that initial action. SIM incorporates
Interactions as core principle and goes further than the SDM in
that regard. Definition of Temporal and Spatial Dimensions:
To formalize SSA methodology, two dimensions, one for
time and one for space, are required. The SIM extends the
existing SDM to support these two dimensions of Location
in Space and Location in Time. Non-Textual Artifacts: The
existing SDM lacks support for non-textual Artifact content
types apart from Social Text, such as images and videos
within social data. This is rectified by the proposed SIM
through addition of Social Images and Social Videos, from
which meaningful information can be extracted by utilizing
state-of-the-art computational approaches. Therefore, Topics,
Keywords, Pronouns and Sentiments should not be attached
to Social Text domain as theorized in the SDM, but attached
to Artifacts of any content type as proposed by the SIM (see
figure 2). Unification of Bipartite SDM: The proposed SIM
unifies the bipartite SDM into one coherent concept of a
set-based definition of the social data and the social graph.
This step is straightforward after a slight refinement in the
definition of Artifacts. This modification enables the SIM to
express that all meaning such as Topics, Keywords, Pronouns,
and Sentiments can be extracted from the Artifact data. With
Social Text being a specific type of Artifact data, we observe
that there is no inherent conflict between both models, but that
SIM is a logical extension and generalization of the existing
SDM. Deprecation of “Activities”: Activities as defined in the
existing SDM are a vague concept without clear mapping to
real-world Big Social Data used in SSA. The formal definition
in the original publication concerns a mapping function from
Artifacts to Activities, with the presented example being that
Activity is a “promotion” of products by a clothing retailer
on Facebook [1], that may span many Actors, Actions and
Artifacts. Thus, the notion of Activity in the SDM apparently
tries to capture the goal or intention of a social media Actor
that is behind their Action to broadcast a certain Artifact to
the social network. I argue that this non-public information
on goal or intention of the Actor is empirically difficult to
obtain both for researchers and the social network operators.
Therefore, due to empirical difficulties in acquiring this data
with sufficient precision, and the proven precedent of only
being able to guess the intention of an Activity, the concept of
Activities has not been included in the SIM. Improved Inter-
operability between Data Sources: Based on the dimension
of Location in Space which is included in the proposed SIM,
it is conceptually possible to interoperate between Artifacts
from different social media data sources in line with the model
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Artifacts
Artifacts
Actions
Reactions
Time Location in Space
t1
t2
t3
t4
β1:
β2:
β3:
β4:
α1 α2 α3 α4
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α1 α4
α2
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β1(α1, α4) ⇒ Aβ1
β2(α4, β1) ⇒ Aβ2
β3(α3, β2) ⇒ Aβ3
β4(α2, β3) ⇒ Aβ4
Fig. 3: Illustration of proposed Social Interaction Model
based on Actors, Interactions, and Artifacts.
definition. For example, after a dimensionality reduction to the
temporal dimension Location in Time, Artifacts from multiple
data sources such as Twitter and Facebook can be grouped
and compared for SSA purposes.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, I have contributed a new conceptual foun-
dation for Social Set Analysis, the Social Interaction Model,
based on a set-theoretical formal model which introduces the
notion of Interactions based on one initial Action and zero
or many Reactions. I have articulated further key differences
to the existing Social Data Model, such as the definition
of temporal and spatial dimensions, the inclusion of non-
textual Artifact content types, the unification of a previously
bipartite model, improved interoperability between big social
data sources, and the deprecation of the empirically vague
Activity concept. On top of that, the proposed Social Inter-
action Model simplifies the set-based formalization of the
Social Data Model, therefore improving the state-of-the-art in
Big Social Data by providing a streamlined conceptual model
for utilization in real world use cases. Temporal and spatial
dimensions are introduced as core components of the proposed
model, thereby a guideline and standardization for Social Set
Analysis tasks is contributed to the research community.
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